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«pn weather man smiled on the to have with us Homer E. Robin
c- Gecrgers for their fifth re- son, president of the First National
umon and dinner held May 3 at Bank of Rockland, accompanied
Ho’.e- Continental, Harvard Square, by his wife.
Mr. Robinson re
Cambr.dge, Mass.
sponded with some reminiscences
One hundred and twenty old of his boyhood in Tenants Har
, ?n, and neighbors sat down to bor, most of them shared with
t
. course turkey dinner of “John" Mathews. If a good skater
amp:?
proportions.
Music was makes a good golfer, we can un
c;ppi.-'d throughout the dinner derstand' his prowess at golf as
snj a colorful favor made by the the old' marsh saw him skating
(jirtnan of the committee was most of his waking moments in
found at each place.
Winter, and even now that ren
y: Herbert Davidson, in well dezvous is no stranger to him when
f , ii remarks introduced the the ice has formed.
t.j.v master.
John T. Mathews,
William (Riley upheld his good
,n0 P-ke with warmth of what reputation as an after-dinner
t;;e reunions had come to mean speaker.
Walter Mathews Fergu
t,, him. especialy now, with chaotic son, who attended for the first
world conditions and all the time, spoke briefly. His father
anxiety and strain resultant from was chief of police in Beverly for
tnese condition* felt by all business a great many years.
men
Ernest Rawley. Tenant’s Harbor
He aid that this one evening postmaster, maintained his envi
f ■ ct the year was like an oasis able record as an extemporaneous
;n the desert when all worries, speaker. He related a true story
:.all and great, could be banished of a keg of gun powder which was
and everyone present could for hidden in a stove oven, a fire was
this cne brief time meet and greet later started in the stove by some
childhood friends and neighbors, one who was either ignorant of
enjoy their handclasp and the the oven’s contents or had for
-mile that handclasp brought. He gotten it. Fortunately for all con
felt ttiat every one here returned cerned1, it did not explode. This
ne witli a greater realization of story was vouched for by two
•
joy and happiness these re- other guests at the reunion. Mr
,1,iur brought. It's a wonderful Rawley, having a retentive mem
ti.i,
to look into the face of ory and being an observant citi
me tne associated with one's zen, could tell many true and un
Jdhood for the first time in a usual events and episodes that
have taken place at the Harbor,
quarter of a century.
We were honored and delighted and with good luck, we’ll hear
more another year.
There were two Privates in the
"Coal Black and the Seven United States Army seated at the
head table, Waldo Clark, son of
Klinkers” A Minstrel
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Clark of Wal
Gooduill Grange Hall, So. Warren tham, Mass., and Howard! Wyllie,
cHT RD AY EVG., MAY 10—8 P. M.
son of Dr. and Mrs. Ralph Wylie
Admission 15c and 35c
of Ayer. Mass. Dr. Wylie, at the
toastmaster’s invitation to speak
opened his remarks by saying that
BAKED BEAN SUPPER
he now knew how to wangle a
THURSDAY, MAY 8—€ to 8 P.M. seat at the head table. “Just have
FINNISH
a son in uniform." But all joking
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
aside, we were very proud to have
Georges River Road
two such upstanding young Pri
(ufTee and Finnish Coffee Bread
vates in the Army at our head
featured
table.
Auspices Jolly Toilers 4-H Club
Capt. Sherman Hupper spoke
55
' feelingly of boyhood chums, most

MOTHER—FRONT AND CENTER
It is true that every day is Mother’s Day—but as
a nation we render her special homage on May 11.

REMEMBER MOTHER WITH THE

IDEAL GIFT—CANDY
Charming, specially wrapped boxes sent or mailed anywhere
on order

THE CANDY CORNER
AT THE CRIE GIFT SHOP

470 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL.563-W

Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
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[EDITORIAL]
VISIT YOUR HOSPITAL

PROCLAMATION
The American Legion and the Legion Auxiliary
make their annual appeal to all citizens to wear the
Legion Poppy on Saturday.
These blossoms, emblems of the supreme sacrifice
of our brave boys on the field of battle, have also an
added significance, as they represent the handiwork
of disabled veterans in government hospitals
throughout the country. Each Poppy, in its making,
helps the handicapped veteran to help himself. To
do all we can to help the sale of the Legion Poppies
is the slightest and easiest gesture we can make to
show the men who offered to their country their lives
and future welfare that we are still mindful of their
sacrifice and obligation.

Mrs. Myra Hale Hupper, Stone
of whom were outstanding seacaptains of many yeans ago. ham. Mass.
Sherman Hupper, Stoneham,
Everything he said made us proud
of their exploits. It was interest Mass.
ing to note that there were de
Mr. andi Mrs. Homer Robinson,
scendants of everyone he spoke of Rockland, Me.
present.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Mathews
At the request of Leroy Smalley, Ferguson, Boston, Mass.
Mrs. Ernest Rawley was asked to
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Monaghan.
speak. She arose to the occasion, Watertown, Mass.
and expressed, graciously, how
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Romkey, Bel
pleased she was to be present and mont, Mass.
how much she enjoyed seeing all
Clifford Rawley. Dedham, Mass.
the natives of St. George each
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hall, Whit
year and expressed the wish that man, Mass.
there might be many more re
Mr. and Mrs. Emerson Hall, East
unions.
Bridgewater, Mass.
After the conclusion of the
Mrs. Katherine Andrews Hock
speakers, Mr. Mathews asked the ing, Melrose. Mass.
pleasure of the guests in regard
W. Thurley Hocking, Melrose,
to a sixth reunion. It was mu Mass.
tually agreed to have it with the
Mrs. Leah Smalley Smith, Somsame chairman in charge. She , erviille, Mass.
agreed to serve with the co-opera
Albert Smith, Somerville, Mass.
tive help of the committee, winch
Miss Arlene Smith, Somerville,
this year consisted of Mrs. Alice Mass.
Davidson. Somerville, Mass.; Mrs.
Mrs. Alice Balano Davidson,
Roy Barter, Somerville, Mass; Somerville, Mass.
Mrs. Roy Clark, Waltham, Mass.;
Herbert Davidson. Somerville,
Mrs. John T. Mathews, Chairman, Mass.
Belmont, Mass.
Mrs. Ethel Jones Coffin, Cam
Following is a list of the guests: bridge, Mass.
Mrs. Nellie Jones Boyles, Cam
(Miss Jane Mathews, Belmont,
bridge, Mass.
Mass.
Byron Boyles, Cambridge, Mass.
Hiram Shorter, Weymouth. Mass.
Mrs. Harriett Mathews Rawley,
Tenants Harbor.

Mrs. Emma Hathorn
| Somerville, Mass.

VS.

Barter,

Ernest Rawley, Tenants Harbor.
Roy Barter, Somerville, Mass.
Mrs. Eva Hupper Gee, Belmont,
Francis Barter, Somerville, Mass.
Mass.
Mrs. Alice Grover Newbold, Som
George Gee, Belmont, Mass.
erville, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Julian H. Maybee,
Herbert Newbold, Somerville,
Watertown, Mass.
Mass.
Mrs. Gertrude Giles Riley, Som
erville, Mass,

TEL. 627

THOMASTON HIGH SCHOOL

William Riley, Somerville, Mass.

(Continued on Page Eight)

COMMUNITY PARK, FRIDAY, MAY 9—3.30 P. M.
ADMISSION 25 CENTS
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2-Claw Chicken Lobsters, 5 for $1.

BIG RADIO JAMBOREE
EDDIE SMAIL
AND HIS

GP$/

Large Chicken 23c lb.; 1% lb., 25c lb
Our Best Selects 30c Ib.; Jumbos, 27c lb.
Live Boiled Lobster Meat, $1.25 lb.
Clams in Shell or Shucked
Try the first fare of Scallops brought in by
Capt. Bain

MATINICUS LOBSTER COMPANY
TILLSON WHARF

ROCKLAND, ME.

(First time in Rockland)
Featuring

DELL and TRIXIE, Harmony Yodelers
FLO FINNEGAN, with her Hat and Fiddle
WHATCHNOW JOE RUSSO, and his Accordion
LITTLE JOAN, the Blonde Blitzkrieg
EDDIE and his Singing Banjo, and many others
Also THE LIME CITY BOYS

A FULL TWO HOUR SHOW

ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING
FRIDAY, MAY 9
SHOW AT 8.00 P. M.
Children Under 12 years, 10c, Children Over 12 years 25c, tax inci.
Adults, 40c, tax included
53&55

The Columbia Broadcasting System, so ivell known to radio
fans everywhere, is up in arms over the threat which it sees
implied in new regulations by the Federal Communications
Commission—“first paralyzing blow at freedom of the air in
the United States." "The new regulations sound innocent,"
says the Cdlumbia chain, "but would destroy the existing
broadcasting structure.” Quoting William S. Paley, presi
dent of the Columbia system:
Ramming what the Commission calls a “Magna Carta"
down the throats of the affiliates of the major networks is
really taking away from them that freedom of independent
lawful action without which radio itself cannot remain free.
This is true even though there may be opportunistic elements
in the industry who will see in a sudden upset of the whole
broadcasting structure a chance to gain temporary commer
cial advantage. The fact that the Commission has proposed
to go so far. and that it openly threatens government owner
ship or common carrier regulation if it is thwarted in its pur
pose, is evidence enougih that the American people should
be alarmed and on the alert. This argument is absurd. If the
one making it were to add that his real purpose was to
strengthen and improve the national magazines as a whole,
his sincerity would come into question.

THE INTERROGATION MARK

The shakeup in Soviet Russia whereby Joseph Stalin be
comes premier in place of Molotov, who has held the post the
past eleven years, has the whole world guessing—and in fact
when has there been any time since the first World War when
Russia didn’t have the world guessing? The Allies have alter
nately hoped and despaired of assistance from that quarter.
The “Bear" has seen fit to hibernate thus far in the present
conflict, and if it should become a foe of the Axis it would
be simply because it sees expanding Germany evincing a desire
to expand northward.
THE DECISIVE HOUR
(Herald Tribune)

Very soberly speaking, it is hard to doubt that the next
two or three weeks are likely to be the most critical in the
history of the United States—the most critical, certainly, since
the dark days of defeatism halfway through the Civil War.
This does not mean that the European war will be lost
within that time, or what there is any one obvious crisis
immediately ahead. For the United States this is not the final
moment; but it is the decisive one, by which the final outcome
will be determined. In rapid succession we have recently seen
the President undertake the defense of Greenland, announce
the North Atlantic “patrol,” order the 2,000,000-ton shipping
pool, and call urgently for an overwhelming democratic "com
mand of the air." With such measures the ultimate limits of
present policy are being reached.
And they are not enough to meet the actualities before us.
They are not enough in themselves to secure the survival of
Great Britain—on which we have rested our whole defense
structure—and they are not infused with that aggressive de
termination to do whatever the situation may demand, with
out which there is no longer any hope of safety in a Hitler
world. If we cannot infuse our policy with that determination
within the next two or three weeks, we must expect the begin
nings of retreat, a rapidly growing deterioration of our whole
present position, the accelerating*collapse of “aid to Britain"
and of its effectiveness in controlling events, the ever swifter
loss of the key points of our own security. If we can find the
determination, we can make our policy effective now and be
.prepared to master the extreme crisis when it comes. This
is the decisive hour. That is the meaning of Secretary Stimson's elo quent and incisive call last night for the utilization of
the United States Navy to police the seas against German
piracy.

TEL. 56-W

Lloyd George tells the United States must give “far more
help." Churchill pledges that Great Britain will "fight to the
death.”
Wendell Willkie told a New York audience last night that
the United States must insure delivery of arms.
Secretary Knox says the U. S. Navy is ready for the job.
The first keel is being laid today in the new South Port
land shipyard.

MOTHER’S DAY
AT CLARK’S FLOWER SHOP
Next Sunday is Mother’s Day
Wear a Carnation in her honor—colored if she is
alive; white if she is gone.

The State of Maine grows some of the best Car
nations in the world! We have them direct from the
grower to our shop to you.
Only an experienced Florist has the facilities and
understands handling Carnations, so that you will
get them fresh and crisp—flowers that will stand up
to wear the next day.

CLARK’S FLOWER SHOP
338 MAIN STREET,

(By The Roving Reporter)

Mother’s Day has become a close
second to Christmas as a fitting
time for the bestowal of gifts.
There’s an old saying “nothing too
good for the Irish,’’ and certainly
there's nothing too good for mother.

Sixty years ago we were told. In
song to "ask your mother for 50
cents to see the elephant Jump tho
fence." They don't have any such,
elephants nowadays. Peanuts don’t
taste so good, either—Ed.Polnter
in the Boston Globe.
Wasn't this the same carefree
Are you proud of your flag and
period
when we were singing—
is It in good condition for Memo
“
Up
In a balloon boys.
rial Day? If not, listen to Arthur
Bulling round the moon, boys.”
F. Lamb, who offers to clean
American flags free of charge if
A bit of wishful winking Is often a
presented to him before Memorial development among the younger set
Day.
in Spring. —Bangor Commercial.
And isn't this the season of the
Eliza Wiiey, who does Glenmere year when a young man’s fancy
items for this newspaper writes:
makes a detour?
“Your correspondent well remem
bers the Fourth of July celebration Making good her promise, Helen
on Barter’s Point which Mr. Allen B. Maiden yesterday sent to The
recently wrote about. She had Black Cat an orange raised on her
about 40 holes burned in her skirt North Haven premises. On the
from the fireworks as they were same stem were an orange blossom
shooting along the ground.
It and a bud. No wonder North Ha
ven is popular with Summer visi
was a new dress too.”
tors.

The Grace Line has changed the
One year ago: E. Stewart Orbe
name of the brand new ship Red ton was elected chairman of the
Jacket to "Santa Monica," because
Republican
County
Committee,
all its ships’ names begin “Santa.”
, with Stuart C. Burgess as secre
This disturbed Rockland, Me., where
tary—Ensign Otis and Gilbert
the original Red Jacket, famous
Harmon of Camden formed a law
clipper, was built. Maybe the new partnership.—Ainarlah Kalloch, 84.
ship could be called "Santa's Red died in South Thomaston.—Theo
Jacket.”—Ed Pointer in the Boston
dore Snow, formerly of Rockland,
Globe.
died in San Francisco.—Mr. and
Mrs,. William M. Newbert of Apple“Nazis Bomb Belfast" was the ton celebrated their golden wed
rather startling headline in a ding—Rockland’s population was
Maine newspaper the other day. announced as 8782, a drop of 293.
We’re sorry for Belfast Ireland, but Thnnaston gained 304—Justice
glad it wasn’t Belfast, Maine. May William H. Fisher was presiding
that day never come.
over Superior Court for his last
term—Frank G. Creighton, 62, died
E. H. Philbrick writes: “Gilbert in Union —Mrs! Elbridge D. Rich
Hall had a blacksmith shop 50 years ards, 82, died in Thomaston—Mrs.
ago on Main street about where the Mabel Rose was elected regent of
Texas filling station now stands. Lady Knox Chapter, D A R.—Ever
This might be an answer to ‘T.R.P.’ ett Spear, Jr,, was elected as head
asking who the man was.”
cf Comrades of the Way.

Succeeds Levi Flint As
Inspector of Auto
Registration here

WARNING!
THE NEW FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY LAW
AFFECTS EVERY AUTOMOBILE
OWNER ANO OPERATOR

After a stubborn battle a forest
fire in South Hope Tuesday has
been extinguished' by fire depart
ments and 100 men from West
Rockport, Hope. South Hope and
Rockport aided by Civilian Con
servation Corps men from Camden.
Back fires set by the men
checked the flames after they had
burned over 200 acres of slash
toward the Grassy Pond and Mir
ror Lake sections and threatened
several houses.

ATTENTION CAMERAMEN!
The Commandant of the First
Naval District has been requested
by the Chief of Naval Operations
to inform all members of the press
that all requests for authorization
for the press (newsreels, radio, still
pictures, magazines, etc.) to visit
private industrial plants holding
Navy contracts must originate with
the plant concerned. “Please be
assured that the utmost co-opera
tion will be extended whenever
such requests are relayed to our
attention by such plants,” writes
E. M Major, Commander USJLR.
District Intelligence Officer.

Patrolman Harry Thompson of
Bath, for nearly 20 years a member
of the Maine State Police, who
will take over the duties of Officer
in Charge at the Automobile Reg
istration Bureau in Rockland
June 2. He will succeed Patrol
man Levi R. Flint who has had
charge of the office since it was
opened, and who has been as
signed to the Houlton district. Mr.
Thompson is well known in Knox
Mrs. Mildred Page of Caribou is
County having served here when
the barracks of the State Police training for Sears service in the
local Sears Order office.

Bus Passengers

Unless you are thoroughly familiar with this law,
Will be obliged to take bus at

see or call—

Bus Stops, provided by the city,

CLARENCE F. JOY
375 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL.882

ROCKLAND, ME.

where sidewalk curbing is painted
yellow.

CAMDEN-THOMASTON
BUS LINE
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were in Rockland as desk officer
and later as instructor in driving
at Rockland High School, the task
in which he is now engaged.
—Photo by Cullen

Hope Fire Out

MORNING’S NEWS IN A NUTSHELL

MAINE LUMBERJACKS

SLIM GRIFFIN-UNCLE ZEB, the funny man
SMILING ART, the yodeling cowboy
TEX CHOATE and STUTTERING STEVE

ggowto

Your Chance To Buy Lobsters
At the Lowest Market Price
(For this week-end only)

SOMETHING NEW

The Courier-Gazette hopes that as many Rockland citi
zens as possible will visit Knox Hospital next Monday—the
occasion being National Hospital Day, fittingly on that date
as it marks the birthday of Florence Nightingale who intro
duced the present system of nursing, and whose talents and
devotion to the cause made a friend of mankind whose memory
is to be forever blessed. National Hospital Day leads us to won
der how many of our people are familiar with the local insti
tution which stands so high in the medical and surgical world.
Most persons know of it as a structure where their friends go
when disease or sudden sickness has created an emergency
which skilled service alone can remedy or alleviate. Maybe
we go to see those friends during this trying period; maybe we
only send flowers, or “sick cards;” and maybe we try to quiet
the call of conscience by saying that we "meant to have called
on them.” Those who have had hospital experience, brief or
lengthy, know what it means to receive calls or messages.
Ofttimes those remembrances bring tears—tears of gratitude
—(for it is a wonderful thing to know that your little world
has not forgotten you. And the cured patient, comes back into
that world with a new knowledge and a new appreciation con
cerning that institution which is Knox Hospital.

ANOTHER “AIR" WAR

EDWARD R. VEAZIE, Mayor.

George Pooley, Somerville, Mass.
For MOTHERS* DAY
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hathorne,
Also Candy in Fancy Boxes Waltham, Mass.
Mrs. Belle Hathorne Claik. WalNAUM & ADAMS
1 tham. Mass.
220 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
I Roy Clark. Waltham, Mass.

ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL

—I

cents.

Baskets Of Fruit

BASEBALL

The Black

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Honorary Editor, WM. O. FULLER
Editor-in-Chief, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Subscriptions $3 00 per year payable ln advance; single copies three

Annual Reunion Of Former Residents
Held In Boston, With 120 Present
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YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Tf I had my life to live again
would have made a rule to rea
sad eo
poetry and listen to some muale at
least once a week The loss oi these
tastes ts a loss of happiness.—Charles
Darwin
WHERE MORE IS MEANT
Dazzled, how the brown moth flutters
(In my fingers prisoned tight)
Ere. through opened sash and shutters.
Loosed Into the night.
Surely clutched but softly holden
(Least of struggling ticklish trings)
Let him go—My hand la golden,
Dusty from his wings.

—Christopher Morley .

Page Two
In Superior Court

The Courier-Gazette
TBMB-TIMES-A-WEEK

Behold. Ood will not cast away
a perfect man. neither will he help
the evil doers.—Job 8: 20.

Grand Jury Returns Five
Indictments—Criminal
Docket Called This
Afternoon

A Softball League

SCHOOL BASEBALL STARTS

Girls In Four Knox County
Schools Will Make Their
Debut Next Monday

Some Good Pitching Seen In Opening

Games—Thomaston Comes Here Friday

Book Review

The traverse jurors arrived this
morning primed for trials which
(By K. 8. F.)
promised to be few and far between.
Tire grand jury completed its
“Flotsam," by Erich Maria Re
[sessions Tuesday afternoon and
marque, the author of “All Quiet
on the Western Front.” Published ; was finally discharged.
The following indictments were
by Little, Brcwn and Co.. Boston.
made
public:
Those who remember with vivid
Samuel Pease of Hope, two in
heart throbs and deepest inter
dictments charging statutory of
est the magnitude of "All Quiet"
fenses, alleged to have been com
will look forward to this author's
mitted Oct. 26, 1940. and April 5,
latest work, written as a novel
1941.
with true and convincing force,
Walter Dudley of Rockland, al
in “Flotsam”. This man is one
leged rarceny from the residence of
of the world's rare craftsman, able
Ada Mocdy. May 2.
to paint with hls pen the most
Altcn Carver of Camden, alleged
sensitive and clear pictures of
larceny cf autemebile from Stanley
sure foundations.
C. Boynton, Feb. 28.
This story is intensified to the
County Attorney Stuart C. Bur
reader today by world conditions.
gess , expressing his satisfaction
Mr. Remarque has much to say,
with the Orand Jury's work, an
and his art seems to have been
nounced that the criminal docket
born in him with clear and poig
would be taken up at 2 o'clock thia
nant understanding in his fine and
afternoon.
convincing artistry and sure touch.
* • • •
If the witches of war must keep
In the case of Alice Kalloch of
cooking up new brews, we know
Rockland'
vs. Henry J. Boland Co.
of no author more able to open
of
South
Portland, judgment was
the pictures of horror to a long
entered
for
the plaintiff by agree
suffering world, and tell the tale
ment
for
the
sum of $1500. This
with such a stout heart, and hope
case
involved
an accident which
of betterment for world condi
occurred
Jan.
9,
1940 in front of
tions.
This war will produce
Walmsley
’
s
Drug
Store,
when Mrs.
enough literature to last until the
Kalloch
was
struck
by
an auto
next one as the first world war
mobile
owned
and
operated
by the
did.
But this story is not so much of defendant. Alan L. Bird appeared
war as it is to show that vicious for the plaintiff, and Charles T.
tyranny comes other ways than by Smalley for the defendant.
• • • •
w'ar A strong valliant writer whose
Scheduled for jury trial are the
serious purpose is to enlighten a
two
cases brought by John Vesanen
world gone amuck with killings
vs.
Conrad
Pohjola, alias Conrad
and lacking human kindnesses;
North.
Frank
F. Harding for the
trying to bring them back to se
curity in achievements of worth. plaintiff. A. Alan Grossman for
the defendant.
• • • •
The Misses Georgia Stevens,
The following were granted citi
Pauline Stevens and Sylvia Adams
zenship
yesterday:
will be in charge of a public supper
Sidney
Oerald Sayer of Rock
to be held Saturday night by the
port,
native
of England.
girls of St. Peter's parish, to raise
Mrs.
Antonia
Crisostomo of
funds for the Summer conference.
Rockland, native of Italy.
Leo Gaston Lacroix of Rockland,
native of Canada.
Sensible Borrowing
Miss Edith Anderson Riley of
can bring
Rcckland, native of Canada.
Mrs. Eva Gladys Barbour of
eace of
ind
Warren, native of Nova Scotia.
Ernest Oskar Hanson of Long
Cove, native of Sweden.
Here any employed person, who
Mrs. Margery Emma Trask of
is honest and able to make small
Rockland,
native of Canada.
monthly payments, can get a cash
loan of $25 to $250 or more
Mrs. Evangeline Stella Allen of
entirely vn hu ou n.
Rockland, native of Nova Scotia.
Sentiblf, Businett-Like
Theodore Alexius Jonnasson of
Co-signers are seldom required
Tenants Harbor, native of Sweden.
—employer or friends are not
Gerald George Dalzell cf Cam
involved in any way. With cash
den, native of Canada.
in hand you can put your finances
on a sound basis that brings
Astrid Wegner Gautesen of Cam
peace of mind.
Whv not
den,
native of Norway.
write in today for full de
tails without obligation.
Austin Arthur Davis of North
Small l.oan Statute
Cushing, native of Nova Scotia.
License
No.
1.
Charges 3’0 on un
Jean Gray Bachelder of St.
paid monthly bal
George,
native of Scotland.
ances up to $150;
monthly on
Repatriated. Linda Alice Bruce
balances above.
of Vinalhaven.
Room 201 Kresge Bldg
241 Water St. Tel. 1155
Augusta. Maine
Earl Freeman. 44 Chestnut street
Our Service Guaranteed hy Good
has had a telephone installed. The
Housekeeping
as
advertised
therein.
55-62
number is 422-RK.
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Friday's Games
Thomaston at Rockland.
Lincoln at Camden.
St. George at Vinalhaven.
• • • •
The League Standing
W. L. PC.
Rockland .................... 1 0 1000
Thomaston ............. — 1 0 1.000
Camden ...................... 1 0 1000
Vinalhaven ................. 0 1 .000
St. George .................. 0 1 .000
Lincoln
................. 0 1 .000
Camden 13, SL George 8
Camden defeated St. George in
the opening league game at Cam
den 13-8. McFarland for Camden
and Seastrom waged a fairly even
battle in strikeouts, passes, and
hits, but the home team was able
to make its hits count more often
and was out in front from the
third inning. Merchant had a
great day in the field, as also did
Johnson of St. George. McGrath,
Merchant, Rainfrette and Milliken
pounded out two hits each to lead
the hitting with Bartlett contribut
ing a long double. Melquist, Sea
strom and Wiley were the lead
ing stickers for the visitors.
Camden—
rhe
0 0 4 3 1 4 1 0 x— 13 10 3
St. George—
0 0 0 2 2 3 1 0 0— 8 9 5
Batteries: MacFarland and Baitlett; Seastrom rnd Melquist.
• • • •
Rockland 19, Lincoln 2
Rockland High won its third
straight victory at Lincoln Tues
day afternoon, scoring 19 runs
against Lincoln Academy’s two.
Once again Rockland1 played er
rorless ball, slamming out 12 hits.
Lincoln produced eight hits, but
made six costly errors.
Rockland
ab r bh po a e
Cates. 3b ............ 4 3 110 0
Small, ss ............ 6 0 112 0
Bodman, c .......... 5 0 2 17 0 0
Page, cf ............. 4 3 2 0 0 0
Duff, cf ...... ........ 110 0 0 0
McConchie, rf .... 3 1 2 0 0 0
J. Smith, rf ...... 2 0 0 0 0 0
Kalloch, 2b ......... 2 2 0 1 0 0
Allen, 2b ......
0 1 0 0 0 0
Chaples. lb ........ 2 4 1 6 0 0
Sylvestri, If ........ 4 3 2 0 0 0
R. Smith, If ........ 1 0 0 0 0 0
Drake, p ............. 4 1113 0
Newcomb, p ...... 1 0 0 0 0 0
• 39 19 12 27 5 0
Lincoln Academy
ab r bh po a e
Stetson, c .......... 4 0 0 7 1 0

J Cowan,

4
4
3
4
4
4
1
3
4
35
8 27 15 6
Two-base hits. Cates. Page. Small,
j Chaples. Three-base hit, SylvesI tri. Earned runs, Rockland 7, Lin• coin Academy 2.
Double play,
Waltz to D. Match. Struck out,
j by Drake 8 Newcomb 9; Bond 2,
Cowan 5. First on balls off Drake
0. Newcomb 0; off Bond 6, Cowan 4.
• • • •
rf, p .......
Bond, p, lb ........
' D. Hatch, lb. rf ..
Jones, 2b ............
j Waltz, ss ............
Chadbourne, cf ..
i Petrallo, If .........
(Curtis. If ...........
R. Hatch, 3b ......

Thomaston 7, Vinalhaven 0

Coach Cole’s Thomaston lads
won a not unexpected victory over
Vinalhaven on Styvie Field Tues
day. G. Simpson, on the mound
for the home team, held the visi
tors to a solitary hit, which distinc
tion belonged to Winslow.
Vinalhaven had a disastrous
second inning after which it set
tled down and gave a very credit
able exhibition.
Staples, Verge and Grover led
in Thomaston's stickwork, butr the
show was stolen by Doc Bigger’s
young son, whose one-hand catch
in right field was big league stuff.
Thomaston now has only one
Sawyer—Dana, but the fast little
backstop is a whole team in him
self. The score:
Vinalhaven
ab bh po a
Peterson. 3b ........ ........... 4 0 2 1
Dyer, cf .....................
4 0 0 0
Tolman, lb ................... 4 0 8 0
Johnson, c .................... 4 0 0 0
Oakes, ss ........... ........... 3 0 12
Young, p ....................... 3 0 0 0
Winslow, rf ................... 3 10 0
Geary, 2b ..................... 3 0 2 3
Alley, If ............... .......... 3 0 0 0
31 1 13 6

A girls' softball league has been
formed by the High Schools of
Rockland, Camden, Thomaston
and Warren, the schedule to start
next week. Rockland's first game
will be played Monday afternoon
with Warren, at Schofield-White
Park. Miss Gerry Norton is cap
tain of the local group, and Miss
Evelyn Seavey manager, and the
, positions are: Catcher. Frances
D’Agostino; pitchers, Edith R'ch,
Arleen Hill and Norton; first base,
Virginia Barlow; second. Gloria
Witham; third, Norton and Rich;
right short, Edith Douglas; left
short, Lucille Melvin; right field,
Doris Weymouth; center field. Kay
Blackman and Lucille Sweeney;
left field. Hill and Lena Cucclnello.
Other members of the team are
Esther Munroe, Norma Shannon,
Mary Wotton and Margaret John
son. Games will be played Mon
days and Fridays.
Schedule of Rockland games:
Monday, May 12—Warren at
Rockland.
Monday. May 19—Rockland a‘.
Thom'.rcn.
Frida/, May 23— Rocitlana at
Warren.
Monday, May 26—Thomaston at
Rockland.
Monday, June 3—Rockland at
Camden.
Friday, June 6—Camden at Rock
land.

Tolman. Geary, Verge. Kelley. Big
gers. Two base hits, Staples 2, Big
gers 1. Struck out, 3, Glen Simp
son. Struck out, 4, Young. Umpires,
Condon and Hopkins.
Among the spectators at Tuestwo old-timers who did much to
maintain that towns glory on the
day’s game in Thomaston were |
ball field. One was Dr. Allyne
Peabody, one of the finest back
stops Knox Ccunty has ever pro
duced. Everybody knew him as
“Chipper" Peabody and1 he was the
life of every game in which he
Thomaston
ab bh po a took part. The writer can still hear
Staples, 3b ................... 3 2 12 his war-cry' “Thats it!" The other
Verge, ss ...................... 4 2 0 0 veteran referred to was “Dago"
Miller, lb ....
4 0 4 0 Linnell. who was one of the best
O. Sawyer, c ................. 4 110 pitchers Thomaston High School
G. Simpson, p............... 4 0 11 has ever had. The teams which
Grover, cf ..................... 4 2 10 faced his speedy and puzzling de
Kelley, 2b ..............
3 0 3 0 livery had their work cut cut for
Chapman, If ........
4 0 0 0 them.
Biggers, rf .................... 2 12 0
W.CT.U. meets Friday at 2.30
32 8 13 3
Vinalhaven ..00000000 O—0 with Mrs. Kate Brawn. Broadway.
Thomaston ..13100011 0—7 Department directors’ reports will
Runs, Staples 2, O. Sawyer 2, be given and delegates for County
Grover, Kelley, Chapman. Errors, convention May 13, will be chosen.
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462 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Because their pricese are lower
than could be possible if supplies
were normal, surplus (Blue Stamp,
foods are unusually good buys.
Whether you take part in the
Stamp Plan or not . . . whether
you buy in A. & P. or elsewhere
... we urge you to use all the
"Surplus” foods you ran.

WE WANT OUR

CUSTOMERS TO SEE
THE REAL THING

(D&pt.

FILLETS
|
FRESH
I HADDOCK
1 or COD

15

Steak Cod
Fresh Halibut
Fresh Salmon
Smelts
FANCY
{Smoked Fillets
| Scallops FRESH SEA

week.
Pictures are all right in their place, but when it comes to buy
ing n'.crchandise, we believe everybody ought to Inspect it first
and see exactly what he is getting for money invested. Our store
k likr a big catalogue BUT THE MERCHANDISE IS REAL and
after you’ve looked It over and decided what you want, you don’t
have to wait even 24 hours to get it—it’s yours to use Immediately.
Shop at the MAIN STREET HARDWARE CO. and see for
yourself.
A Fine
Quality

PAINT

$1.89
GAL.

Grass Hook,
Grass Shears,
Hose Reel,
Hose Nozzle,
Hedge Shears,
Lawn Grass Seed, Ib

=

.....

'

o

PAINTS-STOVES-KITCHENWARE

44! MAIN ST.

ROCKLANp \ 2bb

FANCY, SELECTED SPRING

LB

STEAKS * ROASTS
RIB ROAST

LB

IF DESIRED

27'
LB 17'
LB 29'
LB 18'
LB 29'
LB 27'
LB 31'
LB

25'
31c
25*
13*

YUKON
iCINCIR ALE AND

i
1

I OTHER REFRESHING
j BEVERAGES
(conis)
8

A

one

29 OZ

| *>

BOTTLES

IU

Porterhouse, Sirloin,
Bottom Round or
N. Y. Sirloin - POUND

LB

HEAVY STEER BEEF

* FRUITSakdVEGETABLES *
tSPtCIAUY

rn hw
QT.

ARKANSAS-CONTAINS VITAMIN C
FLORIDA JUICY EXTRA LARGE

UKANutv
SPINACH
BALDWIN APPLES
ASPARAGUS
vitamin c
fi nnnro
california-contains
GAnKU IO
vitamins a-b-c-g

DOZ
E

CONTAINS VITAMINS B-C-G

MOTHERS
ANN PAGE.... ’............... OT JAR

Si

SALAD DRESSING 25c
F.>

'

ltillllUnillllUUIIIII!IIUHII!llllllllllll!

COFUI
St*VK«
EIGHT O’CLOCK COFFEE

3»£39c 2Ji’s27c
World’s Largest Selling Coffee
iiiiiiiiitiHtiniitHniiitiiiiiniiiiniiniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiniiiiJ

BUTTER
FLOUR

29c
7C
I
23c
25c
4 QC

3 LB<
PECK |

CONTAINS VITAMINS A-C-G

6

LBS

BUNCH

2

LGE
BCHS

|U

A&P CORN GOLDEN SWEET 3 CANS 28'
NO. 2
MAINE PEAS MORNING SUN CAN
CAN 10'
NO. 2
100% pure hydrogenated
CANS
VEG-ALL
2"°«17
e
2 NO.
vegetable shortening
1
1LB
A&P PEACHES
SLICED
CAM
9'
CAN
c 3 LB
74 OZ
TIN
PITTED DATES DROMEDARY 22 PKGS 23'
7U OZ
PKG 10'
MARVIN DATES
WHITEHOUSE
DATE-NUT BREAD = 2 c8an°^ 25°
i/c EVAP. MILK
VERMONT MAID SYRUP 12JAROZ
12 OZ
10' I 14HOZ 7C
FLAVORED JAR
ANN PAGE SYRUP MAPLE
NO. 1 ner. I
CAN
f
PARD DOG FOOD
3 CANS
DAILY DOG FOOD
I LB CAN
GUARANTEE
RALEIGH — PLAIN
CIGARETTES OR CORK TIPPED
CHOCOLATES
FREE DISH TOWEL
SOAPINE INSIDE EACH PKG LG
Decorated for Mother'* Day
LGE
SOAP GRAINS WHITE SAIL 4 PKGS 25' ASSORTED OCC
LB BOX
LGE PKG 21'
LUX FLAKES
SOAP FLAKES WHITE SAIL 2 pkgges 25' WELL CUREO
MD
I CAKES 17'
LUX TOILET SOAP
| Cheese SKIN
sk" LB
lb 25'
IVORY SOAP MED. CAKE 5' 3 BARS 25' SNEW YORK STATE
CAMAY SOAP
2 CAKES 11' | Cheese Fresh LB 21'
H LONGHORN—COLORED
PALMOLIVE SOAP Bath Size 3cakes25'
lB25c
SUPER
____ WW
SUDS CONCENTRATED PKG 19' | Cheese
Another pkg at half price—BOTH FOR 29c
SILVERBROOK - A Top Grade Qualify

Sunnyfield

PRINTS

"ENRICHED"

24^ LB

FAMILY

BAG

41'

XT

✓

(

PASTRY

24H LB BAG

Put all in your car,

draaa atampad into tl, will bring lo.!

Lawn mowers c
ened, called for a
L. Beaton, tel. 421
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will be ready
through local str
Get your pansy I
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adv.
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Church Saturd,

REMEMBE
If you want
Mother on Mothei
to JACK grke:
her a fine BOX

WEDNF.S1
At LEGI

Benefit Winslow-

MARVEL

ENRICHED

SUPPLIES RICH

BREAD

AMOUNTS

RADIO

OF

a

MINERALS AND VITAMINS!

ALI, MAKESRepaired, Adj

MAINE

tel. 708,

A&P BAKERS’

DAVID
OJ

336 MAIN
Office Horn
Evenii
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BREAD
ZEST, and for ZING

Bus passenger
hereafter to take
provided by the
walk curbings ai

If

LB

40'

Representative
jr, will talk abo
sion of Legislat,
Rotary meeting

Requiem Mar
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Bernard s Churn
attending to pa\
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Fr. James F. 8avi
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sisted by Rev. Fi
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four sons, Thonu
and James Chish
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and the curtain
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drawn between

HEAVY STEER BEEF.

RAISIN

LOAVES

THE THORO-BAKED LOAF THAT'S
"DATED DAILY

FOR FRFSHMESS!

COMPARE TNE QUALITY
COMPARE THE PRICE!

IICA'S BEST 11EAD IDY''!
LARGE

l'/l

LB.

LOAVES

.EACH 9<

Use P E N N Z 011 this spring

*1

LB

Smoked Hams
FANCY FRESH
Ducks
Turkeys FANCY NORTHWESTERN
WILDMERE
CURE
Smoked Shoulders
FANCY. FRESH NATIVE
4 TO 4J5 LB. AVG.
Chickens
FRESH NATIVE
2'2 TO 3 LB. AVG.'
Broilers
Cooked Hams wiSh^ii

10'
LB 25'
lb 27'
LB 13'
LB 19'
LB 25'
lb

AND FLAVORFUL!

Boys’ or Girls'

MRIN ST. HRRDUJFIRE©

HEAVY STEER BEEF
OVEN ROAST

SUNNYFIELD
Whole or Either Half

ropcil

BICYCLES

BUDGET PLAN—ASK US

POT ROAST

MlllOi

.49
1.49
.39
.79
.20

$22.95 op

HEAVY STEER BEEF

BONED AND ROLLED

SUNNYFIELD

.19

Standard brands, strong
construction, roaster brakes

A

THE CHAT AWAMTtC

BONELESS CHUCK
FACE RUMP
LAMB LEGS
LAMB FORES

Annual Clearance Sale
Specials will be continued in every department throughout the

OWNED ANO ON«A«D IT

,■

MEATS 8 FISH • FRUITS & VEGETABLFS • GROCERIES • BAKERY • DAIRY

WOTTON’S
ALL THIS WEEK—
Through Saturday Night

May 9—Radio .
ynunlty Building
May » Visiting
Ooldenrod Chapt*
May 9 —Warrei
Cole.” bV primary
May 9—Camden
Arthur Rinden. m
«t Congregational
May 10 Warren
Vtct 15 Rebekah
May 10—America,
in Rockland.
May
Ltmerr.
meets with Owls F
Mav 11 Mother.
May 11 Rededln
Peter’s Episcopal <
May 12 Nation,,
May 13—Uncoil,
Women’s Club me<
al Church In Wi ■
May 1ft Appletor
community Hall.
School senior cln .
May 16—Three-n,
Orandma?” by i
Methodist vestry.
May 19 Knox C
ventlon In Rocklm

WOMANS DAY MAGAZINE
copy 2c — MAY ISSUE NOW
ON SALE

WILL CONTINUE

NO PICTURES BOYS'

Grocery and produce
SET A BETTER TABLE
prices also effective at
Belfast, and 37 Elm
Street, Camden.
WITH "SURPLUS”FOODS

■k

WALDORF TOILET PAPER to t 4CI

SEC YOUR NEARBY Z-MAN FOR ALL WARM-WEATHER DRIVING NEEDS

TOILET TISSUE won
STONE’S GARAGE, Rockland

HEINZ
3 to,.ts 20' 1 SOUPS
I

C. A. PAUL, Belfast

MOSHER’S FILLING STATION, Belfast

SQOTT TOWELS

2

rolls

17c ■
l

FUNER,

16 OZ
CANS

c

MOST KINDS

Heinz CUCUMBER Pickles

JUMBQ5JAR

21 C

Ambulan
TELEP
990 or 781
119-119 LIME ll
ROCKI

Every-Other-Day

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN Rockland Lions
BETTER TABLE

SURPLUS” FOODS
their prieese are lower
be possible if supplies
hl, surplus I Blue Stamp)
unusually good buys,
[you take part in the
tn or not . . . whether
|i V A P. or elsewhere
rge you to use all the
foods you ean.

4 FACUlC TtA CO.

.NHL

4

S • BAKERY • DAIRY
|T ROAST

BEEF
1ST

9 Radio Jamboree at Com,,nltv Building.
tnVln., 9 Visiting Officers' Night at
z-nlrlenrod Chapter. O.E.S.
°u«v 9
Warren— Operetta. "King
J*. • hv primary children.
t0., .. 9-Camden—Address by Rev
.;'h,ir Rinden. missionary to China,
. congregational parish house.
’un io Warren Meeting ot Dls.. rt 15 Rebekah Lodges.
’ May IO American Legion Poppy Day
in,,^v<kionCl'lmer°ck Valley Pomona
with Owls Head Orange.
nua- 11 Mothers' Day.
j!','. ll Rededication Sunday at St.
p,?pr- Episcopal Church.
12 National Hospital Day.
M.' 13- Lincoln County Union of
./men's Club meets at CongregatlonChurch in Wiscasset.
* Mav 16 Appleton—Ken McKenzie at
community Hall, sponsored by High
cihool senior class.
*lav 16 Three-act comedy ‘ Where's
Grandma’” by Epworth League at
,.r*hiKlist vestry.
19 Knox County W.C.T.U. conve“tlon in Rockland.

Get the “Low Down” On
Recent Session of Legisla
ture From Representative
Sleeper

Representative Cleveland Sleeper,
Jr will talk abouF the recent ses
sion of Legislature at tomorrow’s
Rotary meeting.

STEER BEEF

LB

Maine

!) SPRING

LB

ROLLED
LB

IED

UKON
GINCER ALE AND
OTHER REFRESHING T
BEVERAGES

II

OQC

29 OZ

4

1

(conts)

BOTTLES

........

Ir

beef
Sirloin,
ind or
POUND

LB

ABLES *

TAMIN C
LARGE

DOZ

B-C-G

- 7C

3 LB
PECK

VC-G
Contains
s B-C-G

6

I|

23'
BUNCH 25^
bs

1 OC

2^13
LGE
BCHS

dexo
0% pure hydrogpna
egt table shortening

15c3-n39c
WHITEHOUSE

EVAP. MILK
14! j OZ

i

■'■s'.:'CUARANTEE

CHOCOLATES
ASSORTED OCt
Decorated for Mother's Day

03

LB BOX
VEIL

CURED
Rf D
SKIN LB

Cheese
YORK

HEW

25c

STATE

Cheese

Fresh LB

21c

llONGHORN - COLORED

ie25ci

Cheese

IC

x LB
PRINT

the

best functioning

Lawn mowers cleaned and sharp
ened. called for and delivered. John
L Beaton, tel. 421-W, city.
53-55

Waldoboro. April 29. to Mr. and Mrs.
Carleton Jackson, a daughter—Esther
Light.

MARRIED
Robinson-Roscoe- -At Rockland, May
6. Ellison Irving Robinson and Ruth
Evelyn Roscoe, both of Rockland.—
By Rev. J C. MacDonald.
Staples-Oliver At Thomaston, May
5, Eugene Staples, and Ruth Oliver,
both of Rockland. By Rev. H. S.
Kilborn.

FIELD
BAG

11/

BREAD
OF

AMINS!

For flying instruction see Charlie
Treat, 68 Grace St., Rockland.—
adv.
2-tf

Rummage sale at Methodist
Church Saturday at 9 a. m.—adv.
54-55

Crabtree—At South Hope. May 6.
Sidney P. Crabtree, aged 70 years. 11
months. 10 days. Funeral Thursday
at 2 p. m. from the residence. In
terment ln West Rockport.
Simmons—At Rockland, May 6. Franz
M S mmons. aged 76 years. 1 month.
19 days.
Funeral Saturday at 2
o'clock from residence, 98 Pleasant
street.

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of our beloved
mother, Laura Stanley, who went to
Heaven May 9, 1939.
REMEMBER MOTHER!
'Tis ln memory of our mother
If you want to remember your That we write these lines to say —
Jesus took her home to heaven
'lather on Mothers’ l»a.v, come down Just
two years ag«g today
one knows how we miss her.
•a IM K GREEN'S STORE and get No
It seems more than we can bear.
But we have the hope within us.
her a line BOX OF CANDY.
54-56 We shall meet her up there.
Mr and Mrs. Daniel Cole. New York;
Mrs Sidle Gross. Stonington: Mr. and
Mrs. Forest Stanley, Swan's Island. *

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our deep ap
preciation and thanks for the prompt
assistance and service rendered when
WEDNESDAY. MAY 7
the Lawry cottage caught Are.
We
are grateful to the Fire Chief Hart
At LEGION HALL
well Davis and the boys working on
Benefit Winslow-Holbrook Auxiliary the road, and especially to Roscoe
52-54 Simmons and family who live near
the cottage and helped to save It.
Although the fire was well under con
trol when the Fire Chief and hihelpers arrived, their prompt arrival
and servtces were appreciated very
much.
.
.
Mrs
Josephine Lawry, Miss Eda
all makes—all models
Lawn’
Friendship.
Repaired. Adjusted. Installed

RADIO SERVICE
MAINE MUSIC CO.

TEL

708,

ROCKLAND, ME.

40-tf

DAVID G. HODGKINS, JR.
OPTOMETRIST

336 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 26
Iul«...u4 yw'U uy ifl
ICA'S BEST HEAD IVY"!
LARGE “
I’/l LB.

LOAVES

Office Hours: 9 to 12.30—1.30 to 5.30
Evenings By Appointment
26-25

Dance Saturday Night
SOUTH HOPE GRANGE HALL
Old and New Dances
WOODCOCK’S ORCHESTRA
Admission 25c, 35c (tax included)

FUNERAL HOME

21

C

on wages. He created such a good
impression, Sleeper said, that no
body spoke against the bill although
it was defeated at the start.
Present as guests at yesterday’s
meeting were William A. Doe of
Boston, who is associated with
Adriel U. Bird in the ownership of
the Samoset Hotel; and Sheridan
Scott, the popular and efficient
manager of that institution. Speak
ing in response to a request Mr
Doe said it was the new owners'
intention to run the hotel as in
the past, conducted at the same
high standard by the same man
agement.
Rev. William E. Berger of Cam
den was the only visiting Lion.
C. Earle Ludwick, Wilbur Senter
and A. D. Gregory were appointed
a nominating committee, to report
May 21. A. E. Brunberg was as
signed to edit the Lions Tale for
the coming issue and James Bur
gess for the following week.
Past President Frank H. Ingra
ham was reported as sitting up two
hours twice a day.
Vice President Harold Leach pre
sided yesterday and Vice President
E. O. Kenyon will preside two weeks
hence.

TELEPHONES
390 or 781-1 or 781-11
UO-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND. ME.
iie-tfi

New President
THE BUY OF THE WEEK—

“MASTER SMOKED”

HAMS

flowering

narcissus

plants

Day.

Rehearsals are well under way
for the three-act comedy "Where’s
Grandma?" which is being spon
sored by the Epworth Leeague of
the Methodist Church. The play
is to be given May 16 at the church
and is being directed by Mrs. E. E.
Trask. Jr. The cast of characters
follows; Grandma, Margaret Hav
ener .Gretchen Blake. Bertha
Coombs; Bob Blake, Harrison Dow;
Carol Worley, Dorothy Trask; Jack
Wcrley, Herbert Ellingwood; Arline
Truesdale, Beverly Havener; Lucy
King, Edith Clark; Midnight. Wil
liam Hopkins and Dahlia. Dorothy
Goodnow. The play has an inter
esting plot that should keep the
audience guessing until the last
scene as to ‘who did it." There is
much entertaining comedy through
the entire play, especially between
Midnight, a lazy colored servant
and Dahlia his vivacious wife of
whem he is very much in awe.
Dahlia explains it very well when
she says to midnight “I is the we
in this family , You is only the
won't.” '
Public supper at 6. Peter's Un
dercroft Saturday 5-7.
Home
cooked food —adv.
55-56

GOOD
USED CARS
4Th-tf

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
• CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 962
ROCKLAND. ME.

M-tf

HAM a„j HEALTH

U. S. BRANDED HEAVY WESTERN STEER

STEAKS
Sirloin, Porterhouse, Bottom Round, N. Y. Sirloin,
Wilbur F. Senter, new president
of Knox County Camera Club.
Wilbur F. Senter was elected
president of Knox Ccunty Camera
Club at the annual meet ng Tues
day night at the Senter residence.
Broadway, with 26 present. Joel
Miller cf Thomaston was chosen J
vice president. Hiram H. Crie was |
re-elected treasurer and Frank
Harper is the new secretary. An- |
nual reports were read1 by retiring I
officers, and Mr Crie gave a re- |
port on the club’s movie project, '
“Knox County On Parade ". Much
favorable comment has been re
ceived on the 2800 feet of colored
film which has been shown six
times before 2500 people, twice in
Rockland, once in Union, Cam
den, Thomaston and Warren.
After the business meeting. Jerome
C. Burrows showed colored slides
of “Springtime in Washington,
D. C.”

Cube

SMOKED SHOULDERS........ Ib 18c
—SHORT SHANK. LEAN

—LEAN, ECONOMICAL

—2'/i TO 3 LB. AVERAGE

MAKE OUR MEAT MARKET YOUR HEALTH MARKET

SCALLOPS

MAXWELL
HOUSE COFFEE

[

Ib 27c

IXMi CABIN SYRUP ... bot 17c
KELLOGG’S ALL BRAN pkg 18c
KELLOGG’S
CORN FLAKES ...... 3 pkgs 20c
SWANSDOWN
CAKE FLOUR ....... -..... Pkg 23c
CAMPBELL'S?
TOMATO SOUP ...... 3 tins 23c
CAMPBELL’S
CHICKEN SOUP
tin 10c
QUAKER OATS .......... pkg 19c
RED HEART
DOG FOOD ................ 3 tins 25c
SPAM .......................... 2 tins 49c
RATH’S
PORK SAUSAGE .......... tin 17c
BEECHNUT SOUP .... 2 tins 25c
FRIEND’S BEANS .... 2 tins S5c
B. & M. BEANS
2 tins 25c
CAMPBELLS

SHOW TIMES: Matinees
Sat. 2.30 D.S.T. Sun. 3.00 D.S.T.
Single Evening Show 8.00 D.S.T.
THURS.-FRI., MAY 8, 9

A. K. O. CRABMEAT .... tin 19c
PINK SALMON .............. tin 15c

.'V V

OR BOILED

BUT REALLY

IB RICK

OVEN
IANED
BAKED BEAMS

WALDO THEATRE
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY

TEL. WALDOBORO 100

“TOBACCO ROAD”
20th Oentury-Fox presents the
screen adaptation of the famous
Broadwav record-smashing play.
Directed by Academy Award win
ning John Ford
SATURDAY ONLY, MAY 10
VIRGINIA BRUCE
JOHN BARRYMORE
CHARLES RUGGLES
in

MARSHMALLOW
FLUFF.......... ............. Ige tin
TOMATO SOUP -.......... tin
RAKER'S
SEMI-SWEET BITS, 2 pkgs
HERSHEY COCOA .... lb pkg
CHEF
BOY-AR-DEE DINNER ....
SWEECO .................... 2 tins

18c
5c

25c
14c

29c
25c

FRANCO-AMERICAN

Spaghetti, 3 tins 23c

“The Invisible Woman”
also

“YOUNG BILL HICKOK”
with
ROY ROGERS and
GEORGE •‘Gabby” |Windy)
HAYES

“BLACKOUT”
Featured at the top of a most
capable British cast
CONRAD VEIDT and
VALERIE HOBSON
Also March of Time No. 8
“AUSTRALIA AT WAR”
Coming: “Men of Boys Town,”
The Zlegfield Girl.”

STRICTLY
FRESH

21/

LB.

HEAVY STEER
BONELESS FIVE RIB ROAST,
BEEF
HEAVY STEER
BONELESS CHUCK ROAST,
BEEF
HEAVY STEER
BONELESS BRISKET
CORNED BEEF,
BEEF
THICK RIB
QUALITY WESTERN
BONELESS SIRLOIN STEAK,
BEEF
WESTERN
BONELESS PORTERHOUSE STEAK, QUALITYBEEF

Ib
lb
Ib
Ib
lb

35c
25c
27c
39c
49c

DIRECT FROM THE SOUTH TO OUR MARKETS

—for your dandelion greens

STRAWBERRIES
17/
FULL QUART BASKET

Corned
lbSpareribs

POTATOES
U. S. NO. 1 GRADE

FRESH GROUND, LEAN

HAMBURG ITp
STEAK, lb *'I*

PK.

19/

COOKING APPLES.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . peck 35c
GRAPEFRUIT, large size.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 4 for 25c

POCKET HONEYCOMB

ASPARAGUS. CUCUMBERS, TOMATOES. RHUBARB,
UAULII LOWER DANDELIONS, SPINACH

TRIPE, lb 19c

Ige tin 20c

PERRY’S COFFEE .......... lb 19c
BAKER’S CHOCOLATE BAR 15c
BAKER'S COCOA ... Ib box Me
COOK’S COCOA .... Ib box 10c
STERLING SALT .... 2 boxes 13c
KNOX JELL ............. 3 pkgs 10c
HABITANT PEA SOUP tin lie
PANCAKE FLOUR ...... pkg 5c
GRAPENUTS ...... ~..... pkg 12c
CREAM OF WHEAT ... pkg 23c
ARMOUR’S TREET ...... tin 23c
KETCHUP ....... 14 oz bot 10e
CHICKEN SOUP ...... 2 tins 13c
SPAGHETTI....... . 3 Ige tins 25c
IMITATION
VANILLA .......... 2 8-oz jugs 25c
SHREDDED WHEAT 2 pkgs 2lc
CANNED OYSTERS
2 tins 25c
CORN FLAKES
3 pkgs 17<TABBY CAT FOOD
tin 5e
SMOKED SALMON .... 2 tins 25c
CRESCENT
SHORTENING
3 lb tin 35c
CALIF. SARDINES ...... tin 10c
PARD DOG FOOD
3 tins 25c
CELLO BAG TEA H lb bag SBe
KLEENEX TISSUES pkg 500, 28c
CRISCO.................... 1 lb tin 18c
CRISCO .................. 3 lb tin 49c
SPRY ........................ 1 Ib tin 18c
SPRY ........................ 3 lb tin 49c
RINSO .........-........... Ige Pkg 19c
OXYDOL .................. Ige pkg 19c
LAKE SHORE
HONEY .................... 5 lb tin 59c

NOT JUST STEAMED

HIGH IN HEALTH VALUE
RICH IN REAL GOODNESS

Hand in Hand go HAM and HEALTH . . . Rich in
tasty goodness . . . rich in the elements that provide
good health. HAM is packed with essential vitamins.
It is one of the richest sources of the important
vitamin B group—thiamine, riboflavin, and nicotinic
acid. It is high in health value because of its liberal
quantities of protein, iron, phosphorus, energy.

BEEF LIVER
FRANKFORTS,
MINCED HAM,
Your LB.
STEWING BEEF, Choice
BOLOGNA.

|

i

•
•

PORK ROAST...................... lb 19c

EVERY DAY
LOW PRICES

I

OUR SELECTED MEATS

CHUCK ROAST.................... Ib 19c

TOMATO JUICE

SUN.-MON., MAY 11-12

Ambulance Service

60

whole or half

and

wondered to whom she would give
them on Mother's Day. This morn
ing she went to look at them again
but they were not there. She will
not be able to send these flowers
to her sick friends now but she
wishes to give this message to
others that they may not be like
wise disappointed for Mother’s

Hand in Hand

Short shank, lean, well trimmed

Tiger
Lambert
and
Salem
Thomas will head the boxing show
Friday night at Park Street Arena,
in an eight-rcund bout. This main
event promises to show plenty of
fireworks before the final bell
sounds. The semi-final will bring
together that ever popular Bel
fast boy K. O. Brierly. going
against a protege cf Tiger’s, Nap
James. In the top prelim. Kid
No: man of Waterville, will meet
Joe Walker of Belfast. The second
prelim will show the lad who put
up a great scrap with Walker last
week, Butch Bryant of Bangor,
squaring off against Al Wooster.
The opener will have Rat Winchenbach of Waldoboro meeting
Joe Joki. a local lad. Beginning
this week, the opening bout will
go on ono half hour later, at 9
o’clock, owing to the change of
the theatres' hcurs. Reserved seats
Last night a lady counted the at Walmsley’s drug store.
fragrant white blossoms on her

WE BUY AND SELL

Ambulance Service

24 OZ
JUMBO JAR

„ S,T‘1"1,comIlluMnt
10 hls
Representative Al
bert C. Jones, who fathered a tax

BINGO
SPEAR HALL, FRIDAY NITE. 7.45
140Th-tf Given Away—Dinner, Sheet and Pil
low Case Set pink lined, and $3.
Ham, Bacon and Eggs. Bex Fish and
Potatoes. Meat and Potatoes, Flour,
Sagar and lots of Big Prizes on Eve
ning Play55* It

BURPEE'S

EACH 9<

drain on the general fund has been
terrific, but the State has been
able to assimilate it by efficient
functioning. The State officials are
honest but poorly paid. The speak
er cited the case of Frank H
Hclley, chairman of the State
Board of Assessors who has Just
resigned because he could obtain a
much better salary in private busi
ness.
“Many efficient men are working
at the State Capital for 340 or $50
a week," said Mr. Sleeper, "when
they could earn much in private
life.”
The speaker told cf the plan
outlined in the inaugural address
of Gov. Sewall, who made a per
emptory demand for 32,000,000 more
in taxes in order that old age as
sistance might be put on a perma
nent basis. Tlie overwhelming Re
publican
majorities
in
both
branches presented disadvantages,
particularly in the House where
the party members were divided
into two well defined and quarrel
some blocs.
Mr. Sleeper told of the ill-fated
Homestead Tax bill, which, he said,
is coming up again next session,
stronger than ever. The House
turned it down 92 to 30, and when
it came baca from the Senate was
finally killed.
He told of the powerful lobby
operating against the cigaret tax
under the leadership of a popular
woman, but which finally defeated
itself.

DIED

RUMMAGE SALE

rRY

JNTS

is

Bus passengers will be obliged State in the Union, Representa
hereafter to take bus at bus stops tive Sleeper told the Rockland
provided by the city where the side Lions.
walk curbings are painted yellow.
The biennial session of the
Local Interest in this week’s is- Maine Legislature has passed into
fUe of Look magazine is intensi history, but the Rockland Lions
fied by three pages of graphic pic were yesterday furnished with some
tures of the wreck of the local interesting sidelights of the session,
.schooner Geoige E. Klinck off Cape and some which have never been
by radio or press.
Hatteras and
the spectacular broadcast
The speaker was one of the club
rescue of her crew by the airplane
members, Cleveland Sleeper , Jr.,
carrier Wasp.
who has Just served his fourth
Requiem Mass was held yester term in the Maine House, and who
day for Valentine Chisholm at St. was very close to “the powers that
Bernards Church, a large number be” during the recent session.
He spoke with evident pride of
attending to pay final tribute to
tiie popular business man. Rev. his own State declaring that it
Fr James F. Savage officiated, and functions better than any other
at the committal services held at State in the Union, although the
St James cemetery, he was as poorest with one possible excep
sisted by Rev. Fr. John Cummings. tion, in per capita wealth, of any
Pall bearers were Mr. Chisholm’s State north of the Mason and
lour sons, Thomas, Edward, John Dixon Line. Sleeper particularly
and James Chisholm. During the admires the State’s method of tax
day, Chisholm's Spa. fruit store collections, and the manner in
and shoe store remained closed, which the revenue is distributed.
and the curtains in stores and It also participates in all of the
offices along Main street were activities originating in the Na
drawn between 9 and 10 o’clock. tional Capital. With population
only one-third as large as the State
Justice Arthur Chapman, who of Connecticut, it maintains four
h presiding over the May term of times as many miles of roads.
“Maine,”
said
Representative
Superior Court was lured to the
-easide by County Attorney Stuart Sleeper, “is to be congratulated be
C Burgess and a member of Tlie cause it has oeen able to operate
Courier-Gazette
staff
Tuesday- on real estate taxes alone. Other
night, find-ng enjoyment in a States rely also upon other methods
nicely served shore dinner at The of income such as the sales tax,
Lobster Pot in Friendship. Justice income tax, etc., etc., Even Ver
Chapman and the newspaper man mont has had the income tax sys
were contemporaries in baseball' tem since 1932."
Maine gets 7'i milks on each
many years ago, and indulged' in
dollar
collected in local taxes. The
recollections of games and players
during that period. Later the
BORN
party visited the State Farm in
Post—At Knox Hospital. May 7, to
South Warrtn, and were shown Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Post (Luelia
a son—Woodbury Arthur.
through the new barracks by War Snow),
Gage At Knox Hospital. May 7, to
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Gage, a son.
den John H. Welch.
Jackson — At Little Nursing Home,

"Silsby’s Pansy Plants” (30,000)
will be ready for distribution
through local stores, early in May.
Get your pansy beds ready.—adv.
50-tf

7'

CAN
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SWIFTS

ettocount

BROOKFIELD
BUTTER

39/

LB.

CRESCENT

I

CHOCOLATE

4-u*,

'Daintier

ew* *1IW".

JUST

PURE
VEGETABLE

ADD

TO

MIXTURE

35/

SHORTENING

HONEY BOY

BREAD

2

LARGE

EOAVES

/

X

LEMON LOAF’

THREE CROW SPICES,

CAKES

THREE CROW EXTRACT, KS

2 for 25/

’/< Ib pkg

9c

2 oz bot 25c

WHEAT TOAST

BLUE RIBBON MALT.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 Ib tin 49c
CAMPBELL'S TOMATO SOUP.. .. .. .. .. .. . 3 tins 23c

WAFERS, pkg 18c

SODA CRACKERS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 Ib box 14c

DEL MAIZ CORN NIBLETS

TIN

GREEN GIANT PEAS

TINS

)J|1 maine peas

t,n

10/
27/

KELLOGG’S
SHREDDED WHEAT 2 pkgs 19c
EVAP. MILK ............. 4 tins
l>
PHILLIPS PEAS ...... 4 tins 29c
/ GUAVA JELLY...... 8 cz jar
PHILLIPS ST. BEANS 4 tins 29c
____________
Rath’s
KNOX JELL............. 3 pkgs 10c
SANDWICH SPREADS, 3 tins 19c
TIIRIVO DOG FOOD 3 tins 25c
MILK SHAKE ...... 16 oz tin 18c
-----ROCKWOOD
. — BAKING CHOCOLATE, bar
PERRY’S COFFEE...... 2 lbs 37c
for Better Flowers
corn klakes...... 3 pkgs
TOMATO JUICE.... 47 or. tin 15c
25? GRAHAM CRAUK’RS 2 Ib bx 16c
feed them this complete, OMMB® ALPHABET
balanced diet_
Btncogo B MACARONI
3 pkgs

J

CUBES.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ige tin 23c

FRANCO-AMERICAN

STEERO BOUILLON

Macaroni, 3 tins 25c

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 oz bot 25c

FOSS VANILLA.. .. .. .. .

994Xoo% PURE • IT FLOATS

IVORY
SOAP mdmm
THE

COOKIE

3™ 25c

5 FOB 25c

PERRY

Gets clothes up to 15% whiter

gfcJOXYDOlSsa

MARKETS

pHONf r?34 POP PROMPT DWVSRY • USE "HE LARGE PARKING SPACE AT OOP. PARK ST MARKET

Every-Other-Dav

every-Other-DaV
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WARREN

WALDOBORO
MLss Ellie McLaughlin has re
lumed to Stamford, Conn., after
spending a vacation with her
mother, Mrs. Anna McLaughlin.
Mrs. Lila Lovejoy and Albee
Sidelinger are attending the fu
neral of Edward Ware in Norton,
Mass., today.
Mr. and Mrs. Kelsey Lash visi
ted Sunday in Portland.
Rev. Sidney Packard of Camden
was a visitor in town Monday
Roland Gehthner is in Boston
on business.
The Susannah Wesley Society
will meet Thursday afternoon in
the Methodist vestry.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Black and
family and Mr. and Mrs. Austin
Wallace were dinner guests Sun
day of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Strout of Brunswick.
Charles Lilly Post Auxiliary will
serve a public supper Saturday in
Grand Army hall.
Mrs. Maude C. Gay Is attend
ing a meeting of the Maine Pub
lic Health Assn in Augusta today.
Clarence Reed of New York
City spent the weekend with Mrs.
Reed at their Jefferson street
home.
Worship Sunday at the Baptist
Church will be at Id 45 with ser
mon by the pastor, subject, “A.i
Old Fashioned Mother” Sunday
School meets at noon; Young Pee
ples meeting at 6.30; evening wor
ship with sermon at 7.30; Wed
nesday prayer meeting 7 30.
Mrs. Gerald Dalton, Mrs. Lila
Ixivejoy and Mrs. Francis Rec-d
visited Monday in Rockland.
Mrs Willis Crowell will go to
Bangor Saturday to attend a din
ner given by Miss Marion MarLu, vice chairman of the Repub
lican National Committee to mem»ei of the Republican State Com
mittee of which Mrs. Crowell is a
member.
Mis. F. A. Brummitt who
spent the Winter in Boston has
re' .med to her Friendship street
home.

The Water Company will flush
out the hydrants Friday night from
6 30 to 8 30 Subscribers will close
the shut-offs in the cellars.
Curtain on the operetta, “Old
“Old King Cole’’ by the primary
schcol pupils of the village, will rise
Friday at 1 30. A silver collections
will be taken, and divided between
the schools.
Carl Oxton made a good catch in
brook trout Monday afternoon, get
ting four, one weighing a pound
and three ounces, the other three
being nine and one-half inches.
Mr. and Mrs. James Davis have
moved from the village to Tenant's
Harbor, and the Mlllsyde Lunch, of
which they were proprietors will be
run under the efficient manage
ment of MLss Muriel French, who
has had several years’ exeperience
in the work.
Mrs. Gertrude Starrett is em.
ployed as nurse at the A. F. Maxey
home in West Rockport.
Myron Mank, who has been ill
at hLs Rockland home several
months, is gaining in health.
Visitors Sunday at Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Starrett’s were, Mr. and Mrs.
Parker Starrett and Dick Killeran
of Bath, the occasion being the
birthday of Mrs. Starrett, who re
ceived the gift of an electric wash
ing machine. Ice cream and cake
was served. Other recent guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Starrett were Mrs.
Charles Wallace, Mrs. William Max.
well and children, Mrs. Edith Ben
nett, and Charles Maxwell, all of
South Waldoboro.
District 2 of the Maine Real Es
tate Association, of which Willis R.
Vinal is director, met Saturday in
Thomaston for dinner, which was
followed by a sight seeing trip,
including a tour of the State Prison,
personally conducted by Warden
John H. Welch. Mr Vinal was
toastmaster.
Supt. Frank D. Rowe, and Prin
cipals Herbert DeVeber of Warren
High School, and William Thomas
of Union High School attended the

Are you suffering from pains due to rheumatism, if so, ask your
druggist for a box of—

TEL-MAR CAPSULES
These capsules will remove the pain and eliminate the eausc.
Sold by—

GOODNOW’S DRUG STORE
ROCKLAND, ME.
52Tt61

CAMDEN DAYS

District Meeting of Rebekahs

Rebekah Lodges of District 15
will meet Saturday afternoon and
evening with Mystic Rebekah Lodge
of this town, presided over by Mrs.
Ruth Pease of Appleton, district
deputy president. Mystic Lodge
will give the greeting, to which the
response will be made by Mrs. Car
rie Cummings of Golden Rod Lodge
of Appleton.
Demonstrations will be given tn
the afternoon by Bethel Lodge of
Union, and Golden Rod Lodge. Mrs.
Marie Clark, warden of the Re
bekah Assembly of Maine, will have
charge of the question and answer
period.
The memorial service in the eve
ning will be conducted by Mystic
Lodge. Good Luck Rebekah Lodge
of Waldoboro will exemplify the de
gree in the evening.
Melissa
Brackett, president of the Maine
Assembly, and other distinguished
guests are expected to be present.
Committees appointed are; Re
ception, Mrs. Alice Mathews, Mrs.
Anna

Starrett,

and

Mrs.

Nancy

Clark; supper, at 6.30, Mrs. Edna
Moore, Mrs. Ilda Russell and Mrs.
Lizzie Waltz.

Oleomargarine, made of animal
and vegetable fats, but chiefly of
beef fat.
PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT
The Police Department acting ln
accordance with instructions from
the Mayor and City Council hereby
designate certain bus stops to wit.
at the west side of Main street at
the comer of Lindsey street; on the
west side of Main street at the cor
ner of Llmerock street, ln front of
the Comer Drug Store; on the west
side of Main street ln front of H. H.
Crie Company; on Park street at the
comer of Main street; on the east
side of Main street ln front of Fox
Lunch; on the east side of Main street
ln front of Stanley's Filling Station.
Said bus stops becoming effective
Monday. May 12, 1941. People desir
ing to use bus service will kindly
acquaint themselves with the bus
stops as designated.
A. D. FISH.
Chief of Police

SMILE THAT PAIN AWAY

MAIN AND PARK STREETS,

secondary schools principals’ con
ference held Friday in Augusta.
Brandt, Auguste-Nadal and Co.,
of Haiti, which in 1940 contracted
to take the surplus catch of alewives for a period of three years
beginning with 1940, at $1.02 a
packed barrel, has broken that con
tract, giving no reason for the
action. First Selectman George
Starret, however, feels confident
that this Spring’s catch will be sold,
and expects to interview buyers.
Dipping was begun Tuesday to fill
orders of 5000 by the townspeople.
F. M Montgomery returned Mon
day to Beach Bluff, Mass., after
spending the weekend with Mr. and
Mrs. S. F. Copeland.

For Spanish Cause
Jesse Rosenberg, Former
Rockland Boy, Makes a
Radio Address
Jesse L Rosenberg, a Rockland
boy, who entered the practice of
law in New York City at the con
clusion of his brilliant school and
college career recently delivered an
address over a New York radio sta
tion, and the Spanish newspaper
ESpana Libre, which printed a lib
era 1 abstract of it, offered this
preface:
“Mr. Rosenberg is one of the at
torneys of the Spanish Confederat
ed Societies and a proven loyal
friend of the Spanish people, and
was invited by us to broadcast on
our program on April 28. He de
livered a brilliant speech in behalf
of our Cause. The length of the
speech deprives us of the pleasure
in offering its complete text, but
we are publishing those paragraphs
without translation, which in our
judgment are of outstanding signi
ficance to us, so that the chosen
excerpts may reflect the true feel
ings of the speaker."
From Mr. Rosenberg's Address

As an American Attorney who
has intimately interested himself
in the cause of Spanish democracy,
I consider it a privilege to give ex
pression to my thoughts and feel
ings on this subject, particularly at
this time which is approximately
10 years after the memorable date,
April 14th, 1931, the day of the
founding of the Spanish Republic.
The retrogressive forces that
ruled Spain and moulded the minds
of the children resented this de
velopment which they considered a
threat to their historical preroga
tives which included imparting en
lightenment to only the privileged
and the chosen ones. To thwart
these very modest reforms, the tra
ditional reactionary powers in
Spain allied themselves with and
were generously assisted by simi
lar powers in other countries whose
moral and financial support, en
abled the unscrupulous Mussolini
and the now notorious gangster and
looter Hitler to destroy an impov
erished and enslaved people, who
were merely groping to solve with
in their democratic framework their
complicated social, political and
economic problems that had so
long engulfed them.
Most of us now understand that
which was obvious to thoughtful
and independent minds, that the

Visit the prettiest Spot in Maine

Spring Opening and Anniversary Sale at
Haskell & Corthell’s and The Woman’s Shop
CAMDEN. MAINE

CAMDEN, MAINE

FREE—Register in our stores on the above dates. The Lucky Name will receive an $8.50 Overnight Case.

Name drawn at Camden Theatre Saturday Evening at 9.00 o’clock
Just a few of the Specials

DRESS SEPCIALS
4^

Silks, Bembergs, Sheers, In an array

of shades and prints; 4.95 values

you will find in our Men’s

Department.

Anniversary Price $3.85
Visit our Suit Department for the

One lot of 7.95 DRESSES, Redingote

newest in Hart Schaffner A Marx

and jacket models

Suits and Top Coats, priced from

$35.00 to $39.50.

Now $5.45

Special for this week-end, $29.50
College Town Shits for $33.65. Stu

ACCESSORIES

dents* Two Pant Suits, age 14 to 22,
1.00 BAGS. Now ............................... 83

1.00 WHITE GLOVES. Now

.79

priced from 914.50 to $18.50; all new
Spring patems.

1.95, 2.95 HATS. Now ...... _....... . 1.67

Just purchased from our Top Coat
manufacturers, at under market
price, the balance of their Spring

LINGERIE SPECIALS
1.00 SLIPS, all sizes. Now.........

.79

39c RAYON PANTIES. Now ..

J3

49c LARGE PANTIES, Now -

.39

1.00 BATISTE GOWNS,

Sizes 16-20 .......................................«3

Top Coats, 25.00' values. Special for

1

Camden Days, $14.95.

destruction of the Spanish Repub ROCKPORT
Herbert M. Poland is moving
lic was only the prelude to the
from
the Whitmore house on
chaotic present world struggle in
Union
street
to the Magune house
which we are to probably play a
on Summer street.
major part, and in which, para
Miss Ellen Anderson of South
doxical as it may seem. Franco's Thomaston was week-end guest
partisans throughout the world are at the home of her brother-in-law
striving to maintain a double and sister Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
standard of allegiance, namely, Turner.
allegiance to the cause of democ
Winfield W. Knight left Wed
racy, if they reside in a democra nesday for Baltimore where he will
tic country or to fascism if they re
enter Federal service as radio enside in fascist ridden countries. To
g.neer.
true Americans, there can be no
The E. E. Ingraham building on
such double standard of allegiance.
Pascal
avenue at the foot of West
Allegiance is to democracy and
street
is undergoing alterations,
freedom irrespective of where they
and
a
section of the street floor
may flourish.
will
be
used by O. B Jones as a
It is pathetic that among us at
this late hour, we are cursed with barber shop. He will open for
isolationists, appeasers and defeat business about May 15.
Commander Howard, A. Tribou,
ists. Their policies are a great com
fort and help to the vast forces set M. C., U. S. Navy, returned Tues
in motion in Spain by Hitler and day to Portsmouth, N. H. after
Mussolini, which was climaxed in spending a few days at his home
the shattering blow suffered by the on West street.
liberal forces in Spain, which turned
Mrs. Marshall E. Reed and
the hand of progress back to the Mrs. Annie Robbins of Roxbury
world hated Inquisitionists of Tor- were week-end guests at the home
quemada. His inheritors who hold of Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Bisbee.
undisputed sway in Spain, if Urey
MLss Marion Weidman spent
continue to prevail, will be eternally Wednesday in Portland as guest
in debt to the myopia of some, the of Mr. and Mrs. William Talbot.
gullibility of others, and the all em
Mis. Everett Pitts who has been
bracing cupidity of a small organ in Framingham. Mass., with Mr.
ized minority that' have thus far Pitts for the Winter arrived home
succeeded quite well in befuddling Wednesday.
Mr. Pitts accom
the present international issues to panied her here and will return
which the issues of the struggle in Sunday.
Spain are so intimately related.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Auspland
As an American deeply conscious worthy matron and worthy patron
of our responsibility in the deni ue- of Harbor Light Chapter O.EjS.
ment of this tragedy, I am pleading will fill the stations of warder and
to those who hear me, to take heed sentinel at the meeting of Golden
and profit from the chain of events Rod Chapter in Rockland Friday
which I have here briefly’ described, when Visiting Officers’ Night will
to use their influnce to aid the still be observed. Supper at 6 o’clock.
struggling Spanish people who were
The Johnson Society met Wed
first to heroically and overtly op nesday night at the home ol Miss
pose the onslaught of the pres'.nt Marion Weidman.
waive of absolutism. It is not. gen
Stated meeting of Harbor Light
erally known, but it is '.rue, that the Chapter OES was held Tuesday
Spaniards were very conscious that At the business session plans were
their struggle transcended their completed for a cooked food sale
geographical borders. They gave to be held Saturday at 2 o’clock
Uieir lives unstintingly so that at Masonic hall under the aus
truth and freedom should prevail pices of Harbor Light Club. An
universally.
invitation was received by the
In spite of the fascist rule in Chapter to be guests May 16 of
Spain, the Spanish people both in Naomi Chapter, Tenants Harbor
Spain and in exile, are indisput on the observance of Past Matrons
ably 90 per cent with the democra and Past Patrons’ Night.
cies. We are duly bound to assist
Miss Muriel Giles has employ
them to regain their freedom and ment at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
reestablish their republic. We are Forrest Spear in Camden.
also bound to assist and help thou
Mrs. C. F. Smith has returned
sands of victims who are scattered to the home of Rev. and Mrs. F.
throughout the world as a conse Ernest Smith after spending a
quence of their defeat, for which we week in Milo as guest of friends
must share a substantial part of and relatives.
the responsibility. They need not
Mrs. Elizabeth Smith who has
only our sympathy but our material been very ill at the home of her
aid.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lane,
It should be self evident at this is reported as improving.
stage cf international politics that
Franco and his cohorts cannot be
appeased.
Our task therefore
should be directed in assisting those
within and out of Spain who are
attuned to our way of life. Spain
can be saved and can be still a po
tential force in rescuing the world.
Aid to Franco under any pretense
ROCKLAND, ME.
would only aid the friends of
OPPOSITE PERRY’S
fascism and therefore our enemies. I
MAIN STREET MARKET
I take this opportunity to con
gratulate the Spanish Confederat
ed Societies for performing a unique
Correctly Sized
and splendid task in behalf of the
REINFORCED
OUR
refugees who have so forlornly ar
CROTCH
PRICE
rived at these shores as uninvited
FORM FITTING
guests. These refugees have sought
STRAIN POINTS
to run away from a rendezvous with
RIVETED
death from the hands of Franco.
You have been a good Samaritan to
countless lives whom you have
saved and rehabilitated by trans
shipping them to friendly South
OUR
FULL CUT
American countries, specifically to
PRICE
LARGE
Mexico, this having been done, how
ROOMY
ever, with the kind and under
POCKETS
standing co-operation of our De
REINFORCED
partment of Justice, and formerly
of our Department of Labor.
As a lawyer who at all times has
been closely allied with your cause,
$1.35 VALUE
it has been my greatest pride and
DEEP
TONE
satisfaction to be able to utilize my
DENIM
education, training and experience
HEAVY DUTY
to alleviate the suffering of those
8 POCKETS
whose lives and fortunes have been
ruined or nearly so by the combined
forces of evil that converted them
SANFORIZED
into world pilgrims. I feel that we

ECONOMY
CLOTHES
SHOP

1.00 DUNGAREES

LOO OVERALL
or FROCKS

84c

OVERALLS

1.17

WORK PANTS

Americans must atone in some way

Men’s and Boys’ Reversible Top
Coats, values to 18.00. Now $12.95.
In brown and grey tweeds and her
ringbone patterns.

for our failure to have performed |
our obvious duty.

SOUTH THOMASTON
Mrs. Eva Sleeper has rented an

MANY OTHER SPECIALS NOT LISTED

Women’s and Children’s Spring Coat Sale
LADIES’ NAVY OR TWEED COATS, 16.95 value. Now $M.89
LADIES* TWILLS, NAVIES OR TWEEDS, 12.95 value 10.75

LADIES' SPORT TWEEDS and PASTELS, 9.95 value

7.99

CHILDREN’S 12.95 SPRING COATS: now .... -................

9.96

CHILDREN’S 8.95 TWEED AND PASTEL COATS ........... 7.50

CHILDREN’S 5.95 SPRING COATS ............-........... -......... <95

MEN’S 20c RAYON OR COTTON HOSE 16c: 12 pairs $1.79
15c HOSE in plain and fancy colors...... „...... 11c; 12 pairs 1.19
35c HOSE, with double heel and toes ............ 29c; 4 pairs 1.00
1-25 DRESS SHIRTS; new spring patterns .... . ......................... 97
VAN HUSEN 1.65 SHIRTS, with the new Van Husen
collar; now .... . ..... ...................................................................... 1.45
79c WORK SHIRTS, cut full and roomy ................................... 59
MEN’S WORK PANTS ....................... . .................. .99, 1.39 1.79
1225 DUNGAREES AND OVERALLS ................... ..................... 97

HOSIERY SPECIALS

IN OUR SHOE DEPARTMENT

VANITY FAIR NYLONS—SPECIAL FOR MOTHER’S DAY’

Featuring QUEEN QUALITY SHOES for women, at ..... $6.75
ENNA JETTICK, the shoe for tired feet ...........
5.00 to 6.00
WOMEN’S 3.95 W'ALKRITE SHOES; now ........................... 3.29

1.50 value; now.... ......... ..... ......... -..... -........ 1.35; 3 pairs for$4.00

HOLE-PROOF 79c SILK HOSE ....... 3 pairs in gift box $2.25
SPECIAL 49c RAYON HOSE .................... 39c; 3 pairs for $1.00
WOMEN’S AND CHILDREN’S COTTOJt CARDIGANS
all colors; reg. price 1.00. Now.... ....... ....... ....... . .79 and .89
CHILDREN’S COTTON WASH DRESSES
1.95 values ............... ............................ . .......... .................... $1.49
1.00 DRESSES ...... . ......... ..... ..... . ....... . ................................. .79

WOMEN’S 2.95 SPORT SHOES; now.......... ........... .................. 2.39

1 RACK OF SHOES; values to 4.00; now...... . ........... 99 and 1.95
ONE GROUP 6.75 QUEEN QUALITY’ SHOES reduced to 3.79
MEN’S AND BOYS* HIGH AND LOW SNEAKERS.
blue or brown;now.............. .... . ....... ........... ................................ 89
MOCCASINS fee the whole family, reg. 2M; reduced to 1.69
(just the shoe tor spring wear)
MEN’S 3.95 NEW SPRING SHOES; now ............... -.......... 3.45
MEN’S 2.95 DRESS AND SPORT SHOES, reduced to .... 9.39

apartment in her house to Mr. and
Mrs. Edwin Jarrett of Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Bird 2d of
Rockland passed the weekend with
Mrs. Bird's grandmother, Mrs
Sleeper.
Scott Kittredge was in town over
the weekend.
Charles Peterson has returned
from South Weymouth, Mass.,
where he spent the Winter with his
daughter, Mrs. Alfred Pillsbury. He
was accompanied here by Mr. and
Mrs. Pillsbury and son Charles who
returned Monday.
The Sunday School birthday
party scheduled for May 9 has been
cancelled by the Sunday School
members and teachers, in favor of
a picnic to be held later in the
Summer.
One potatoe furnishes four times
as much, iron as a serving of mac
aroni or white rice.

MADE OF

OUR
PRICE

PEPPERELL

BATTLE AXE

WHIPCORD
REG. VAL. $2.00

SANFORIZED
HEAVY
OUR
COVERT
PRICE
STRAIN POINTS
REINFORCED
REG. VAL $1.25

97c

DRESS PANTS
FOR MEN AND YOUNG

MEN
REGULAR
VALUE
$2.50
OTHERS $2.97 to $4.97

I

J

DRESS HATS
NEW SHADES

and

YOUNG MEN

J 1 m/
"■ " »

QUALITY MERCHANDISE
AT LOWEST
POSSIBLE PRICES
MAIL ORDERS FILLED
WE PAT POSTAGE
28Th-tf

and Mrs. Allston Ro
daughter Edith and Clinton Tl
s Spent Sunday as guests 0
and Mrs. Lewis Burgess at I
Haven
er and Mrs. Malcolm Ho
and son Paul of Worcester. \
,re visiting Mrs. Hopkins’ pm
Mr and Mrs. L. W Sanborn
Mrs. Edward T. White, son
ter, and mother Mrs. David A.
son. returned Monday from

SENTER * CRANE'S

©DORA-LITE
W’ARBROBB

yurk
Mrs. Herbert Carver ret
Mrs
Monday from several Jay
Rockland.
Walter Mills of Woicester
lias arrived at Grai.iti Islan
tpe Summer

with AUTOMATIC LIGHTING
i IT LIGHTS j
UP WHEN

A «3» I*

OPEN
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$3.98
VALUE

A GL

THE Df
24” WIDE
21” DFEI*
60” TALL

ROUND

Other
Odoras

Tele

$1.00 and lip
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In Everybody’s Column TO LET
Advertisements ln thia column nen
to exceed three llnee inserted once foi
25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad
ditional lines five cents each for one
time 10 cents for three times. Five
small words to a line.

FURNISHED apartment to let
'!
r< mis and piazza; also unfurnished
apartment 4 rooms and sunporch
Inquire 12 Knox St., TEI. 156-W 34-;f
HOUSE to let at 2 Donahue ( nr *
$8 month.
FREDERICK N WALTZ
Tel. 838-W___________________
S4*56
TENEMENT to let. 5 rooms, bath.
Itarage J. S. GARDNER West Meadt ■■
Rd, Tel. 691 M._________________ 54 55
BLACK and white hound dog lost
THREE-room, furnished apartmsY't
Monday License No. 25713. ARTHUR to let. heated and llc,hted; continuous
hot
water. Plectrlc range. Tel 579-W
LUDWIG. Hope. Me.
53»55
FLCRA COLLINS. 15 Prove St ’
53-tf
FOUR-rocm apartment, to let. ah
modem
Apply at Camder. and Rockland Water Co.. TEL 634 .
53stf
THREE room furnished apt to let.
SMALL cottage for sale at Cooper's adult* preferred inquire at II JAMFH
Beach. Modern, beautiful view of the ST . or 12 ORANGE ST,
50-tf
harbor and Camden Mts. Apply P. O.
SMALL
clean
rent
with
bath
to
’.
BOX 545 .
54*56 garage and garden If desired. Call leat
19 GREEN ST.. Thomaston.
50*56
FURNISHED apartment to let at
283 Main St.
V. F STUDLEY Tel
1154 or Tel. 330.
48-’f
FURNISHED 3-room aonrtment with
SE~OND-hand furniture for sale.
Burt aus. chairs, gas stoves, tables. sun porch to let at 5 Grove St.; also 7room house and garage at 27 Chestnut
Apply 34 PULTON ST_____________ 55-57
St ISADORE GORDON. Tel 299-W
FORD coupe, 1930. for sale; also _____ ________________________ 43-tf
spring tacth harrow; new Howe sew
FOUR-room heated apt. to let. auto•ns machine. C. J. FROST, Waldo ma’lc hot water
At 15 Summer St
boro.
55*57 H M. FROST. Tel 318-W.________ 52-tf
COW dr-ssing for sale. 6 or 8 cords
5-ROOM tenement with bath to let.
AI FR.’ D CHURCH. Tel. 114 J
55-57 Newly renovated Opposite Maine Cen' tral Station. Rent reasonable. Inquire
YOUNG horse, wgt 1400 lb?., and M. ARMATA. The Men’s Shop. Main
1930 Ford l>2 ton truck for sale WM. & Park St*.. Rockland.
52-tf
DONOHUE Head of Bay.
54*56

LOST AND FOUND

Summer Cottages

STRA/i

FOR SALE

LAWN mower for sale, 16 in . rubber
tires; fishing rod and reel; hand cul
tivator. rubber boots. LUCIA COOLEY.
Cushing.
54*56
THE Emery Thomas house, barn and
‘■everal acres of land for sale in East
Uni n
village.
Apply
ELMER C.
DAVIS. Rockland. Tel, 77.________54-56

ON

WANTED

COOKS.
housekeepers.
waitresses,
chamber maids wanted, high wagt .
25 positions open.
MRS HAWLEY
789 High. Bath, Tel, 725.
55*1t
WANT pleas nt outdoor work In a bus
GERMAN
Shepherds
and
Cocker
Spaniel dogs and puppies for sale. ness cf your own? Oood profits sel
Ing over 200 widely advertised Ru"'LILLIAN BOURGOIN. Albion, Me
54*56 lelgh home or farm ne'e<sltles Pa
better than most occupations
Hun
NEW power boat 30 x8' 6" for sale, dreds ln business 5 to 20 year-- > .
fully equtpppd. Standard-fi Buick tn- more' Products equipment on cred!'
glne. Bo-ch magneto. Call RACKLIFF No experience needed to start we
& WITHAM. City.______
54*56 teach you how. Write today for full
BOY'S bicycle for sale. 26". good particular-. RAWLEIOH S Dept ME'
condition RICHARD FREEMAN. Glen 162-145B. Albany. N Y or see H E
55’Th 11
Cove. Tel. Rockland 103 .
54 56 Btan. 57 Main St. Rockland.
GIRL wanted for general boost'
ECONOMY engine, 2',-j horse power,
half price, good as new Bought at work; no cooking; to go home nl-hi
Sears. 150 MAIN S.T., Thomaston, Tel TEL 299 W______________________ 54-58
115.
54*56
GIRL for general housework In
TEL. 596 1 1
20-ACRE farm for sale. 5-room hou-e family of four wanted
with furnace, barn, blueberries, $1000 tween 9 4. or_Tel_1348___________ 54'56
Inquire ANTON LOHBERGER Rock
PATIENTS or elderly persons to
ville.
54*56 care
for at home, or will go out Pr'>”References. MRS WI!
MOIOR bov„ 18 ft., for sale. Also tlcal nurse
skiff: 60 lobster traps; twe cars. H LARD HALL. Tel Warren 57-11. 54 56
KIMBALL, Rockport,
Te'.
Camden
GIRL or woman wanted for general
762
54*56 housework, to live ln. TEL 1285 or
54-53
HOUSEHOLD furnishings for sale, call at 526 Main St._________ ’
also dishes, and chest of tools. Tel.
MAID
wanted
for
part
time
work
it
44-5. FRED THOMAS. Bonny View 50 Holmes St TEL 526-W
54*5i
Farm, near Oaklang_ Park
54 56
14-FT. fishing dorv wanted
fit
FISHERMEN Live smelts for sale Class
condition
Write ALFRED '
EARL OGIER, U 8 HALL. Vinalhaven. Tel 3-3
40c a dozen.
54-51
Highway No. 1, Rockport.
53 55
YOUNG
woman
or
responsible
youn
TESTED seed from the most reliable girl wanted for cooking and down;
growers at the oldest seed store in stairs
housework. Wages $10 per week
the city. C. C. TIBBETTS 288 Main Tel. Georgetown
or write BOX 1
St.
52-tf Pophart-{peach. 2 3.______________
54 li
DARK loam for sale, $2.50 load
GIRL
or
woman
wanted
for
llgH
LESTER SEAVEY. Tel. 1085-J
53-55 housework No laundry or heavy clean
THOROUGHBRED Cocker Spaniel Ing. Write "S” % Courier-Gazette
puppies for sale, males $10 females $8
— -Ay__________________ 53' ”.
Angora kittens, females $2. YORK'S -----ONB mature man or woman wanti ?
111 Pleasant St.
53 tf
for pleasant year round work In Rock
MODERN 8-room house at 22 Lind" land. Experience not necessary Better
sey St.. for sale to settle estate. A R. than avsrage earnings to start Writ’'
BACHELDER. 110 Union St.
52-tf EMPLOYMENT MANAOER. Box 367
54*55
I have some nice new sauer kraut Newark, N J.
at my house, 3 lbs 25c
EDWIN A.
JOIN $30 000.000 firm. Stainles, Steel
DEAN. Rockland, Tel. 671 J.
52 57 Utenallv 300 mpn hapipv. car. WrU
Bo- i h
FERTILIZER, bone meal, nitrate of Mgr . 1134 PARK SQ BLDG
soda and greenhouse special for your _______ _ _______________________________ 53-5)
lawns and flowers Tel after 5pm
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
347-M. V L. PACKARD 45 Oranlte St

WORK PANTS

FOR MEN

VINALHAVEN

51-tf
CERTIFIED Oreen Mountain pota
toes for sale. SPROWL BROTHERS
Searsmont.
51-tf
BIRD houses, trellises, fencing, in
stock and built to order. C. L RAYE
Prescott St.
51*56
DARK loam for sale, first class de
livered RICHARD MAKIE. Tel 553-M
West Meadow Rd
48*59
1937 FORD coupe for sale, good con
dition. not used for 2 years. A real
buy only $210 TEL. Warren 3-41. 48-tf
RICH dark loam for sale for flower
gardens and lawns. Delivered Small
amount of loam can be bought at
residence for house plants. WTLLIAM
ANDERSON, West Meadow Rd Rock
land. Tel. 1245 .
46’51-tf
FARM 41'j acres for sale. 7-room
house, bam. garage, good well, elec
tric pump and lights, graved pit, fine
wood lot. same lumber 20 acres, blue
berries. fine buildings
Price, $2100.
V F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St., Tel.
. 1154 or 330
45-tl
40-ACRE farm for sale ln Washing
ton. wood and lumber Would exchange
for property ln Thomaston or Rock
land. C. M OVERLOCK. 135 Holmes
St.. Tel. 774-M.
44-tf
Hard wooa per root, fitted $1 50;
Sawed. tl 40; long, $1.30. M. B. & C O.
PERRY. Tel. 487
52-tf
9, * H. hard ooal, egg. stove, nut
4.50 per ton, del. Household soft coal
per ton. del. Nut alee New River soft,
not screened $9 ton del. M B. * c
O PERRY. 519 Main St.. Tel. 487. 52-tf

£

called for and delivered

Ti

★ This onl
rebate.

Ml

customers

just HALF
The new S|
car buyers
tire in thi I

turn of th>j
stopping,

Buy one
“catches”

cannot t< I
in TODA'if

,.SOU

T J. FLEM

ING. 19 Birch St., Tel. 212 W

52-tf

Eggs And Chicks
CLEMENTS Red Chicks and Clemcross pullet chicks are available I r
shipment during April and May Whv
not have the most profitable strait'
at reasonable prices? Hatched In th*
best equipped sanitary hatcherv in
the State. Personal attention to evetv
order. Send a postal card for free 16page Illustrated catalog and price list
Tel Winterport 39-24 collect for ru-n
orders.
CLEMBNTB BROS. FARMS
Winterport. Me.
41-?«

In.**

MISCELLANEOUS
30c pui

Tinting, 10c extra.
ill PLEASANT
ST. _ »
_________________ 52-tf
LA Wn'mowers sharpened Called f
and delivered. Promot service. $1 2 ■
H H CRIE & CO. 328 Main St. Te
205. OttfA___________________ 51 'I
MEN. Women! Want Vim’ Rtlnrlants ip Ostrex Tonic Tablets pep up
bodies lacking Vitamin B-l. Iron Cal
cium. Phosphorus. Introductory siz*
only 35c
Call, write C. H MOOR *
CO., and all other good drug stores
52*62

The green outer leaves of lettuce
contain thirty times as much vita*

Subscribe to The Courier-Oaiette, nun A as the inner leaves.

|

IREPROOi

Every-Other-Day

I Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, May 8,1941

VINALHAVEN

Mrs. Emma Smith who passed the
ylr and Mrs. Allston Roberts,! Winter with her sister, Mrs. Orrin '
B'hter Edith and Clinton Thom-1 Smith returned home Saturday.
spent Sunday as guests of Mr,! Eugene Sprague returned Tues
Mrs. Lewis Burgess at North day from Bangor.
Joseph Headley returned Tuesday
from
Rockland.
yj:- and Mrs. Malcolm Hopkins
Mrs Florence Gross returned
• d mi Paul of Worcester, Mass.,
r(. visiting Mrs. Hopkins' -parents, Tuesday from a visit with her son.
Dr. 'Leroy Gross in Auburn.
j, Hid Mrs. L. W. Sanborn.
Mrs, Arthur Patterson returned
Mr Edward T. White, son WalTuesday
from New York where site
(nd mother Mrs. David Antlervisited
her
son, Donald Patterson
on returned Monday from New
She also visited her daughter Eliza
Mi
Herbert Carver returns.i Patterson in Somerville, Mass.
A. E. Libby returned Wednesday
I day from several days stay in
from Augusta.
kiand.
A. A Peterson and son Ambrose
,i?er Mills of Wnicefter, Mass,
are
in Boston.
arrived at Granite Island for
Mrs.
David Duncan who is on
Summer.

ANE'S

E
IGHTING
IT LIGHTS
UP WHEN
OPEN

P. * *

BUTTERMILK
$3.98
VALUE

A GLASS A DAY
KEEPS

THE DOCTOR AWAY
J4" WIDE
»r DEEP
;o" TILL

* * * *

ROUND TOP FARMS

Other
2^

Telephone 622
55-56
'<»*« .j. **« »•« •*«»J* •*« •*«

) apartment to let 3
piazza alao unfurnished
4 rooms, and sunporch
-iA s~ TEL 156-W 34- J
let at 2 Donahue Cpw"
FREDERICK N WALP,
_ _______________
54*56
iT to Jet. 5 rooms, bath.
- GARDNER We-t MeadO'__________________ 54 55
■om, furnl-hed apartnufr't
and lighted: continuous
electric range
Tet 579-w
: INS 15 Oroxe St
53-tf
m apartment to let. all
op ;, at Camder. and RockCo TEL 634_________ 53-tf
» m furnished apt to let.
r:ed
Inquire at II JAMES
JRANGE ST___________ 50-tf
e n rent with bath to let.
cartien If d; sired Call at
ST_ Thcmaston_______ 50*56
ED apartment to let at
V F STVDLEY. Tel
330
4»-*f
i apartment with
Grove St ; also 7t 27 Chestnut
ORDON Tel. 299-W
_____________ 43-tf
heated apt to let. autoteAt 1A Summer Pt
Trl 318-W________ 53-tf
ement with bath to let.
ed Opposite Maine Cenient reasonable. Inquire
The Mcu's Shop, Main
Lockland
52-tf

j
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traverse jury is attending Superior
and spirit of Chinese Christians and
CAMDEN
Court in Rockland this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Lord the place Christianity is winning in
Mrs. Susan Woodcock and daugh spent the week-end in North-field. that land today.
ter Marion have returned from Wor Vt., where they visited their daugh School Notes
cester, Mass.
ter, Dorothy, who is employed there
A t Elm Street School: Second
Red Cross met -Wednesday at the as a medical secretary.
Grade. Philip Sylvia was Number
Latter Day Saints Church for an Mrs. Warren B. Conant has re- - Champion last week. Frances Roball-day session.
turned frem visiting her daughter inson, Frank Knowlton , Grazie
Union Church Circle will meei Mrs. Gladys Kr.eller of StonehAm. Gallanti and James Bickford were
Mass.
close runners-up.
tonight for supper at 5.30.
Mr
and
Mrs.
John
Tewksbury
are
Third Grade: Tiiis month the
Dr. V. H. Shields is now located
in
Portland
where
Mr.
Tewksbury
children
in this grade are much in
at North Haven. His family will
will
attend
the
Session
of
the
terested
in the subject of health.
go later.
Grand
Lodge.
'
They
are
proud of their seven-Point
District Superintendent, Rev. H.
Rev.
Winfield
Witham
attended
poster
with
pictures of 19> of the 27
F. Aldrich of Augusta, will preach
the
State
Conference,
Monday
children
in
the grade which decoMothers’ Day at Union Church.
through
Thursday
at
the
Federat

rates
the
hall
for all the children
The Christian Endeavor will hdld
ed Church, Skowhegan. Dr C. to see.
a cake and candy sale Saturday
Fourth Grade: There are three
afternoon at Senter Crane’s store. Harold Jameson and Mrs. J. A.
new
pupils, Leonard Wiley of Au
Rev. Kenneth Cook and family Brewster attended as delegates. Mr.
went Wednesday to Mapleton where Alvah Greenlaw and Miss Louisa gusta, Charles Harriman of Union
#
and Joyce Sayer of Edisto Island,
Rev. Mr. Cook has accepted a call Codman were also present.
Good Cheer Class will meet Tues- S. C. Fiank Ames is confined to
to oreach after a most successful
day at 7 o’clock at the Parish House his home with the grippe. Henry
three years as pastor of Union
for Red Cross Work.
j Bickford’s health team won the six
Church. Through the untiring ef
Visiting Rotarian Tuesday at weeks’ health contest.
Richard
forts of iRev. and Mrs. Cook, the
the Rotary Club was Maurice Love- Fpxwell’s team is giving the winchurch is now free from debt and
joy cf Rockland. F. J. Peaslee, ; ners a party Friday afternoon
a substantial sum in the treasury.
guest of Pearl Willey and Mr. Mil- Lawrence Sparta is taking trumpet
All departments of the church are
ler, guest of Charles Babb were' lessons from Reger Caiderwood,
in fine condition. Rev. and Mrs.
present. Mr Miller entertained music instructor.
Cook will be greatly missed in this
Ithe members with pictures of the
town, and they regret leaving their I Ice Follies. This program commit- OSTEOPATHS MEET
many friends here. They received
tee for May was chosen: A V. ElWhen representatives of 800 osteomany fine gifts from members of
more for May 13; John Good. May pathic physicians, surgeons, and
the church and also from the church
20 and Frank Morrow for May 27. specialists meet at the Hotel Statj
choir.
William Reed was appointed in ler, Boston, Friday and Saturday or
Mrs. Fanny Smith, widow of
place of Allie Dougherty, to repre- the annual convention of the New
George Smith, died April 26 in a
sent the Club at the Bangor Con- England Osteopathic Association,
Portsmout hospital. Mrs. Smith
vention.
1 they will be warned that as the
was born in this town, daughter of
Mrs. Fred Crockett and daughter country draws closer to war there
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Perry. Her
Evelyn of Long Island, N. H are will be a definite increase in funcage was 75 years. She grew up 11
spending the month in town
, tional and organic diseases of the
tiiis town and attended the public
Piano pupils of Mrs. Ruth Colle- nervous system. This is the belief
schools and most of her life was
mer will give a recital at the Epis- ( of Dr H. D McClure, of the Kirkspassed here. She was a member
copal Parish House, Thursday at ville College of Osteopathy and
of the Woodcock-Cassie-Coombs
8 o'clock. The public is invited. Surgery, the profession’s oldest inAuxiliary. For several years she
The Cancer Drive closed May 1 stitution, who occupies a leading
$ had made her home in Kittery.
with most excellent results from the place on the two-day program of
v* Maine with her son Percy Smith. various local clubs.
Mrs Ora lectures. ‘The osteopath should
Brcwn, chairman reports that re- P‘ay a very important part in mainsuits have been far better than in1 taining public health during the
any previous year.
, trying times ahead,” Dr. McClure
These officers of the Chadavae states.
Club were nominated Monday'
-------------- y—
night: President, Phyllis Bend; DEER ISLE
vice president, Beda Emery; secre-j Joseph Raynes returned Sunday
tary, Inez Henderson: treasurer,' to the Bluehill Hospital.
Pearl Knight. The hostesses were j Fcrrest Nevells of Stonington is
Ethel Campbell and Phyllis Bond, repairing a boat for Clifford McRev. Arthur Rinden of the Veigh.
American Board of Commissioners
Alfred Small of Stoughton,
for Foreign Missions in China will Mass., spent the past week witli
speak Friday at 7 30 at .the Congre the Elmer B. Eatons.
gational parish house. He will give | Mr. and Mrs. Clifford L. Eaten
a dramatic account cf the courage u-ho have been spending a month
■■■■
■■■ •
at Pine Shore Park, East Orland, I
by whom she is survived. Inter- came home Sunday.
ment was in Whitinsville, Mass ,
Rodney Philbrocks who has been :
cemetery.
1 ;n js able to be abcut again.

waltreves
igh wagt MRS
HAWLEY
55*1t
a bi

sj* «{• *J» ***

famous money*back guarantee.

SAFETY
STRAIGHT

BUTTER

ALWAYS GROUND
TO YOUR PERSONAL ORDER

27c

RICHMOND

2 bagbs

2BAGS

1 LB

35C

S.aobs

39c

KYBO

LUXURY COFFEE - THRIFTY PRICE

39c

I LB
ROLL

CREAMERY

CLOVERDAU
MARGARINE

OLEO
LARD

JOHN ALDEN
A New England
Favorite for Over
35 Years

BROOKSIDE

1 LB>
PKG

PURE

21c

LBS.

COPLEY u« 25e
RICHMOND BRAND - SOLID PACK - SELECTED RED RIPE

VACUUM PACKED . DRIP or REG.

TOMATOES
TUNA FISH

PEANUT
BUTTER

3

2

—27c

27c

WHITE SPRAY - POPULAR WITH YOUNG AND OLD

WHEAT

R?CE

S

PUFFS

PKGS

PILLSBURY’S - FOR BETTER CAKES

MADE WITH U. S. No. I
GRADE PEANUTS
2 LB JAR

s:^85c
eiTINS

LIGHT MEAT - MAKES DELICIOUS SALADS

flNAST BRAND

SNOSHEEN

25c

2LB-.2
PKG

cake flour

PRUNES

I LB
JARS

23C

SANTA CLARA

b'uBlSk

I5C

TIMBERLAKE - SPICY - ADDS ZEST TO A MEAL

SWEET RELISH

EDUCATOR

®«jar

ptjar 17«

ASSORTED FLAVORS - EASY TO PREPARE

SALTINES

DAINTY JELL or pudoing 3 «« 10c
ALL SOLID MEAT - GRISTLE FREE

LB PKG

LIBBY’S CORNED BEEF

19c

READY TO SERVE - DELICIOUS SPICED MEAT
Has

9c

CALIFORNIA - Pl UMP, TENDER, MEATY

SWIFT’S PREM

That HomeBaked Flavor

<

j^9c

•2..
UNS

DELICIOUS SERVED HOT

MALTEX

BREAKFAST FOOD

PKG

21c

CO-OP. BRAND - PURE

MAPLE SYRUP

MATCHES

back AGAIN

21c

• •«

•fa This once-a-year sale is made possible only by a lactory
rebate. May 31st is absolutely the last day we can offer our
customers the longest wearing, safest tire we know of ... at

tire in the world with “Heat Vents" that cool the tire at every
turn of the wheel. It's built with “Sat-flex" cord and the quick
stopping. long-wearing “Saw Tooth" tread.

Buy one tire or a dozen at the same savings — there are no
“catches" to this sale! But "hurry, hurry, hurry . . . because we
cannot tell how long our complete line of sizes will last. Come

BOSCO

MILK AMPLIFIER

SOAPINE

FLOUR
TONICS

12 ’• 83c
JAR

■JAR 39c

FOODS

CLAPP'S

3 TINS' 88c

FREE CISH TOWEL IN EACH PKG

81c

FANCY
PASTRY

FINAST
BKEAI)
24'i I.B
BAG

24!^ I B

BAG

MILLBROOK CLI'B
ASSORTED FLAVORS

29 OZ
BOTS.

CONTENTS ONLY

£7^

AVen it I driv* over ° broken b°UI»

lO**

PLAIN OR
POPULAR
RALEIGH CIGARETTES CORK
lIPPED
PRICK

TALL
TINS

EVANGELINE

in TODAY.

IGE
boxes

A Ite
TINS «5c

JACK & JILL CAT FOOD

ILB-4oz
LOAVES

ICE CREAM

O

BROADCAST SKf’ HASH - - 17c

BREAD

BLACK RASPBERRY

OHIO BLUE TIP
or PALMER

JUST HEAT AND SERVE

'OLDE' STYLE

EVAPORATED

-,nke good?

• ^.ue.Ser»ic*Gu,

TOWELS
SHOULDERS

BELMONT
ROLLS

CREPE

6.00-16
$24.95

$12.47
$12.48

..in the new

sksi*.

$’«•;;

■>

FRUITS ai,c( VEGETABLES
LARGE SIZE

GRAPEFR’T 4 for 25c ORANGES

finer black raspberries—and never have we so completely
captured their refreshing, tangy flavor. Treat yourself to this
delicious Sealtest Flavor-of-the-*Month today. Our dealers

have it both in bulk and in the new Sealtest Pint Package.

$16.68

FRO-JOY

THESE PRICES ARE
FOR BLACK SIDEWALL
ONLY
b

1 LB.
TIN

Cream. But taste this ”1941 model”! Never have we seen

Aak about our special
allowance on new car
change-overs.

J)

VEGETABLE
SHORTENING

LB.

there couldn’t be a more delicious Black Raspberry Ice

with old tire
Your cash
price. ..........

__________ 51-tf

AGED JUST RIGHT
TRY IT TODAY

6.50-16
$30.20
Price...........
LauSOY.
$15.10
with eld tire
Tour cash
$15.10
7.00-15
....... $33*35
__ >50%
$16.67

in

25C

LB.

4-8 LB. AVE.

Remember our "Black Raspberry” of last year? We thought

price

30c pair
PI.EASANT
52-tf
srpened Called for
not service. SI 25
328 Main St.. Te

on/y

CHEESE
MARVO

SMOKED
SHORT SHANK
LEAN

££”“...$14.03

Regular

CELLANEOUS

.SealteAt-

PINT PACKAGE

6.25-16
K" .. . $28.05

Ts Red Chicks and Clemet chicks are available for
during April and May Why
the most profitab e strain*
ble prices’ Hatched in the
PPfd •'•nltary hatchery in
Personal attention to exrrv
nd a po-tal card for free 16:rated catalog and price list
report 39-24 col'.ect for rueh
J.EMENTS BROS. FARMP
t. Me
<1-58

c.een outer leaves of lettuce
Uiirty tune.> as much vitaa$ the inner leave*.

-

STRIKE ANYWHERE - FULL 20 CUBIC INCH BOXES

And Chicks

'ant Vim’ Stimuilc Tablets pep up
nln B-l. Iron CalIntroductorv s.re
te C H
MOOR *
govxl drug stores
52*62

local First National Store.

Coffee
A
Popular Coflee
at a Popular Prica

long

way toward making it a pleasure to shop at your

FRESH

TIRE

The new Seiberling Safety Tire is a premium tire that many new
car buyers are putting on their 1941 automobiles. Its the only

enersi nouse> home ni"ht:
__________ 54-55
hou-ewcrk ln
VEX i96 1 » 54*55
v persons to
go o’<t Pr*'MRS wr. Wh n 57-11 54-56
ed for general
TEL 1285 or
54-53
work at
26 -W _______ 54*53
wanted
first
A1TRED S
I 3
__ >4-51
onsible youn J
: and dowm410 per week
rrlte BOX 15
54 51
ian wanted for light
aundrv or heavy clean
Courier-Gazette
___ _______________53*55
tan or woman wanted
r is?end work In Rocs
e no: necessary Better
irnings to atari Writ*
MANAGER Box 367
_________________ 54*55
10 firm Stainless Steel
Write
(134 PARK SQ BLDG
Bos-tcn
53-55
LK wanted to upholster,
d delivered T J ELEMh St Te; 212 W
52-U

It is savings like

these that you make ovary day that go a

A1CUOW

SEIBERUNG

just HALF what it’s worth!

lh

No matter what you buy at your First National Store you have our

ON THf B£Sr TIRE IN THE HOUSE

:d

N T".

FIRST NATIONAL STORES

I

¥ ¥ * *

Odoras
$1.00 and up
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NEW

ICE CREAM

Owrt «*»» I

, m tU Sooftori

Sfcow, thmJkyw » AM, oXt, NK M FWww*

doz 39c

ORANGES 2 doz 49c CABBAGE 3 Ibs 15c
LARGE BUNCH

TABLE WINESAP

APPLES
FRESH

D’LIONS
FRESH

5 Ibs 25c CARROTS 3 bch15c
FANCY

3 lbs 19c

CALIFORNIA SUNKIST, LARGE

Siilltit. Inc. nnd this compmtj/
nrt under ibe mme ownnribip

rockS^Tmaine

FLORIDA—JUICY—EXTRA LARGE

CRISP

ST’BERRIES 2 box23c SPINACH

ABSOLUTE DEADLINE 15 MIDNIGHT. MAY 3ht

fireproof garage co.

CALIFORNIA, TABLE, LARGE

LEMONS

FINAST

3 bchs 15c
3 Ibs 15c

doz 25c CELERY 2 bchs 19c

We are glad to co-operate with the Surplus Food Commodities and will accept
Orange and Blue Food Stamps in our Rockland Stores

Every-Other-Day

Every-Other-Day
Page Six
ed Pomona Tuesday in Washing
ton.
Peppy Day planned by Williams
Brazier Auxiliary to be held May10 has been postponed to May 17.
Miss Letitia Creighton returned
home Monday after three weeks
visit in Boston.
Members cf the Jolly Toilers' 4-H
Club of whom there are several in
Thomastcn. are serving a public
supper at the Finnish Congregat.cnal Church. Georges River Road,
tonight at 6 oclock.

THOMASTON

A Thomaston Soldier

Tne Garden Club will hold an
"Experience Meeting till* after
noon at 3 o'clock at the home of
Mrs Lee W Walker. This is the
first meeting of the reason and ail
members are urged to attend.
The meeting ar.d election of of
ficers of Genera. Kncx Chapter,
DA R . planned to have been held
at the home of Mrs. Emily Stevens
at Rockland Mcnday afternoon was
postponed. In its place a special
meeting will be held later in the
month, the time and place to be Miss Katharine T. Donah ne
announced
Funeral services were held this
The Baptist Women's Minion mcming frcm St James’ Catholic
Circle met Tuesday at the home of Church fcr Katharine Theresa
Mr- Clara Sawyer
white cross Donahue who died Monday night
work There were fourteen mem at her home cn Erin street Miss
bers present ar.d bandages and Dcnahue was bom at Hurricane
Capt. William R Hoffses of
other horpitwl supplies were worked I. le. Nov. 2 1878. daughter of John
cn
Those attending were Mrs. and Mary > Fahey» Dcnahue and Thomaston who graduated frcm
Lucy Sillery, Mrs. Susie Newbert. had lived in this town for the past the Seacoast Artillery School at
Mrs Dora Kallcch, Mrs. Letitia 40 years. She was educated in the • Fort Mcnrce Va.. April 28 Capt.
Starrett. Mrs Leona Wilson. Mr-. public schools of Rockland
HcfL-es is attached to Headquar
Bessie Rowell, Mrs Grace Andrews. The near survivors are a brother,
ters Battery 240th C A at Fort
Mrs. Minnie Newbert. Mr. Vera John Donahue of Springvale and
Levxtt His c.vilian occupation is
Robinson Mrs Edith Kilborn Mrs. five sisters. Mrs Frank Dooley of
Maggie Davis Miss Emma Stack- Arlington, Mass . Mrs. CarroE that of grocer proprietor cf Knox
pole ar.d Mks Eliza Whitney After Libby of Ellsworth. Miss Julia Market.
the business, refreshments were Dcnahue and Mss Anna Donahue
be the speaker.
served Mrs Newhert assisting Mrs. of Boston and Miss Mary Donahue bell of Warren • will
• • •
Sawyer. The next session will be cf Atlantic City.
j A public supper will be held Fri
a program meeting and will be held
Interment was in St James' day at Pleasant Valley Grange of
at the home of Mrs Sillery with Cemetery .Thomaston
Rockland with Worthy Ceres. Edna
Mrs Mane Singer as program
Harvey as chairman The lecturer
leader
offers this program for Tuesday:
The last meeting of the ParentOpening
song by all; quiz questions
GRANGE CORNER
Teacher A. .sociation for the season
by the lecturer; solo, worthy mas
XS XK XX
will be held tonight at the High
ter. Raymcnd L. Andersen; har
News items from all of the Pa
School auditorium at 7 30. A good j
trons of Husbandry are welcomed monica solos. Uncle Joe: riddles. E
attendance is urged as there will be
here.
M. Tolman; solo. Elizabeth Passon;
a report from the nominating com
reading. Rosalie Harvey; "A Little
mittee election cf officers and dis
"Coal Black and the Seven Rank Gossip." Myron Young; poem, F
cussion as to the disposition of the ers." a minstrel wiU be presented L. S Morse
mcney so far earned for playground at Goodwill Grange hall in South
equipment.
Warren Saturday at 8 o'clock Part
Mr. and Mrs Clifford Allen of of the proceeds will benefit the GEORGES RIVER ROAD
Mother’s Day celebration in the
Rockland, and Mrs. Nettie Robin- Forum and part the Grange.
Finnish
Church will be held Sunton Mrs Nellie Orff. Mrs Estelle
A
Cancer
Ccntrol
Campaign
will
day
from
12 to 3 o’clock
Newbert and Nathan Hunt, mem
be
pre
ented
Thursday
night
at
th*
bers cf Weymouth Grange, attend
lecturers hour at Goodwill Grange,
ORFF’S CORNER
tr.e pregram open to the public.
Invitations have been received
.Mrs George Jack-on of Rcckiand
to the commencement exercises cf
will present several reels of sound
the New England Baptist Hos
pictures, and Dr. Fred G. CampHOCK
pital School of Nursing to be held
May 8 at Newtcn Centre Baptist
LAST TIMES TODAY
Church. Miss Mildred A Elwell,
Friday and Saturday
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ken
CESAR ROMERO ‘Cisco Kidl
neth 6. Elwell is cne of the
"RIDE ON YERQl ERO"
graduates.
also
Mr and Mrs. Raymcnd Jackson
“SHADOWS ON THE STAIRS"
and family spent Sunday with
reiat.ves in Sangerville.
Friday and Saturday

sheooi*'*

ACTIOI...COMEBY...MISIC
liittl ii i (raH pint if wittin
Mtirtaiiaiil starriii laariaa's
iy
jiwtei Miiatiii!

Franz M. Simmons

This And That

Edmund Gwenn * Spring Byington
S. Z. Sokoll • William Domazost

W-Hr,

br PRANK ROSS
br NORMAN KRASMA

I O'octorf br SAM WOODHB
PIUS

GENE AUTRY

LATEST NEWS

'BACK inihe

CARTOON

TODAY
"MODEL WIFE"

SADDLE

Jr an Btondell. Dick Panel

Starts Sunday: ’SEA WOLF

I HtWVWipElCTlilf
SMILEY VuRHiTTf

Strand

On The Same Program
Comedy.
Sportareel,
Serial
LATEST NEWS OE TIIE DAY

Display Your

Well Known Horseman and
Market Man Succumbs
To Long Illness

Franz M Simmons died Tuesdawn.ght a: his home cn Pleasant
street after an illness extending
over a two-year period.
The deceased was born March
By K. 8. F.
17. 1865 in the same hcuse in
which he had made his lifelong
“Doing gccd is the only certainly heme, son of the late Lindley and
happy action cf a man's life." Olive Simmons. He attended the
opined Sir Philip Sidney and how Rcckiand public schools,
absolutely correct he was has been
Mr Simmons was well-kncwn
proved all these years.
all over New England as a horse• • • •
man. He was cne of the best
In Salem. Mass , park officials t. Miners in New England, and fewreported 4584 persons visited the were his equal as race driver or
excellent Maritime National His- re Raman He was popular both
torical Site in 1940—a fine shewing in and out of the stable, henest
cf deep interest in things of worth to the last degree and possessed
and dignity.
a genial disposition winch made
• • • •
for him many staunch friends.
Eastport is busy harvesting a.l
He was around horses as a mere
the different kinds ol ocean sup- bey, and began driving in races
plies that are now found to be of, about as soon as he was large
greatest value such as kelp. fish, enough to hold the reins. He
pearl essence and much else.
drove in races before he was 15
• • • •
years old, and by that time had
News is daily food ar.d people find learned a great deal about esquires,
in this machine age rather too He was a judge of what made a
much effort being made to stand- good horse, with the result that
ardize thought rather than giving at that early age. his father endeslre to clearly think cut problems trusted to him the duty of going
• • • •
to Boston alone to trade them.
Some do not realize that the averFor a while he left the horse
age pulse beat of an adult is 72 to business and engaged in mercan76 beats a minute, while of a newly tile career, conducting the Main
bom baby it is 130 to 140 beats per street Market for a number of
minute.
' years. But in 1913 he went back
• • • •
to horses, never again leaving this
Attorney Thomas E Dewey is r.ov
National Chairman of the United
Service Organization fcr National
Defense.
• • • •
President James B Conant of
Harvard calls for the United States
to "fight now with Britain against
the Axis.” And why not?
G • • •

London is crying for cats, not es
pecially black ones, any kind that
will kill mice and rats.
• • • •
A month in the Army has taught
James Stewart, voted the best actor
in the movies in 1940. "to listen at
tentively, to obey orders, and td
keep my mouth shut.” he says.
• • • •
Maine is now become the great
center of activities fcr defense, and
defense has become foremost in the
minds of people. The crescendo of
activities.
• • • •
The monkshood Lower grows onljf
"HOUSE OF COURTESY"
where there are bumble bees r j
.Mat., Adults 39c: Children I9c carry the pollen. There are early
Evg., .Adults 49c: Children 15c ! and late varieties of this lovely
Mat. 2 P. M.; Evg., 7 and 9 P. M. 1 flower.
• • • •
Permanent waves are the fashion
THURSDAY, MAY 8
for three-quarters of the little
Men Love, Dance. Fight for the
. school girls and they do look sweet
"STRAWBERRY BLONDE"
w.th hair over their young shoulders
Olivia deHaviiiand, J as, Cagney
• • • •
MARCH OF TIME
Walking along with his mother
1 on a frosty morning, Sammy no
ticed his breath on the cold air.
FRI.-SAT.. MAY 9, 19
"Lock mother," he said, “Am I
Camden Days Cont. from 2 09
dusty
inside or am I boiling like a
Songs, Dances, Romance
tea
kettle?"
Phil Regan
• • • •
“LAS VEGAS NIGHTS"
Maine has a number of excellent
TOMMY DORSEY and ORCn. i historical societies, and Bangor is
also
one of the fine ones now 75 year'
HOPALONG CASSIDY
old. They have also much besides
returns with
books ar.d portraits. Among the
“THREE MEN FROM TEXAS
private collections of history of
Maine is one in Friendship worthy •
of notice It is in the varied collec
COMING SUN.-MON.
tion of data owned by Dr. William
Rockland Will Not Play the
Hahn.
Magnificent Picture
• • • •
“PENNY SERENADE’’
There is no doubt about it
Irene Dunne. Cary Grant
Spring with its miracle of rebirth
Disney, Pantry Pirate
I and pewer is like the British spirit
that is ever resurgent in the hearts
of those great people. God will not
fail them.
• • • •
In the past year the D.A.R has
spent over $150,000 in aiding aliens
seeking citizenship.

CAMDEN THEATRE]

** ROBERT CUMMINGS
CHARLES COBURN

r~

Sunday is
*•

A MOTHER DAY

IW

“AND SPEAKING OF RANGES”
Here is

IN SOCIETY
i
i

Atlantic's

Mr and Mrs. E L Brazier re
turned last week from Detroit, j
Mich and New Britain. Conn.,
where they spent the Winter.

Pride of’41
Combination

Mrs Langdon Crockett is em- j
p’.oyed at Puritan Clothing store,
succeeding Mrs. Margaret Fifie’.d.
who ’.eaves soon to make her home
in Connecticut.

Range
No. 224

Available in
White or Sun Tan
Enamel
This range is
adapted to

Miss Ruth Nichois and Miss
Mary Hughes of Kents Hill School
arrive tomorrow to be weekend
guests of Miss Nichols' parents, Mr.
and Mrs. A J. Nichols.
Mrs. Talbot Aldrich of Boston
and Tenant's Haroor came down by
motor Wednesday to look after gar
dening and general work at their
home “The Crags” on the South
Side. . Also to attend a library'
meeting at Tenant’s Harbor They;
returned to Boston Thursday. Mrs. |
Aldrich was over-night guest of the i
W. O. Fullers and while here planned
Red Cross work in preparation for
a busy season.

C City or Bottled
Gas.
• Oil Fuel if
Desired.

Liberal Allowance For Your Old Stove
EASY TERMS

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

313 MAIN STREET,

1

royon Satin SJ
color, the feng|

BRYN RITE
ol
patented four gc

KENWORTH

NEW SHIRTS

■?9

NEW SPORT COATS
NEW SHOES

LOAFER COATS
$6.95
(jl

FOR ONLY 39c YOU CAN

GREGORY’S
TEL. 294
416 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.

PROTECT YOUR SCREENS

l| At

and when we say protect we mean
it Sherwin-Williams Screen Enamel is not
"just onother pointif has more quality,
good looks and long life built into it than
you II find in many paints Even at regular
prices Sherwin-Williams Screen Enamel is
a bargain in screen protection.
Get S-W Screen Enamel now, it's easy to
apply, won f clog the mesh —use it on the
frames, too Why not sign the money
saving coupon and bring it fo our Store,
TODAY This offer won t last long

[TH1SCOUPON SAVES YOU 3Oc
' t>.$ t.giwd co*
•OMlot vow »O pwr<Ho»»
quort Shorw W,ll«mi SCREfN
Hock . a 6Vc volvo fo» only 39c

I

UMITIO—only oc« to o cuitomot
•t
special pneo.

I ®
I

TOILET WA'

SEMI-LUSTRE

J. J. NEWBERRY, Rockland, Me.
54-55

—the amazingly washable
and colorful finish for
walls and woodwork.

Quort

S-W

FLO-LAC

VARNISH STAIN

Stains, varnishes in one
easy operation. For floors,
furniture, woodwork.
Pint

SWP

•
0
YVMAOUtXiS----------

Until May 30 we will cheerfully Clean any U. S. Flag brought in

Beautiful, durable, readily
washable house paint.

to us.

Par Got ia "5'a~

S-W PORCH & DECK
PAINT
Made to walk on. Protects
porches from wear and
weather. Six colors.
Big Value-—Quart

LUCIlff K.
GREEN G SON

W. H. CLOVER & CO.

furriers

Tailoriag

Rockland, Maine

16 SCHOOL ST.
ROCKLAND, ME
STROOCK’S

453 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

fl.7J

Other Toilet
1.10 Woodbury** Treatnu’
Friendships Garden Set

Did Spice Toilet Set
Roger & Gallet New So.J
I*mtheric Perfume

April Violet Perfume

LUMBER, PAINT, BUILDERS’ SUPPLIES

HJ
55* It

-

Emphasize your America
with roses-and »pice, th« I
fragrance that has bed
American tradition I
I
ient, bright red etomizH
you to use it as lavishl' I
ingly as you please. ()!>l t|
motifs embellish ihr sr
type box. Totlel V'tlf
ttomiter,

ORDERS:

“LAMB’S” Custom

WITH
ATOMIZER.. j

oooo too iiMirto timi owti —

PHONE ORDERS TAKEN TO HOLD
BESSIE ROBINSON FLOWER GIRL)
TEL. 1035-W or 415-M

NO OBLIGATION

il

These three slid

$25.00 to $40.00

ARRIVING SATURDAY, 11.30 A. M.

•
.VW

‘

!

INDIVIDUALS, MERCHANTS, FRATERNAL AND PATRIOTIC

NO CHARGE

/

• Coal er Wool

SUMMER SUITS

FRESH CARNATIONS, ROSES AND JONQUILS

Cleansing

THE TRAVERSE JURORS
The traverse Jury was impended
this morning as follow; Hollis b
Nevelis ct Isle au Haut foreman;
Spencer Individual Design!:
Mrs. Merle Bartlett of Rockland,
Mrs. Josephine Bims cf F. ruj. Service. Corsets, girdles, brassiei
ship; Mrs. Eleanor Chandler of „nd surgical supports. Mrs M<:
Camden. Mrs Agnes Donah e of M McIntosh, 235 Broadway, T|
Owls Head Mrs Mary F D. aa 22-M.—adv.
58’
of Vinalhaven. Clarence Dwym of
St. George. Lorenzo L-nscott cf Ap.
visit Lucien K. Green fi Sol
pleton. Mrs. Isabelle Jacks
Of second floor, 16 School street, O
South Thomastcn W George Pay Fellows Block, City, for Furs,
son of Union. William Tyl- o( Coats and Cloth Coats, at modeia
Camden and Lou Upham of F t. prices.
port.. Supernumeraries. Mrs Anna
Grinnell of Washington and £
e;
H. Olsen of Cushing.

That's the sort you'll find here
. . . thoughtful clothes for
thoughtful men to wear Sunday.

Memorial Day, May 30

ATTENTION!

Mrs. H P. Blodgett will enterta
Itooevik Club Tuesday at a cover
dish luncheon. All members havi:
Christmas seals or health bon,re asked to send the money
Mrs. Evelyn Crockett.

Wear your carnation Sundav
with pride. Pin it onto the lapel
of a suit that's been given as
much thought as the first suit
she selected for you.

FOR MOTHER’S DAY!

—BUT—

man chariot race
Each troop to furnish some short
stunt, song, cr entertainment ’Or
the campfire.
farther details and point ra-.ngt
Will* be announced later. Bulletim
covering the program in full «>;;
mailed each Scoutmaster in about
two weeks.

And it should be one of the
happiest days in the year when
you realize what a grand and
eventful day it was for her the
day she became . . . your Mother.

—ON—

Show A Clean Flag

phase of his life work He was Boy Scout Camporee
then a professional trainer and
driver, most of the time operating
Plans For District Gather
his own training stable and driv
ing On Old County Road
ing for himself. He spent his
Winters in this city, and Sum
June 19-21
mers in Lewiston, where he had
At the last meeting of the Scout
a stable, sometimes 28 horses a:
ers Service Club, plans for the sec
the same time.
He was a starter of races at the ond annual Rockland District Boy
fairs as early as 19C3 especially Scout camporee were discussed Tne
well liked because of his pleasing
time set is June 19. 20. 21. P.ace.
voice and his impartiality. He
tramed and drove M-llie W . a fa Troop 206 Campground on Old
meus horse of former days at Gor- County road. Ail treeps entering
ham Fair: a beautiful raven black must be registered and camp in
mare and former Grand Circuit order not later than 9 a m. Thursper former In 1919 he was first day morning June 19 Each troop
tra ner for the stable cf Walter to have own supervision and campCox in Goshen. N Y, driving in ing equipment. Postti.e.y r.o saima western circuit fcr Ccx one year, nung
and training for him for several
The following events are or. the
seasons
! program which is subject to revision.
Oct 12 1914 he was married to
*>y flint and steel, aa.er
Mary E Berry in Brunswick, who boEing contest, fire by friction un
survives him. besides a daugh- dressing race, signaling
\C.se,
ter
Margaret
Simmons
«by Semaphore by Flags- blanket ro.la previous marriage’ a nephew,
signal f.a^ re.ay, tug o. war.
antelope
race, blanket roiling, five
Eaten Simmons of Lynn. Mass.;
two nieces, Janet Snow ar.d Mil
dred Frieze cf Middletown Conn.
Funeral services wiU be held at
the home Saturday at 2 o'clock.
Rev Dr. Guy Wilson of the Metho
dist Church officiating.

TEL. 14

SHLfiWtN-WlLLiAiyiS PAINTS

j
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Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, May 8,1941
iariot race.
troop to furnish some short

seng. cr entertainment r0H
tipfire.

ier details and point ratings
announced later. Bulletin^
g the program in full will be
e ch Scoutmaster in about

I-kaverse jurors
■traverse Jury was impaneled
li lining a.s follows: Hollis g

jl p. Blodgett will entertain
vlk Ciub Tuesday at a covered
luncheon. All members having
tma seals or health bonds,
a.sked to send the money to
Evelyn Crockett.

I < f Isle au Haut, foreman;

Merle Bartlett of Rockland,
pc ■ pliine Burns of FriendMi
Eleanor Chandler. Of
In, Mi
Agnes Donahue of
llli id, Mrs. Mary P. Duncan
l.ilhavcn. Clarence Dwyer of
Li e, Lorenzo Linscott of Ap.
Mr
Isabelle Jackson Of
Thomaston. W. George Payh Unicn. William Tyler 0[|
[n and Lou Upham of Rock|Supernumeraries: Mrs. Anna

Mrs. Thomas C. Stone entertainedi Dessert-Bridge Club yes
terday at her home on Broadway
Contract awards went to Mrs. W
Seymour Cameron and Mrs Earle
Gowell.

jpencci Individual Designing
nice Corsets, girdles, brassieres SHARE AN APARTMENT?
d sUrgical supports. Mrs. Mona
There is an opportunity in this
McIntosh, 235 Broadway, Tel. city for a young woman of good
M—adv.
5B*E5 standing to share an apartment
with a young business woman.
This notice is purposely run
t Lucien K Green & Son’s
I floor, 16 School street, Odd without signature and replies will
iS Block, City, for Purs, Pur be held in confidence. References
Address “Ad-Visor”,
and Cloth Coats, at moderate exchanged.
9-tf care The Courier-Gazette.
54 55

Mr. and Mrs. Willis I. Ayer are
Mr. and Mrs. Pred S. True have MRS. SARAH S. HULL
spending
the week in Dorchester,
returned from Portland, where
Mrs. Sarah (Swan) Hull died at
Mass.
they were called by the illness of the home of her sen. Sidney Hull in
Mr. True's father.
Sharon. Mass., April 24 at the age
Mrs. H. Nelson McDougall is
of 96 She went four years ago to
spending
the week with her daugh
Catholic (Woman’s Club meet Sharon to make her home with her
ter,
Mrs.
John McLoon on Beech
tonight at 7.30. All members an son and during those years her
urged to attend as this is an im mind was active ahd she kept an street. The McDougalls are just
portant meeting.
interest in all the events of the day; leturned from a delightful month of
also kept in touch witli friends and Southern travel and enjoyment,
The McLain building teachers en acquaintances in Rockland.
with a bankers' convention at the
tertained recently at a May day
Mrs. Hull w7as a member of the end cf their stay.
party honoring Miss Gertrude Mc Methodist Church and a charter
Kinney and Richard MacLeod, cadet member cf Edwin Libby Relief
teachers who have returned to Cas Corps
tine Normal School. Awards in
Besides her son. she leaves a
bridge went to Mrs. Lawrence daughter-in-law, Mrs. F. J. Hull of
Leach, Mss Mildred Sweeney and Camden street; two sisters, Mis.
Mrs. S T. Constantine, and game Josephine Spearin of Auburn, Miss
Mrs. Arthur S. Littlefield is en prize to Mr. MacLeod. Individual Eiiza Swan of Rcckland and Medtertaining today at a luncheon and May baskets contained sandwiches, ferd, Mass.; several nieces and
contract party, at the Green cakes, brownies and ccokies for eaoh nephews and six grandchildren.
guest. Mrs. Constantine and Mrs
Gables in Camden.
Funeral services were held at
Clayton Smith were special guests. Achcrn cemetery.
____________
i guests
Mrs. Roland Sukeforth is a sur
Subscribe to Th* Courier-Gazette Adams
(More Personals on Page Six)
gical patient at Kncx Hospital.

STAPLES-OLIVER
Miss Ruth Oliver and Eugene
Staples were united in marriage
Monday at the Thomaston Baptist
parsonage. Rev. H. S. Kilboro offi
ciating. Miss Oliver, the daughter
of Hurley D Oliver, graduated from
Rockland High School, and has
been in the employ of J. J. New
berry Co. Mr. Staples is the son ol
Mrs. Minnie Kent and the late
Daniel Staples. He attended Rock
land schools, and is now employed
at Metinic, where the couple will
reside.
Present at the ceremony were
Mrs. Ernest Edwards and Mrs. Oscar
Malburg, sisters of the groom.

Mr. and Mrs. Alton Higgins, Mr.
and Mrs. Maurice Lord and Mr.
and Mrs. Lucien Dean recently at
tended a party given in hcncr of
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard' Knight in
Augusta, recently moved from
Lincolnville.
Others
attending
were Mr. and Mrs. Robert Harvey
of Lincolnville and Mr. and Mrs.
Dolnar Littlefield of Gard ner.
Mrs. Hannah Banks gees tomor
row to visit relatives in Searsmont
and Liberty.

tutu

Storm* Vmhjs
Protected Against

Heat • Moths-Fire-Thett
Insurance For One Full Year
Total Cost 3% of Valuation

Women who suffer pain of Irregular
periods with cranky nervousness
due to monthly functional disturb
ances should find LydiaE Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound simply mar
velous to relieve such distress. Pink
ham’s Compound ls made especially
lor women to relieve such dlstress-

QVaihitts
Cleansers-Furriers
Over SO Years Contihous Service

II of Washington, and Samuel

on of Cushing.

SATURDAY, MAY 10, IS THE
LAST DAY OF OUR

Here is

STORE YOUR FURS NOW—PHONE 558

Atlantic’s

Pride of ’41

Combination
Range
No. 224

Available in
White or Sun Tan
Enamel
This range is
adapted to

GIFT BAGS
Exactly the right bag fcr
Mother.

Calfs, patents . . •

City or Bottled
Gas.

tophandlcs, pouches, envelope*.

Oil Fuel H
Desired.

All 1.98 Bags. This sale $1-69
All 2.98 Bags. This sale ... 2.69

tailtoed by

All 1.00 Bags. This sale

ROCKLAND, ME

.88

Of her Mother’s Day
Suggestions on
Special Sale
you buy slips? Good fit?

1.65, 2.25,
BARBIZON SUPS
DRESS LENGTHS, in variety of materials
yard .49 to

Good fabrics? You are as

SKINNER’S PURE DYE CREPE, all colors
sale price

sured of both when you se

KNITTING BAGS, colorful and attractive,

What do you look for when

lect Barbizon, plus an extra

PICTURE FRAMES, gold and silver, guar
anteed not to tarnish ............-....................
ELECTRIC TOASTERS, IRONS, STOVES
MIXERS, COFFEE MAKERS ........... 88 V

amount of good long wearl

These three slips, oil tailored of lovely silk and

NEW DISHES for Mother, 32-pc. sets

rayon Satin Seraphim, are all in stock in the

PURE WOOL SINGLE BLANKETS, solid
colors ..............................................................

bluih, white, black, navy, petal pink —
patented four gore design.
2.25
BRYN RITE ...

[us FI

You couldn’t let Mother down—on this day set aside for her
Make it a gay day by doing something really thoughtful, wheth
er you give her a gift that will save her effort, or give he some
thing just a little — extravagantly— gay! Mother’s Day
second only to Christmas for gift giving. Take full advantage of
our Birthday Sale prices on Saturday, May 10th.

A NEW INNER-SPRING MATTRESS
for Mother ................. -............. 19-75 an

color, the length, you need. Sizes 32 to 44.
FOS AN
F 8-ROOM

Sunday, May 11th

PYREX COOKING WEAR

15c

Of Course

KENWORTH ... blush, white. Slim bias cut, sleek fitting.

2.25

Mother Wants

For Mother’s
Day

Think she doesn't? Just aafc her’ So choose
something youthful and smart for Mother to
wear . . . from her favorite store! See our col
lection of youthfully styled dresses with the'r
smartly coordinated accessories.

CHOOSE THESE FOR MOTHER!

TWIN PRINT ENSEMBLES
Mother’s choice ... a twin print
ensemble. Rcdingotes with lovelv
long rJenderizing lines . . . atop
youthfully styled matching prir.t
dresses.

H coupon enMl.i you »o purtho'*
h.rw.n W.lliomt SCBEtN ENAMEL
k volwr far only 39<

SO— only one »o a cuoomar
[ ol (hit special price.

m—
xH*

DRESS COATS

TOILET WATER

Navy and pastels in tuxedo, reef
ers and box styles. They’re .is
youthful as daughters, planned to
please and flatter mothers of all
ages.

WITH

ATOMIZER... 1.25
Emphasize your American
with roses-and-spice, the opirited
fragrance that has become en
American tradition. The conven
ient, bright red atomizer enables
you to use it as lavishly or spar

tn one
r floors,

ingly as you please. Old-fashioned
motifs embellish the special tin
ts pc box. Toilet Weter, without
atomizer,

’rotects
ar and

fl.90, $l.7f end $3.-*.

regular
$1.15

1.10 Woodburys’ Treatment .....

$1.25

GLOVES, UMBRELLAS

Friendships Garden Set .............

OTHER HOSIERY

Old Spice Toilet Set ..................

FOR THIS SALE ONLY

Roger A Gallet New Soap, box

ALL ARCHER, reg. 1.00

ALL MOJUD. reg. 1.90 .........

Irentheric Perfume ....... 1-00 to

all

GORDON H300 ....-..............
NYLON HOSIERY ...............

April Violet Perfume ..... 1-50 *

COVER

REGULAR

GORDON, reg. 1.00
SILVEREINE, 79c value

1.00 Van Raalte Fabrics
59c Van Raalte Fabrics ....
1.98 C'apeskins ...................
2.98 Celanese Umbrella
16 Rib Special Umbrella

.88
.41
1.69
1-98
103

BLOUSES
Reg. 1.98 Blouses
Reg. 1.00 Blouses

OUR BIRTHDAY SALE PRICES STILL IN EFFECT IN ALL DEPARTMENTS

1

Every-Other-Day

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, May 8,1941
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WASHINGTON-AND YOU

EVERYBODY TALKED “ST. GEORGE”

Visit Your Hospital

tiie truly thoughtful visitor may ' same workers as people with a job;
see in the planning of space, the as people seeking an opportunity
availability
of
materials and ' to explain with a job, as peop e
equipment, and the presence of . seeking an opportunity to exp ain
staff members, the years of study the i°h 50 that it may be un e.
and effort and training which j stood and appreciated. For to
have been devoted to the prepara- I them, as to every one else, it is
tion for the emergency. The visi- the daily rcut.ne performance o.
tor to the surgical department ; the tasks that is important rathe,
may visualize the hush tenseness i than
the
occasional triumph
of a major operation, but he has achieved in time of emergency.
In the observance of National
missed its true significance if he
Hospital
Day your hospital is
does not also recognize that such
a moment brings to his own com- Prcud to stand in the ccnunuiii.j
munity the best achievements’as a
protector of the public
possible.
; health and happiness. If this feel
The visitor to the nursery’ will
of
responsibility is conveyed
note with delight its cleanliness to our visitors our participation !
andthe
thegadgets
e-adaretswhich
whichtotohim
himreprenobservance oi Florence
and
j ! 'n the
Nightingale
’
s birthday will be an
resents efficiency in the care of
appropriate
remembrance of her
the new born but these are only
the outward expressions cf the service to mankind.
E. C D.
painstaking techniques which mode:n asepsis demands in every deW’hen there Ls a generous amount
partment of the hospital.
Ordinarily the visitor to the hos of lime in the diet, less iron ls
pital sees the worker mysterious, needed to maintain high hemo
a little withdrawn from the bread globin.
and butter activities of living and
working.
On National Hospital COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
WORK WONDERS
Day the visitor talks to those

New Under-arm
Cream Deodorant

(Continued from Page One)
Mrs. Mollie Henderson Keen,
Next Monday Is the Day,
Private Waldo Clark, Waltham. Brookline, Mass.
safely
By Margaret Chase Smith
Mass.
Birthday of the Famous
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Watts,
Stops Perspiration
Warren Clark. Waltham, Mass.
West Newtcn. Mars.
Florence Nightingale
Washington, May 7—Soon the the Treasury Morgenthau that nonMiss Cora Murdcugh. Waltham,
Mrs. Clara Watts Smith. West
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
House cf Representatives will be, defense expenditures must be cut Mass.
Newton. Mass.
It is not widely known that at
Mrs. Emma Hall. Waltham. Mass.
Charles Smith. West Newtcn.
fared with a tax bill to pay at least dcwn We cannot buy a trementhe time of the Crimean expediMrs. Aaron Watts, West New Mass.
part cf the cost of the national de- dous national defense armament
ton, Mass.
Miss Marion Watts. West Newtcn, ion Florence Nightingale was al
fense for which Congress has been and still continue to live “as usual."
ready the greatest expert in hosMr and Mrs George Watts, Wal Mass.
voting large appropriations The It is better to pay heavy taxes now
tham. Mass
Tenants
pital
management, that she spent
Mrs. Emma Torrey,
Way ar.d Means Crmmittee of the j when the armament boom is on
years studying the best institutions
Olie Barter, Auburndale, Mass. Harbor.
House is new wTiting this measure than to lay up a formidable pubon the continent, that she started
Mrs. Ida Hart Greggson, Wor1. Does not rot dresses, does
Leroy Smalley. Wollaston, Mass.
and hearing Government officials, lie debt for the time when the innot irritate skin.
the
system
of
the
present
modern
i cester, Mass.
Mrs. Fr eda Smalley Williams,
Members of Congress, and tax-pay- evitable post-war reaction arrives,
2. Nowaitingtodry.Canbcus
nursing,
and
that
she
spent
most
Prank Greggson, Waltham. Mass. Wollaston, Mass.
right after shaving.
ers who have something to say | Even if we raise the three and a
I of her years and wealth in the
H. Ernest Mitchell, Waltham,
3. Instantly stops perspirati
William
Williams, Wcllastcn.
cbout the new taxes The Presi- half billion dollars proposed and
interest of sick people.
for 1 to 3 days. Removes oi. r
Mass.
it tn
nearlv ten
ten billion
billion we
we Massdent has asked for three and a half 'j arid
add it
to thp
the nearly
from perspiration.
Thus it is fitting that May 12,
Mr and Mrs. Walter Wall. Wal
Miss Helene Williams. Wollaston,
billion dollars cf new defense taxes. J are raising now for defense, we wiil
4.
Apure,white,greaseless,sta: tham Mass.
the birthday of Florence Nightless vanishing cream.
Mass.
Many plans are proposed for rais- be paying only two-thirds of the
Mrs.
Daisy
Pierson
Hocking,
ingale should' ha\fe become the
5. Arrid has been awarded t( e
Mrs
Lulu
Grover
Pillsbury.
Bev

be
1
must
ing this mcney, and there Ls some cost—the other third
Approval Seal of the Amc-ru
| Waltham, Mass.
occasion for national recognition
erly. Mass.
Institute of Laundering
argument as to whether we should raised by borrowing and add to the
Miss Beulah Hocking, Waltham,
of the hospital as an institution
Edwin Grover, Beverty, Mass.
being harmless to fabrics.
in: pare new taxes on top cf those public debt. It is proposed to cut Mass.
of
public
service,
for
it
Is
through
Mrs Louise Hupper Ward. Lynn,
23 MILLION jars of Arri)
we are now paying. Seme advo- at least a billion dollars off our, Mrs Inez Hocking Capen. Waivisits to the hospital on National
havu been sold. Try ajar toda
Mass.
cate further borrowing I feel that non-defense spending. I shall stifdy
Hospital Day that the people of
Miss Nannie Kinney, Wiley’s Cor
we shculd pay as we go. as far as it every appropriation bill which l■ tham. Mass.
the community may become fa
Mrs.
Mertie
Maxwell
Watts,
ner.
Ls possible. Not being a financial ccmes before me from, now cn with
miliar with the less spectacular
Albert Thomas, Lynn, Mass.
"I* • lore* arlling toilet X-’-da
, xp, r. , do no,
to
,u». an eye to economy in non-deten,e
•
J / • jaP
(•!*<> in 1 O< and S9r l«r»
functions of the hospital.
Its
Mrs.
Nancy
Kendall,
Belmont.
how much new taxation ou: r.a-, items, I have already accepted the
readiness to give its best service
Tenants Tiartxjr
Mass.
ticnal financial structure can bear, fact that such items a.s rivers and
■
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Mathews, in times of public catastrophe or
but shall vote for the largest1 harbors improvements iwhen not
c an
1 lar ’
re ’
asSindividual emergency is well known
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Smith, Wal Belmont, Mass.
amount prcpcsed by responsible ' for defense) and new pest offices
tham. Mass.
Arthur Watts, Springfield, Mass. and fully appreciated. Less widelyHouse leaders.
'and public buildings must be put
I had - to wait to st, the off unul a.ter the need for great
PHtld. AtUeboro Mw
Dr. and Mrs. Ralph Wylie, Ayer, understood are the manifold serv
ices which it carries quietly for
Mass.
exact kind of tax proposed before defense expenditures has passed
, * rS
’
• r8
ward
frem day to day and from
Pr.vate Howard Wylie, Ayer.
deciding which to vole for as mast1 The tax bill is being written by '•‘•‘•’l. . ass
...
year
to
year, constantly seeking
just and the one likely to yield the i the Ways and Means Con,mittee
Clark^ Thomaston. Me
Mass.
'
Rena Wiley Haley, Somto
improve
its giethods, its equip
Mrs.
Mrs Mabie Hobbs Bullard, Med
mest mcney with the least bad ef- becau.e the Constitution says that
ment
and
its
personnel to provide
erville.
Mass.
field. Mass.
l'ect The Treasuiy has proposed tax measures must originate in the
Mrs.
Lida
Hocking
Riley,
Som

the
best
possible
protection of the
Charles Bullard. Medfield. Mass
la ger income tax rates and unpos- House. So do the large appropriacommunity
health.
erville.
Mass.
Arthur Hobbs. Medfield, Mass.
ing interne taxes on smaller in- tion bills, though the Senate may j
These who have observed the
Miss
Loraine Hcbbs, Medfield.
< onips This wculd apply to beth amend both tax and appropriation
swift
activity of the handling of
The
individual
who
is
financially
able
Mass,
individual ar.d corporation incomes, bills, with House consent.
an
emergency
are enthralled, but
m.ss Faustina Robinson, Wiley's
Tiie Tua.-ury also proposes in reason back of this Ls that the tax- ought to be willing and feel it a
LEAN, TENDER
FRESHLY GROUND
Comer.
creased luxury taxes, estate and ing power is so tremendcus that it privilege to help.”
Capt.
Frank
O.
Hrlt,
Cape
Cot

gift taxes, beer, tcbacco, liquor taxes should always bp in the control of
One 01 the Cony High School
Mrs Ella Robinson. Wiley’s Cortage. Portland.
and ether excise taxes. New taxes the people as much as possible, boys here on the annual Spring , ner
Mrs. Dora Robinson Hilt. Cape
are proposed on telephone bills and Mem be is of the House are elected trip askedme if there would be an i Mr. andMrs T.Myrtland RobCottage, Portland.
HEAVY STEER BEEF’
tiail. po. tation tickets over 35 cents every two years and represent the increased tax on cigarettes. I told i jnson EastRochester.
N. H
TENDER. LEAN
Mrs Helen Grover Pinkham,
The Tre .ury is against taxes on population itself, so are more re- him we
not >’et know where tiie. Miss
Violet Robinson, East
Attleboro, Mass
food proposed by the Ways and sponsive to the pecple than Senators new taxes will be imposed This Rochester, N H
Mrs Leafy Pinkham Field. Attle
Meal C mmtttM experts. Secre-;who are elected every x years and Question .-howed how conscious pooi^verne Robinson, East -Roc bes
boro. Mass
tir,- Mot enlluu called this "a tax are apportioned two to a State re- ple are of taxes which fall on ter. N H
TENDER
NATIVE NO. 1
Mrs. Hazel Ayer Pinkham, Attle
in tin poor man's table" Believe • gardb.. of tiie i/e of tiie popula-,Uiein Personally. There were 71
Mrs. Elizabeth Crown Clark,
boro. Mass.
Melrose, Mass.
I rhould favor luxury taxes and ' ticn of the State., >« the C°ny party, including
Mrs. Cass e Watt Lyle. Attleboro,
thtse on all but necessities and an
Letters coming to my office shew ; Seniors, teachers, other citizens and y Mrs Nellie Rivers McGilmay,
Mass.
fxpan::cn if income taxes because that the pecple cf my District are three from Boothbay Harbor, who Southbridge, Mass.
SLICED, LEAN
FRESH NATIVE
Frank Lyle, Attleboro. Mass.
these v.culd be based on ability to 1 thinking about taxation and are J1151 came along.”
Mr. and Mrs Maurice McGilmay.
Everett Perkins, Principal, has Southbridge. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Merrill Watts, An
pay No cne need buy a luxury un- willing to pay increased taxes for
brought
a Cony party for many
Ralph Clark. North Quincy, dover, Mass.
le able to pay the tax. I should defense. One constituent in Farm
years. Tire day they come to the Mass.
Mrs. Fannie Smalley Berry. An
eppese taxes cn the necessities of ington wrote to me
"Cur
democracy
must
be
kept,
'
Capitol
to
see
how
Congress
works.
dover.
Mass.
Miss
Ethel
Clark.
North
Quincy.
life
they
had
their
picture
taken
out
One of Them
Mass.
I also agree with Secretary of and it dees seem as though each
on the East Front lawn where Cony
High Seniors have had their pic
UUMM
tures taken fcr many years beside
the same yellow forsvthia bushes
with the Capitol Dome in the back
«./ # e
ground. Then we all went into
<$> »
the House gallery to be present
when the session opened and they
saw the great Mace of the United
State House of Representatives
brought in when the Speaker as
cended the rostrum, and which al
ways stands at the Speaker's right
hand while tne House is in session.
iMWinwifinnn’ AjQi •*
Later Mr. Perkir.s went on signt•eeing with the boys and girls and
Top Mum' white "No Toe' Kindol, sixes
Mrs. Perkins and Mrs. Helen R.
12 t to 3, $1.79. Splendid value
Conant, secretary and one cf the
Muses* brown ond white ”Knockabout” ,
chaperones,
lunched with me in the
with red rubber sole Sixes 11 Mx to 2. $1.49.
House restaurant which Is always
Girls' sixes 4 to 8 $2 A big bargain.
Misses' white wedge heel T-strap
interesting because of the notables
sandoi sit?s 10 ? fo 3, $1.79. Also
there. My other guests at lunch
in black potent.
eon
were Father Soucy, St. John
Missex* white gore pump,
Valley
priest, who Ls pioneering in
sixes 12 to 3, $1.79.
Also in black potent
oo-opera tives; Roland T. Patten
from my office; Mr. and Mrs. Wil
liam B. Woodbury, he was former
superintendent
of
Skowhegan
schools; ar.d Herbert Whitney of
Lewiston, and Emmie Whitney
Whitney, his wife, managing editor
of the Lewiston Journal, went with
Elizabeth May Craig to the National
Press luncheon where the Yugosla
vian Minister was the speaker.
Listened to Dr. Weissman, wide
ly known speaker on Jewish prob
NATIONAL COTTON W<|K —MAY 1I1H TO 24TH INC
lems, and William Greene, presi
dent
AF.ofL., at the Palestine din
346 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
ner
meeting
one evening recently.
MAIL ORDERS FILLED AT THESE PRICES
Also on the same evening attend
Copyright 1941
P,US Sm*“ Ch*r«® for
Endicott Johnson Corp.
• ______________________
___
ed the New England Council meet
ing where pictures were shown and
AD ought to know. Look at the wall behind him—An personal military
Right! Today, and for more than 20 years, reports from Army
speeches made concerning Newhistory.
Photo
of
the
troop.
Dad
by
himself,
very
proud
in
his
old-style
Post Exchanges show that Camels are the favorite. And In Navy
England in defense.
choker-collar blouse. And his decorations—the Order of the Purple Heart,canteens, too, Camels are preferred.
Victory Medal, Croix de Guerre with palm.
•
•
•

ARRID

GLENDENNIING’S MKT.

Tel. 993

HAMBURG............ lb 19c

Delivery Service

Nancy Ellen Froc
BREWSTER DUILDlM

WANTED

Experienced Power - Macli i
Stitchers
CAMDEN, ME.

BALDWIN’S
Sanitary-Odorless
DRY CLEANING
( AMDIA

tel. 2530,

ANNIV
Thursday
PRICES SLASHED

LIBBY
20 MAIN ST.

STEWING BEEF ... lb 23c

FLORENl

CHUCK ROAST ... lb 21c RIB ROAST
* .......... lb 25c

CUBE STEAK........ lb 27c

BEEF LIVER.......... lb 21c

PERM
OU

POTATOES .... peck 21c

BACON................... ib

MAIN ST.

17c

THE WE
COA

im

GOWNS
18 MAIN ST.,

YOU SAVVY

QUICK, SOLDIER!”

EHOICDTTWJDHNSDN

Symptoms of Distress Arising from

STOMACH ULCERS
due to EXCESS ACID

me

to

Over one million bottles of the WILLARD
TREATMENT have been sold for relief of
lymptoms of distrem arising from Stomach
and Duodenal Ulcors due to Cacme Arid—

FURS

Poor Digestion. Sour or Upeet Stomach,
Gassinets, Heartburn. MeeptoMneea, etc.,

IN

D. L. McCARTY
Registered Druggist, Rockland, Me.

due to facets Arid. Sold on 15 days trial)
Ask for • Willard’s Meeaage” which fully
explain* thia treatment—free—at

SAFE
COLD
STORAGE
VESPER A. LEACH,

VINALHAVEN
& ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Service to:
Vinalhaven. North Haven. Ston
ington, Isle an Hant, Swan’s
Island and Frenchboro
WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice.

Rockland, Me.

AGENTS FOR
Cleansers

WATKINS

"You savvy quick, soldier,” he says to his son as that chip off the old block
in the new uniform proffers Camels. "These were practically 'regulation*
cigarettes with the army men I knew. Lots of other things have changed, but
not a soldier’s ’smokin’s.’ ”

Just seems that Camels click with more people than any other cigarette—
whether they’re w-earing O.D., blues, or civvies. You’ll savvy, too—and quick
—with your first puff of a slower-burning Camel with its extra mildness, extra
coolness, and extra flavor, why it's the "front-line” cigarette!

Free Booklet Is of HomaTraatmaotthat
Must Help or it Will Cost Yoo Nothing

place your

Furriers
52&55

Convenient Rc
H
CAl

The New CAMDEl
light on why wc bo

Maine—"Come Up

The next warm spi
D. & H. COAL and

Wc appreciate our

GEORGE H.
TELEPHONE 2024,

D

QUICK RELIEF FROM

NOW is the tir

Bl

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
A. M.
P. M.
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. «.00
6J0 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. AM
7.30 Lv. North Haven, Ar. 330
8 30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. t.45
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 130

11B-U

Camden’s Lead

THE SMOKE OF SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS GIVES YOU

cordial invitation
visit with us on

EXTRA MILDNESS, EXTRA COOLNESS, EXTRA FLAVOR AND

28% Less Nicotine

AC

than the average of the 4 other larger-

THURSDAY

selling cigarettes tested—less than any

Our store has boon

of them—according to

RE SURE and re<
beautiful SURPRISE 1

independent

scientific tests of the intake ittelf
R J Remold)

Tb>«bm Coaponjr. Win,ton

Salem. Nor- h Cai

Saturday night.

% What cigarette are you smoking now ? The odds are that it’s one
of those included in the famous "nicotine-in-the-smoke” laboratory

test. Camels, and four other largest-selling brands, were analyzed
and compared...over and over again...for nicotine content in the
smoke itself! And when all is said and done, the thing that interests

you in a cigarette is the smoke.

YES, SIR, THE SMOKE'S THE THING! SMOKE CAMELS!

CAMEL—

• UY CAMUS BY THI CARTONCONVENIINCI, FOR CCONOMY
BY BURNING 2Sfc SLOWER than the
average of the 4 other largesi-ieliing brands
tested—slower than any of them—Camels
also give you a smoking plm equal, on the
average, to

EXTRA SMOKES PER PACK!

THE CIGARETTE OF COSTLIER TOBACCOS

CAMDEN’S HEAD
MOT

Gordon

and van ra.

toiletries—\

SCARFS, HOU8E
POCKETBOOKS
knitting bags ar

Every-Other-Day

New

THE LATCHSTRING IS OUT AT CAMDEN

Under-arm

tarn Deodorant
safely

•ps Perspiration

Maine’s Most Beautiful Town Is All Dressed Up And Ready For

tyancy Ellen Frocks
BREWSTER BUILDING

t> /

.

r

ARRID
jar

Al nil stores selling toilet food*
(alio iu 104 and
iMr„

Doris Heald

A Royal Welcome Awaits You

School of Dancing

CAMDEN, ME.

BALDWIN'S
Sanitary-Odorless
DRY CLEANING
CAMDEN. ME.

TtL. 253®,

Prom my window overlooking the

Village Oreen ln the heart of Cam
den, I look about me and realize
what a compact, convenient and
comfortable home town we are for
tunate enough to have. The Sum
mer season is beginning urging
our seasonal residents from their
city homes and Winter activities to
Camden where they may enjoy

Stitchers

nestled

between

All Knox County Is Proud of It

entertainment. Its streets are lined
with attractive homes and Summer
residences Well-kept stores, shops
and offices. Beautiful drives lead in
all directions: To island dotted,
Megunticook Lake, only three miles
distant whioh offers swimfhing,
boating, picnicking and fishing
(where some very fine salmon are
caught); to residential Beauchamp
Point with it beautiful gardens and
landscaping, by the way of the Lily
Mary Louise Bok has through her
Pond;
to mountainous Hosmer
Pond, the home of the popular generous gifts and sustained inter
Snow Bowl; past Sherman’s Point, est been largely instrumental in
making Camden the charming place
Spring Brook and on to Lincolnville
it is today.
Beach; to Maine State Pish Hatch
ery—all are most interesting and
most delightful. Sagamore Picnic
Area and Park two miles from the
Village on Route 1 presents ths
most scenic and panoramic view of
Penobscot Bay and the Islands to
be found anywhere. The Park is

Mt.

CAMDEN, ME.
MAIL ORDERS

equipped with rustic tables, benches

DIAL 731

F ... lb 23c

FLORENCE’S BEAUTY SHOP

.. ib 25c

PERMANENT WAVING
OUR SPECIALTY

peck 21c

TEL. 655

CAMDEN, ME.

MAIN ST.

... lb 17c

D. E. Crockett
5c to $1.00 Store
CAMDEN, ME.

CAMDEN NATIONAL BANK

LIBBY’S PHARMACY
20 MAIN ST.

All Types Taught

variety of healthful recreation and

REAL BARGAINS
CUT RATE

CAMDEN, ME.

and Penobscot Bay affords a large

ANNIVERSARY SALE
Thursday, Friday, Saturday
PRICES SLASHED

17 TRIM ST.,

Battie and Megunticook mountains

every carefree pleasure, recreation
and comfort. Our awnings are out, ■
fresh paint is on and very soon the
lamp past flower baskets, for which
Camden is famous, will be filled
with glorious geraniums and ivy and
will be raised to their lofty heights
to greet visitors as they come and
go.

Camden,

Service

Camden’s Benefactor

Business—Special Bargains, Special Attractions And

WANTED
Experienced Power-Machine

Docs not rot dresses, does
not irritate skin.
No waiting to dry. Can be use J
right after shaving.
Instantly stops perspirarir,n
for 1 to 5 days. Removes odor
from perspiration.
A pure,white, greaseless,stain,
less vanishing cream.
Arnd has been awarded the
Approval Seal of the Amer it an
Institute of Laundering for
bung harmless to fabrics.
I MILLION jara of Arrid
ive been sold. Try a jar today!
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and out-of-door fireplaces for the
comfort of its public.
Back to Camden, the open air
“Amphitheatre,’ ’a gift of Mrs. Mary
Louise Bok attracts visitors from
far and near. It is located at the
rear of the beautiful Public Library
and
overlooks Camden Harbor.
High School graduations, corona
tions and teas are held in this beau
tiful natural setting which seats
3000 people. The Yacht Club is
most convenient to the stores. An
The crowds that throng Camden’s streets during these momentous three days will see this handsome new excellent public bathing beach be
theatre, appropriately named “Camden” for the first time.
—Photo by Cullen.
yond the Club provides
bath
houses, tables and benches for pic
nic and swimming parties.

A Camden Beauty Spot

(Continued on Page Twelve)

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

CAMDEN, ME.

THE SANDWICH SHOP
Mr. and Mrs. B. N Goodwin

MAIN STREET,

CAMDEN, ME.

OPEN EVERY SUNDAY FROM 4.00 P. M.
Register with us for the beautiful
GIFT CAKE

to be given away Saturday night at the “Camden”

’------ a w

NUCCIO’S

A. L. ANDERSON

THE WENTWORTH SHOP

Across from “Camden” Theatre

COATS, MILLINERY

Shoe Repairing

Johnson Outboard Motors

We Sell Douglas Shoes

Gray Marine Motors

< :■ WWimz'S- -a

■‘Artki* t-

rtf*

GOWNS AND SPORTSWEAR

Motor Boat Supplies
CAMDEN, ME.

CAMDEN, ME.

18 MAIN ST.,

'•^ *»***>*:

BAY VIEW STREET,

0. L. Gross

BUNNY
’S CAFE
1*

->Wo4»»

Plumber

Convenient Restaurant On Main Street

Home Cooking
Sherman's Point, mecca for beauty lovers, bathing parties and tourists, gives a superb view of Maine's rugged
coast al its best.

CAMDEN, MAINE

WATCHES OVER CAMDEN HARBOR
The New CAMDEN Theatre puts one more spot

light on why we believe we arc the Best Spot in
Maine—“Come Up and See Us Sometime.”
The next warm spot in Camden is—A Home where
D. & H. COAL and SHELL OIL chases out shivers.
Wc appreciate our New Theatre.

CAMDEN, ME.

>rt» from Army
le. And in Navy

|y other cigarette—

ry, too—and quick
ktru mildness, extra

we sell

CHESTNUT ST., CAMDEN. ME.

ACHORN’S

They’re the best made
anywhere. Trustiest
workmanship, parts, and
accessories. Richest
colors, finest finish. Ad
vertised nationally. The
only bicycles with a
Lifetime Guarantee/

Let us show you the
new models—standards
and lightweights.
They're knockouts!

visit with us on

of the intake itself

loo Company. Wtiuton-Salem, North Carotin*

Beautiful Curtis Island with its picturesque lighthouse keeps a
motherly eye on the many craft coming and going in Camden’s fine deep
water harbor.

THE SMILING COW
Talbot-Stevenson

WHY NOT TRY

Insurance Agency,

D. L & W. ANTHRACITE

Inc.

FREE

beautiful SURPRISE BOX to be drawn at “Camden” Theatre

12 MAIN ST..

CAMDEN, ME.

We Guarantee Satisfaction

Write for Booklet

Saturday night

For Mother’s Day
CAMDEN'S HEADQUARTERS FOR EXCEPTIONAL,

Haskell & Corthell

MOTHERS' DAY GIFTS

and VAN RAALTE—Hosiery, Underwear and Gloves.

Announces the establishment of its

Camden Branch on Main Street

Bucklin, Tailor

FIFTY BICYCLES

OPENING DECORATION DAY

Real Tailoring

SCHWINN DEALER
CAMDEN, MAINE

GIFTS

TOILETRIES—Yardley, Evening in Paris, Coty.
SCARFS, HOUSC DRESSES, UMBRELLAS, ^AT8,

POCKETBOOKS, LINENS, HANDKERCHIEFS,
KNITTING BAGS and MANY OTHER CHOICE GIFTS!

CAMDEN SHIPBUILDING &

Easy Payments

Just Received Shipment of

Gordon

TOBACCOS

COAL

BOOTHBAY HARBOR, ME.

BE SURE and register (no obligation to buy) for Achorn s

,

IOKES PER PACK!

Drug Co., Inc.

SPITFIRE BICYCLES
as low as $19.95

Join Our Bicycle Club

H' SLOWER than the
|ther largest-selling brands
m any of them—Camels
loking plus equal, on the

Compliments of

CAMDEN, ME.

$23.95 to $39.95

Our store has beon completely modernized this spring

BY THE CARTONINCE, FOR ECONOMY

OIL BURNER

Boynton-McKay

THURSOAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

Its

STANDARD PLUMBING and a PETRO-NO-KOL

CAMDEN, MAINE

Priced from

“CAMDEN DAYS”

Lcording to independent

'

THE KNOX WOOLEN CO

TEL. 576

with a Lifetime Guarantee!

cordial invitation to our many Rockland friends to

lettcs tested—less than any

'

Lenfest’s
Beauty Shop

Camden's Leading Department Store extends a

rage of the 4 other largest-

BOASTS

A. H. PARSONS, Camden, Me.

YOU BET
SCHWINN-BUILT

THEATRE

BICYCLES...

GEORGE H. JHOMAS FUEL CO.
TELEPHONE 2024,

4

“CAMDEN”

CAMDEN, ME.

MAIN ST.,

CAMDEN, ME.

Lending Library

Special Fittings
Greeting Cards
6 CHESTNUT ST.,

CAM0EN

MARINE RAILWAYS CO.
TELS. 481—451,

CAMDEN, ME.

Visit New “Camden” Theatre

Every-Other-Day
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SEARSMONT

Maine Lumberjacks Here Friday

Happy Hope Farm

Rev. Mary S. Gibson has re
turned after attending the annual
Maine Methodist Conference at
Caribou. The parishioners of Mrs.
G.bscn welcome her back to the

Author’s Love of Nature
Again In Evidence—
German Tragedies

church

Editor of 'Die Courier-Gazette: —
Among all the lovely flowers of
Spring, is there one more exquisite
u.an the trailing arbutus, or May
flower, as it's more ccnunonly
called/ Its perfume is the dis
tilled fragrance ol Spring There
U the sweetness of tlie flowering
maples, the dew wet grasses spring
ing green on the lowlands, the deli
cate perfume of tlie violet, all are
mingled in the .-mt 11 <1 tiie dainty
pink and white arbutu
A large
bouquet Is on a stand r.< .»;• me, anJ
its perfume fills tlie rccrn. It was
given to me by a friend, as we've
never bein able to make it llnive
on tlie farm. The plants we set iail
manage to live but do not grow I
I wish I knew what tills soil lacks
for its successlul cultivation.
Swallows are scrapping over tiie
tenements and chickadees and
downy woodpeckers still visit the
feeding box About two weeks ago
we observed a flock of ten birds
feeding near tlie house and we won
dered wiiat they were. Tlie females j
were grayish brown in color and no
larger than a chipping sparrow.
The males were slightly larger than
tlieir mates and wire black, irrides-

and

community

for

the

coming year.
Mrs. Leila Turner of Burketfcville
and Earl Millay and son Arnold of
Scuth Liberty were recent callers
on Mrs. Bell^ Howes.
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Dunton re
turned to their home here Satur
day. Mr. Dunton is considerably
impsoved in health.
Mrs. Pearl Dickey and Mrs.
Keith Tower’ of Belmont recently
called at the home of Miss Frances
Mayhew and Daniel McFarland.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Miller and
san George and Mrs Harry M.ller
and daughter Louise, all of Taun
ton, Mass., visited Saturday with
Mr. Miller’s niece, Mrs. Colby How

ard.
MLss Frances Mayhew spent a
day recently with Mrs Pearl
Dickey and Mrs. Keith Tower at
their home in Belmont.
Lindley Warner and Robert
Warner of Brooks were week-end
The Lime City Boys, pictured above, and the famous Maine Lumberjacks, will be at Community Building the visitors at the home of their grand
mother, Mrs. Lula Sprowl.
night of May 9.

retufn fQr

,o(xJ |

they consumed, because the Ger
man hospital# were needed for
wounded soldiers;
because their

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST

cent green and purple in plumage, death was tlie ultimate logic of the-1
Monday*through Friday at 1.30 P, M., over Stations WNAC, Boston;
with a grayish brown head. Eyes, National Socialistic doctrine of ra WTAG. Worcester; WCSII, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
beak and legs black. They were j
cial superiority and the survival of j ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Banror.
very tame and walked like tiny j
tne physical fit.”
crows
I imagine they were trail- J
It was found tiiat these aged and
Blend well and use as canape or
Someone from Chicago asked us
sietits on tlie way to the Northland.
infirm were first killed by injec
sandwich
spread.
for a group of New England's fa
tions of poison, then in gas cham
Lemon Butter Tarts—One recipe
Regardless of political affiliations, bers, but both methods being un vorite recipes the other day and
plain pastry, grated rind of 1
I tli ink we should all do our best necessarily expensive, a simpler we’re wondering if that advertising lemon, 1 cup sugar. 3 eggs, 2 table
to stand with our President and 1 method was found. Air bubbles! agency will be shocked when our spoons melted Land O’ Lakes but
He lias no easy task to ■ wpre injected into the veins of Uiose i version of New' England’s favorites
ter, juice of 1 lemon.
stand at the helm and steer
' chasen to die and death was install* falLs out of the mail We're just as
Line individual muffin pans with
through the perilous passages be- Uneous when Ul£. bubblei reached loyal as ever in this neck of the pastry, and bake until delicately
fore us, and anyone who stops and tlie heart.
woods to baked beans and codfish, browned about 12 minutes. Beat
thinks what America would be like
• • • •
I cakes, Indian pudding and chowder rest of ingredients well and' cook
witli all our freedom and privileges
In grandfather’s time, tlie old, j and always will be but there’s a new in double boiler until mixture
taken from us, as they’ve been LnGwy haired gentleman was looked , and modern school of thought on thicken.s Turn into prepared pans
taken from the peoples of Europe, up t(> and revered. Now, he’s put good
’ things
- to eat and- New Eng- > and top with meringue or honey
realizes tlie gravity of our situa- out of the way when his poor old land is leading the parade there glaze Bake in a hot oven <400 de
tion.
hands can no longer fashion in too.
gress P.) five minutes, or until
Germany today Ls not the Ger struments of death for his fellow
So we sent them the Cottage meringue browns.
many of our grandfather's time. men! He used to make ingenious Cheese with chive and herb season
Springtime Soup—Twelve stalks
Then it was a nation of high ideals toys for the grandchildren, now he ing which all New England garden
tender asparagus, half pound
and morals, but now all has been has to make guns or be killed,
clubs have helped to make popular shelled new peas. 1 bunch spring
changed. I have a clipping which
Surely no American, whatever na- as a cracker or canape spread.
onions, two small carrots, 4 table
states that tiie Gestapo put to death ticnality they may have sprung Maple sugar-sweetened Apple Pan
spoons Land O’ Lakes- butter, 1
.some 85.000 aged and incurably ill from, can ever approve of deeds like ' Dowdy to be eaten warm with ice quart milk, 2 cups special cream.
in the space of three months.’’They this-and remain true to our cream or plain cream < we like ours
Wash and cut up vegetables. Cock
were not killed for mercy," the clip- ’ American traditions and heritage, with crisp pastry crust instead of
over .slow fire in butter until tender
ping reads, "They were killed be- |
Nancy S. Savage
biscuit topping i
wihout browning. Add milk and
cause they could no longer manu- . Waldoboro, R. D 3.
The new strawberry shortcake- cream. Season and simmer 15
sandwich recipe went along too . . . minutes.
three thin layers of baked, flaked
MENU
pastry with sliced sugared straw
Breakfast
berries folded into creamy custard
Chilled Kemp’s Sun-Rayed
to put between the layers and over
Tomato Juice
the top We're still true to old fash
Rice Plakes
ioned strawberry shortcake, don’t Broiled Sausages
Bran Muffins
worry, but we’ll have a big crop of
Coffee
Milk
berries in New England in the
Lunch
weeks to come and two shortcakes
•Springtime Soup
are better than one any day). We
Toasted Crackers
told them about Strawberry Hard
•Cottage Cheese with Chive
Sauce New Englanders serve on
♦Lemon Butter Tarts
warm cottage pudding, the Cran
Tetley Tea
berry-Ginger Relish we serve with
Dinner
meats. Lemon Butter Tarts and the
Broiled Morrell Ham Slices
kind of smooth cheese soup that
with Pineapple
has wisps of cooked Spring vege
•Cranberry Ginger Relish
tables floating in its yellow depths.
Asparagus- with Cheese Sauce
If they were looking for our old
Dromedary Gingerbread with
fashioned favorites they may think
‘Strawberiy Hard Sauce
New England has gone "ritzy” but
Coffee
we have just as fine a modern tra
•Recipes given.
dition of good food in New England
as we had in Clipper Ship days and DEADLINE APPROACHES
perhaps the world should know
May 15 is the deadline!
about us.
The Ways and Means Committee
Strawberry Hard Sauce — Four
will have until that time to make
tablespoons Land O’ Lakes butter. up its mind whether or not hear
1 cup confectioner’s sugar, white of ings will be granted within a
1 egg, 3 or 4 tablespoons straw reasonable time—say. three months
berry pulp (finely mashed), 3 or 4
—on the Townsend bill, HR 1336. *
drops almond extract.
If the Committee says “No, we
Cream butter well and add sifted cannot promise a healing within
confectioner's sugar. Then add three months for this or that rea
the beaten white of egg and the son.” then the petition to force
TO ’1-‘V OB TOO«
strawberry pulp. As much of the action w.ll be put in the well of
crushed fruit as you like may be the House at once The petition
added, up to the point where the will require 218 signatures, more
acid of the fruit begins to cause than half of the membership of
the fat to separate. Add flavoring, the House, to insure a vote, butmix carefully and chill well. Serve that will be undertaken unless the
on hot cottage pudding.
Committee.
through
Chairman
Cranberry Ginger Relish—Two Doughton. gives assurance of a
tablespoons cand.ed ginger, 2 table hearing within a reasonable time
spoons orange rind. 1 can Ocean And tills assurance must be forth
Spray Cranberry Sauce.
coming by or before May 15.
Chop the ginger and cut the
—Townsend National Weekly
orange portion of the peel into
thin strips. Crush the cranberry GLEN COVE
sauce with a fork and combine
John Hare is here to spend thd
with ginger and orange peel.
Summer with his son, Charles Hare
Cottage Cheese with Chive—One
Mr and Mrs. Nellis Foster were
cup creamed cottage cheese, 1 guests Sunday at Emily Hall’s.
flays your
tablespoon minced chives. 2 drops
Mrs. Della Simmons of Vinal
* PUTS III « PUNE 01 TWIN
Worcestershire sauce, salt and haven is visiting Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
paprika.
* PUTS AT YOUR PICNIC
Gregory this week.
I

Mr. and Mrs Samuel Higgins
spent the week-end at their home
here. Mr. Higgins returned Sun
day to Oxford, where he is em
ployed but Mrs. Higgins remained
for the week.
Mrs. Belle Howes and Mrs.

niece. Miss Carol Paulson, have
moved from the Milbury Hunt
house to their home, which Mr.
Sibley has been remodelling dur
ing the Winter.
Rev. Mary S. Gibscn spent sev
eral days recently at the home of
her daughter, Mrs. Virgil Morse,
Jr. in North Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hathorn of
- /-.
Lynn. Mass., were week-end guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Bertram MacKenzie.
Miss Esther Simpson and brother
Carl of Belfast visited Sunday
witli Miss Pearl Batchelder.
A special Mother’s Day service
will be held Sunday at the Com
munity Methodist Church.
Dr. Ralph Achoin and Mrs.
Mary Churchill of Boston and Mr.
and Mis. James Bradley and Mr Camden's Yacht Club offers every convenience for visiting va< ht\inen
serves as a social center
and Mis. Charles Luce of Belmont
were guests Sunday ol Mr. und
ulty members are to attend the | er Carleton Robbins, vi t>
Mrs. E. S. TownseAd.
meeting
of the Boston Alumni As- gu.sta Satui day.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Luce of
Befmont called Sunday on Mr and sociation. SaSturday.
*
-----------------Mrs. Boyd Whiting.
A group of faculty members atx serving of cole-slaw
Curtis Rogers, who is stationed \ended tlie meeting of tlie Bar Har- naif of one’s daily quota
at Foit Devens. Ayer. Mass., is visit- dor xiumni Association Monday.
min C, but in a serving ot
ing relatives here while on fur- j
children in Grades Seven and cabbage all of this vitamin
lou^h.
Eight, accompanied by critic teach- have been destroyed.

CAMDEN’S YACHTING CENTER

At Castine Normal

Miss Abbie M. Buck, of the Maine
Public Health Association, visited
the Laboratory School last week.
Margaret Rogers of Bar Harbor,
who is to take the leading part in
‘The Pirates of Penzance,” spent
the weekend here.
Elonia Cunningham, accompanied
Ersal Tozier and Josephine,
by- Mrs. Gladys Millay of South
Liberty, visited Sunday with Mrs. Hutchins have gone to Rockland to j
serve as cadet teachers in the ele- j
Ella Turner of Freedom.
(Mrs. Mary’ Bryant, who spent the mentary’ schools. Richard Mac
W.nter
in
Massachusetts
and Leod and Gertrude McKinney have i
Rhode Island. Is at her home here. returned to classes after having
Raymond J. Robinson, Worship been in Rockland four weeks.
Miss Elizabeth DCShon, critic '
ful Master of Quantabacook Lodge,
FAM., is attending the sessions of teacher in Sub-Primary and Grade
the Grand Lodge of Maine in Port One , visited schools in "Rockland
land for several days this week as Friday.
the representative of Quantabacook
Grace Grcss. Georgine Grindle.:
Lodge.
and Theoda Harding spent tlie
Mrs. Eunice Nollett, R N. of weekend in Rockland.
Waterville visited the local schools
The members of the Senior Class,
April 30.
student delegates Richard MacLeod
Mr. and Mrs. George Sibley and and John Seekins, with several fac-

BayteRS
.

WITH T
KNOXAgriculture

Several thousanc
pine are being pla
anU Harbor by the
under the direct io
Wall- The tre*‘s n,<
on waste land that
little value.
Prof. John Smyl1
lege of Agriculture
county last week
the poultry altuatici
president. Herb
North Nobleboro. r
County Poultry Im
sociation, had1 a in
High School Buildii
May 6 The subject
"The Raising of C!.
Onchardists shoul
to put on tlie pink r
of leaves sent to tl
Station, at the p
showed no scab sp<
Leaves will be sent
metz, professor of
College of Agricultir
intervals by Count
worth, to determine
to spray.
Farmers ln Knox

STRAND TH

q

■

ve

fjj baked

BALED
BEANS

Prepared and baked in the "Down East" tradition.
This means a guaranteed minimum of 10 hours
slow baking, with luscious pork and savory sauces,

in huge brick ovens. It also means an inexpensive
easy to get, delectable Saturday night feast that
will please the entire family.

<

You can’t imagine how much better Baxter's
Finest Baked Beans are—Four delicious varieties,
California or Michigan Pea, Red Kidney or Yellow

-- -

/N A CLASS RV (TSEIF

Eye. Remember—ask your grocer for—
Baked in Maine the Way .Maine People Like Them

RU MF0RD

BAXTERS

BAKING POWDER
Tp/ IT TODAY

FINEST

Evcry-Other-D

<

OVEN

! If STTS THE PACE »N THE QUALITY RACE

BAKED BEANS—BROWN

BREAD

GA’RDEN FRESH CANNED VEGETABLES

GUARANTEED
Send tor NEW booklet, containing dozens of bright
ideas to improve your baking . .. Address ■ Rumford
Rakine Powder

Box W

Olsen Baked.fO houW)

Rumford. Rhode Island.

Small Homes

Camps

A Boot for a Bop
hop on the head of thi

Apartments

that this nefarious al
of a shoe salesroom,
of department store

Arthur is starred by 1

fiUECTRIC COOKING
starts ut

sow®,

5^/
fo/

*

m

cu

Offer conilati of Oven and Hotplate (teakettle not included)

With Oris Electric OVEN & HOTPLATE
ROASTS*

. chicken, turkey, beef, pork and Iamb perfectly, browned to
your taste.

BAKES

REAP

biscuits, cakes, pastry, etc., light, flaky
browned — two pies or cakes at one time.

BROILS

uniformly

• steaks, chops, bacon and eggs, fish, etc., with all the good
ness seared in, the smokeless, electric way.

PRIES

•

•

any foods you desire.

BUItT-IN DETACHABLE

Economical to use . . . cooks on stored heat principle.

BRAEMORE

FOR UNEQUALED
PERFORMANCE
The secret of why it works

Patented

to weU »s in th<*
Dofochob/o yVovomognef
3-Way Operation from
AC. DC or bottery pock.

Quiet

Both oven and hot

plate are white porcelain.

TERMS

BOSTON

A distinctive residential and transient hotel located at the entrance
to Boston’s beautiful Fenway. Six minutes to center of City by
rapid transit Families will enjoy our large suites available at
special low rates.
Ko liquor told,
Our ou n garagot

BURPEE’S
361 MAIN STREET,

in

Plugs into any convenience outlet.

if you prefer

$0.95

CtNTRAL«?MAI H E
pewtAX^Mnwr

down

$2.75 a month
for 8 months

Room and bath from $3 - double from $5 - suites from $6

ROCKLAND, ME.
54-55

^466 Commonwealth Avonuo, at Charlosgato West
' * Kenmore Square.
Henry A. Burnham/ Mgr.

PHONE FOR A FREE TRIAL IN YOt R HOME - NO

OBLIGATION WHATEVER

any ti
gcncii
brings
busint
phone

Evcry-Other-DaV
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on to burlap, and how to hook.
Mrs. Margaret Gregory, Mrs. Edith
Overlock, Mrs. Bessie Haraden and
Mrs. Bfrn.ce Freeman served cn
AND THE
the dinner committee
Leader meetings to be cn this
subject of rug making during the
(next week: "Owls Head. May 14.
• - ------------------------------------------------- —- ------------------------------------ • , with Mrs Evelyn Ross and M.s.
AgrieUhUI'e
counties who desire labor this Chester Rcbarts in charge; East
Several thousand spruce and i Bummer and Fall should contact Union. May 14. with Mrs. Lura
p.ne are being planted in Ten- their local Maine State Employ Norwood in charge; Camden, May
,,rlLs Harbor by the 4-H club boys ment offices which are located In 15. with Mrs. Lillian Piper and
ier the direction of Forrest Rockland and Bath. Anyone who Mrs. Tibbetts in charge; McntWall. The trees are bemg set out would like work on farms shculd sweag. May 15, with Mrs. Helen
(,„ waste land that- at prercriu has register at one of these offices. Gross in charge. The heme dem
little value.
There are no charges in connec onstration agent, Lucinda Rich,
will conduct this meeting May 9
prof. John Smyth of the Cel- tion with the seivice.
with the Rockland farm bureau
,
oi Agriculture was in tire With The Homes
group.
county last week and spike on
Mrs. Nellie Clifford and Mrs Ar
"Meat Specialties" was the sub
the (Kiultry situation.
thur Webb of North Edgecomb
ject
of which Mrs. Nettie Grinnell
president, Herbei t Spear of had charge of the meeting on rug I
of
Burkettville
had charge, April
Moi th Nobleboro, of tiie Lin coin making. May 1. The morning was I
17.
The
liver,
kidney and heart
C\ inty Poultry Improvement As- spent in studying design, color, and I
ation, had' a meeting at the a little of the background of this I dishes were prepared by the mem
bers in the morning and served as
. School Building, Waldoboro, art.
Dinner was served by Mrs.
May 6. The subject discussed was Rose Moore and Mrs. Alta Parker. the main dish of the dinner. After
dinner, other recipes for these
•The Raising of Chicks'*.
During the afternoon, members
A modern post office greatly facilitates the business and social life of Camden
Orchardists should be prepared selected and drafted a pattern on animal organs were discussed and
ti, put on the pink spray. Samples their burlap and started to hook. menus planned to use them. Rules
for the balanced meal contest management leaders who will con- 1 plants at a meeting in their club i gregational Church tonight. Ellen
of leaves sent to the Experiment
‘’Rug Making" was the subject were reviewed. •
6tuiion, at the pre-pink stage of the Rockport meeting April 24
duct them: Tenants Harbor, May rooms. Refreshments were served |Stein and Dorothy Johnson will
Whitefield Farm Bureau will
n rr,give
a demonstration on "Serving
nt,wed no scab spores discharged. at Mrs. Emily Hall's home. ThirtyHarvell
Crockett and Robert °
9. Mrs. Pearle Wall and Mrs. Jessie .by tt
a Patient in Bed" at the tournaLeaves will be sent to Dr. Stein one women w*ere present. Mrs. Liz have a meeting on "Meat Special Harris; Sheepscot, May 14. Mrs.
Wyllie. Earle Moore is leader of j
in Rockland> May 9.
ties,” May 15 with Mrs. George
metz. professor of botany at the zie Smith, clothing leader, had
Winona
Chase;
Edgecomb.
May
15,
Hausen, community foods leader,
the club and Mrs. Moore is assis- ;
We-Can-Do-It club of WalCollege of Agriculture, at frequent charge of the session which con
i Mrs. Marjorie Stone and Mrs.
in charge.
tant.
doboro
scored their food and health
intervals by County Agent Went sisted of learning something about
George Cowley.
Mrs.
Mona
Farrin,
home
man

The Happy-Go-Luckies of War- habits at a meeting of the club reworth, to determine the right time the background of rug making,
The Hope Farm Bureau met
agement leader of South Bristol,
ren
held their annual parents’ cently. at the home of their leadto spray.
some fundamentals of color and was in charge of the subject mat with Mrs. Gladys Burgess at her
night,
April 29. The program con- er, Mrs. Lula Miller,
Farmers in Knox and Lincoln design, how to transfer a design
ter cn “Color in the Kitchen and cottage on Meguntkook Lake re sisted of group songs, violin duet
a demonstration on ironing and
Kitchen Gadgets" which was taken cently to do Red Cross sewing. Six by Lois Norwood and Faye Mar- use of the dustless duster was
were nearly comup April 29. Each person contrib girls' dresses
, .
,
„ , tin, vocal solo by Mary Drewett, given by Mrs. Helena Hodgdon,
womens 1 re es | tWQ demonstrations—“Color and Its 1 leader, at a meeting of the Tip
uted by displaying some kitchen Pe?e
gadgets which they had feund w\re started.
Use”, Evelyn Smith and Madeline Top girls of Wiscasset at her home.
useful. Stippling linoleum was ’ The following farm bureaus have Haskell, and “Salad Making,” ! Evelyn Gorham and Lorene Hodgdemonstrated in the afternoon and contributed money, to date, toward Elizabeth Kenniston and Mary don were cn the refreshment comeach person had an opportunity a fund which will buy canning Drewett, and a recitation by Patty i mittee.
to try it. Mrs. Charlotte Eugley equ.pment for the women in Eng Moody. Christine Jones w’as the
Charles Austin of Washington is
and Mrs. Margaret House served land: Owls Head, Hope. Union, p anist. Thirty parents and guests j the new assistant leader of tiie
Vinalhaven,
North
Edgecomb,
the dinner.
were present.
Refreshments of , Washington Hill and Valley Boys,
Nobleboro,
Damariscotta,
Rockport,
Hope Farm Bureau will take up
sandwiches, cookies and punch j The boys met at George's Lake for
these same subjects at their meet Edgecomb, Rockland, Simonton, were served after the program, i a hot dog roast. Neal Peabody,
ing on May 14 Mrs. Bessie Hardy, Washington, and Camden. One The meeting was in charge of Mrs. I member cf the club, is planning to
heme management leader, will be thousand dollars has already been Beulah Lord, leader, and Mrs. give a demonstration with his
in charge. Nobleboro will learn raised by Extension women in the Edna Jones, assistant.
electric motor, May 17 at the
about kitchen gadgets, May 15 United States. Tiie rural women
A farewell party was given Mrs. Grange meeting.
fiom Mrs. Ruth Erskine, heme of the nation are now sending con Kenneth Cook, leader of The Win
Gardening and chick raising
tributions.
management leader.
were
discussed at a meeting of the
ners of Vinalhaven at the home
A training class on home safety 4-H Club Notes
of Mrs. Scott Littlefield, assistant Pioneers of Tenant’s Harbor at the
in farm fire prevention for home
This week. May 3-10, is "Clean leader, Friday evening, May 2. Manual Training Building. Thurs
management leaders in eight up Week” for all 4-H clubs in the Mrs. Cock is leaving the island for day evening. May 1. Charles Cool
communities was held April 30 at state. The first club to report do Mapleton where her husband has broth and Raymond Wiley made
the Camden Grange hall. The ings in Knox-Lincoln was the ■ been transferred as Methodist plans for giving a public demon
home demonstration agent was in Pleasant Cushingites of Cushing | minister,
stration, May 9, at the Rockland
charge. Those who attended and led by Henrj- Van Deman. The ; The Happy Juniors of West tournament cn "How to Make a
communities
they
represented: boys burned grass and cleaned up ■Rockport were given a quiz on the Lamp.” These boys are enrolled
Mrs. Bessie Hardy, Hope; Mrs. Wil old shingles on the chutch lawn, safety program by their leader, in the room improvement project.
bur Cross and Mrs. Lizzie French, went on a road patrol picking up Mrs. Henry- Keller.
Forrest Wall, leader of the club,
Rockport; Mrs. Pearie Wall and glass and tin cans, and planted
The Abnakis of Tenants Harbor will train them.
Mrs. Jessie Harris, Tenants Har a tree in the Broad Cove School made a Maybasket and filled1 it
bor*; Mrs. Henry Kontio and Mrs. yard in Cushing.
with fruit for an invalid in the LINCOLNVILLE
Jalo Ranta, Rockland; Mrs. Ma
The Hill Top Juniors of Hope community May 1. A play that
Mrs. Hazel Pottle and son Mau
rion Calderwood and Mrs. Eda washed the windows and cleaned the club is planning to put on the
rice motored recently to Ellsworth
Goff of Union. Chief Allen Pay- the cupboards in the Hcpe Grange last of May was rehearsed. Mrs.
for a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Lyndon
son of the Camden Fire'Depart Hall fcr their community service Pearle Wall and Mrs. Evelyn An
Phelps.
ment will take charge of these at a meeting recently. Mrs. Mabel drews are coaching the play.
Paul Thomas and Frederick Gray
meetings in a few communities. Wright is leader of the club.
The Jolly Toilers of Thomaston
were
home from Bath lor the week
\ Boot for a Bop! Jean Arthur’s choice of a weapon for this pending Mrs. Louise Dunbar and Mrs.
The George's Valley- 4-H boys made final plans for the bean sup end.
hi p mi the head of the unaware Charles Coburn seems dictated bv the fact Annie Bowden of the Camden learned how to transplant tomato per to be given at the Finnish ConMiss Ruth Heald of Conway, N.
that this nefarious assault takes place in the ordinarily peaceful confines Farm Bureau served dinner. Meet
nl a slice salesroom. The scene Ls from Norman Krasna's laughable story,
H.,
is passing a few weeks at Hall's
ings on this subject to be held
of department store woes, “The Devil and Miss Jones,' in which MLss
cottage.
soon, with the names of the home
Arthur is starred by RKO Radio.
Ellis Basford, George Underhill
and Miss Irene Basford were in
Waterville for the week-end.

WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS'

Camden’s Modem Post Office

KNOX-LINCOLN FARM BUREAU

STRAND THEATRE FRIDAY-SATURDAY

PARK THEATRE FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Miss Gertrude McKinney who has

been serving as cadet teacher in
Rockland, was home for the week
end.
V. A. Woodbridge of Pejepscot
was a visitor in town Sunday.

Nut margarine, made of vege
table oils, usually coconut oil.

Hey, western fans, your favorite
hero is back again!
Yes sir. it’s none other than
Gene Autry who returns to town
in Republic's "Back in the Saddle.’’
Not only is it one of the best
produced, directed, and plotted of
all Autry outdoor dramas, but has
a star-studded cast of top Holly
wood names: Edward Norris, fa
mous for his "They Won't Forget"
characterization, lovely Jacqueline
Wells, little Maty Lee, Addison
R chards and Arthur Loft. Of
course’ Smiley Burnette is very
much present with more than a
laugh a' minute. By letting it be
known that in "Back in the
Saddle” Smiley delves into the
dark mysteries of Yogi magic, his

REAP THE BENEFITS OF A TELEPHONE I Talk with friends or relatives
any time! The telephone connects you swiftly. It protects you in emer

gencies, enables you to make plans, appointments, saves trips to the stores,
brings jobs when you need work. • Today stop at your local telephone
business office or call it free from any public telephone. Order your tele

phone today for listing in the new Directory.

SON* •

THE NEW TELEPHONE DIRECTORY

MAINE IN WASHINGTON
(From the Office of Senator Ralph O Brewster)

i accounts for the very great conWith Maine getting considerably cern we feel about the situation,
more than our per capita share of , Senator Brewster reminded the
the national preparedness program Canadian Minister of the very
as a result cf the skill of our happy relationship that had been
craftsmen in shipbuilding and the worked out between Maine and the
availability of our textile indus- Maritime Provinces and Quebec
t.les to serve our defense, the ; regarding interchange of courtesMaine Delegation in Washington ies and advertising in connection
turned its energies this last week with their joint attractions, and
j to the attempt to solve the prob pointed out that similar co-opera
lem concerned with our recrea tion could not be expected so long
as the Canadian ban continued
tional visitors from Canada.
Ever since the Indians some | since it was affecting very- prejuhundreds of years ago were jour- diciously
recreational
interests
throughout
the
State
of
Maine.
neying every Summer down cur
The Canadian Minister recogrivers to the mouth of the Kennebec and the Androscoggin and the nlzed this problem and expressed
Penobscot to create some of the the earnest hope that the effect
great shell-heaps that are a of the very recent Hyde Park
monument to the succulence of | agreement might be to ameliorate
our clams and lobsters, Canqda has the exchange situation,
been sending a host of visitors to
Re assured the Maine delegation
that before going to Washington
the coast of Mairtt.
Now the exigencies of war have he had taken this whole situation
cut off these visitors as a result up with the authorities at Ottawa
of Canada imposing the most and had been very hopeful that
stringent restrictions on any rec he might make this gesture of good
reational visitors to the states. will immediately but that action
Any Canadian coming to the apparently must await some im
United States must satisfy the au provement in the exchange situa
thorities as to the purpose and tion.
necessity of his visit and a vaca
tion has not thus far been includ MEDOMAK
Mrs. Marion Castner and son
ed in the category- for which the
i Dominion authorities would per John spent Saturday with her
mit a Canadian to take out any mother in Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Genthner
funds.
and
two children were visitors
This does not mean that Canada
Saturday
in Rockland.
does not recognize the necessity
Mr.
and
Mrs. Thomas Carter and
Of a vacation but rests its edict
upon the necessity of conserving Mr. and Mrs. Frank Collamore at
tended the funeral of Emerson
their exchange.
The Maine Delegation has been Simmons held Sunday in Friend
exploring
the
situation
very ship.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Kearney of
thoroughly in Washington and se
cured the designation cf John D. Quincy, Mass., were recent guests
Hickerson to act as a representa of Mr. and Mrs. Theodore McLain.
Hartwell Carter spent the week
tive of our State Department with
end
at home from Fort McKinley.
the Canadian Legation in the
Maurice
Keene of the U. S. Navy
negotiations. Mr. Hickerson was
is
visiting
his parents, Mr. and
most sympathetic with the Maine
Mrs.
Fted
Keene.
point of view which is also of very
Mrs. Annie Elwell has returned
great interest to New Yoik, New
Jersey, Florida. California, and to her home in Loudville.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Benner
many of the other recreational
and daughter Patricia of Friend
states.
Friday cf this past week the ship passed the week-end with Mrs.
Maine Delegation met with the Benner s mother, Mrs. Clara Car
Canadian Minister, Hon. Leightcn ter.
Mrs. Burton Teele and son Rob
McCarty, to explore the whole
ert
are visiting Mrs. Teele's sister
situation very thoroughly. The
in
Rockland
.
Canadian Minister was most sym
Mrs. Rosie Collamore. Addie Mc
pathetic w-ith * the problem of
Maine and the other states. The Lain and Dana McLain were Au
Maine Delegation pointed cut po gusta visitors last Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Kaler and
litely but as forcefully as possible
that Canada was depending a Mrs. Eugene Genthner were recent
great deal upon tourists from the guests of Mrs. Genthner's daugh
United States for this coming sea ter, Mrs. Ernest Barter in Boothson and that it seemed distinctly bay.
ungracious for Canada to be em
phasizing so greatly its availability
for vacations and at the same
time to prohibit its own citizens
from enjoying a vacation in the
States in accordance with their
habit of many centuries.
The Minister promised to sub
Doctors say your kidneys contain 15 milea
tiny tubes or lilt ers which help to purify the
mit the whole situation to Ottawa of
blood and keep you healthy. When they get
for further consideration and in tired and don t work right in the daytime,
many people have to get up nights. Frequent
dicated that he cculd well under or
scanty passages with smarting and burning
sometimes
shows there is something wrong
stand the effect upon public opin with your kidneys
or bladder. Don't neglect
this condition and lose valuable, restful sleep.
ion of the Canadian attitude.
When disorder of kidney function permits
Canada is buying in the United poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it
may also cause nagging backache, rheumatio
States several hundred million pains, leg pains, loss of pep and energy,
puffiness under the eyes, headaches
dollars more than the United swelling,
and dizziness.
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan’s
States is buying in Canada which
Pill-, used successfully by millions for over 40
means that there is a very consid years. They give happy relief and will help
15 miles of kidney tubes Hush out poison
erable shortage of exchange and the
ous waste from your blood. Get Doan's Pills.
Canadian Visitors

Tired Kidneys
Often Bring
Sleepless Nights

millions of fans can know to ex
pect a full hour of guffaws.
Gene is seen as the foreman of
the Bar Cross Ranch, and a lead
er of other cattlemen against E.
G. Blaine, a rascally mining mag
nate whose mines are polluting the
ranchers’ streams and mercilessly
killing their cattle. His efforts in
this direction are retarded by his
ward. Tom, played by Edward Nor
ris. who thinks Gene has fallen in
love with his sweetheart, Taffy
(Jacqueline Wells*. Tom's jeal
ousy eventually imperils his own
life, as well as that of Gene’s when
Gene tries to save him. Smiley
Burnette fOTgets his magic in time
to face facts and save Gene and
Tom in as thrilling a climax as
fans have seen in many a moon.

BW/-2r3NW'S
• Sure the swing's to Dodge Job-Rated

SUCCESSFULLY USED
OVER
YEARS

trucks! Here’s why: A truck that fits the

jv.'" cZ > 'Grandparent*, their children and
W their children’s children have
found Dr. True’s Elixir a valuable
aid when in need of a laxative.
I Use as directed on label,

formance, costs less to operate — lasts

peg)

pMtnpt Adion

HELPS IN THESE CASES, TOO . . .
under residence listings, may be made for
a small additional charge. . . . Call your

expect to move soon, call your
Office at once to list your name, address
and number correctly.

ADDITIONAL LISTINGS In the alphabetical
pages, additional listings under firm list
ings. or of other members of a household

i

Business Office.

BUSINESS SUBSCRIBERS You may get ef
fective attention for your business with
special type treatments or larger advertis

*• *

li

**

j

I

TELEGRAPH

2. LOOKAT

3.7HML00KAr

job is a better truck, gives better per

longer, saves time, saves money! And

new Dodge Job-Rated trucks are the
best tr.ucks ever built—best quality—
best value. Compare them with any

truck at any price! Be convinced!

ing space at low rates.

AND

Z LOOKAT

COMPANY

PHONE 124-W
THE TRUE FAMILY LAXATIVE

DYER’S GARAGE, INC.

PARK STREET
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THE LATCHSTRING IS OUT AT CAMDEN

TUESDAY
THURSDAY

Saturday

No food except milk and chrrse
(Continued from Page Nine)
will furnish, in the amount one
Enough said of our recreational
can eat in a day, all the lime one
qualities.
needs.
We boast excellent schools, to get
* i
back to serious things—churches of
Read The Courier-Gazette
R
*MW
all denominations, a busy Y.M.C.A.,
< Is
a spacious Opera House where con
certs and entertainment of the
highest class is’ held, a fire depart
ment of which we are proud; a
Community Hospital; a modern Post
Office and first-class hotels, inns,
tourist homes, stores, offices and
All Home Cooking
shops. All goes to make Camden
a well-established and pleasant
CAMDEN
community in which to live.
5 BAY VIEW ST..
Industrially, we are prominent.
The Camden Shipbuilding <k Marine
Railway is providing employment
for many and has recently become
equipped to take care of all avail
able work along their lines. Two
mine-sweepers are under construc
tion at the yard, Which is only a
beginning.
HOME-MADE
A check-up on our local mills to
date, reveals full time operation at
the Hughes Woolen Mill, with a
CANDY
second crew at night, full day work
with expectations of putting on
shops, excellent stocks, and
6 MAIN ST.,
CAMDEN, ME
night crews at Camden Textile This establishment typifies the progress and spirit of Camden’s merchantsr-flne

A Typical Camden Store

Camden Winter Sports Paradise

Established January, 1

SUNDAY IS M

OP

Bay View

Restaurant

• •

\\

Stevenson’s

courteous service.

■su.

“The Smiling Cow”

1

Camden Branch of Famous
Boothbay Shop Opens

From all corners of New England and beyond loveis of winter sports flock to Camden’s celebrated Snow
Bowl where they find conditions perfect for King Winter’s virile activities.

MONHEGAN

Dean’s
Confectionery Store
and Restaurant
28 WASHINGTON ST.

CAMDEN. ME.

J. C. Curtis, Inc.
5 ELM ST.,

CAMDEN, ME.

Hardware

and Sporting Goods

Fred A. Dean
Representing

E. A. STROUT REALTY
AGENCY

28 WASHINGTON «T.
CAMDEN, ME,

Texaco Elms

Z

Capt. Courtland Brackett of New
Harbor, called at the island recent
ly in the seiner Natalie B. With
i him were Mr. and Mrs. Eldorus
j McLain, Mrs. Lola Brack?tt and A.
i Cummings. Mr. Cummings, a re1 tired printer of Waterville, has re
cently bought the Fred Tibetts
property ln New Harbor. The Mc
Lains are residents of this town,
Mr. McLain made the trip for the
purpose of removing his lobster
traps to New Harbor for the Spring
fishing.
Mrs. Louise Connaway and daugh
ter Leonebel have returned from
Camden, also Miss Ida Proper, who
recently spent a few days in Rock
land.
Harold Clifford of Boothbay, su
perintendent, was a visitor at the
school last week.
Mrs. Mary Stevens arrived Sat
urday and has opened her cottage
on the Beach. Mrs, Stevens has
been spending the Winter in Rock
land at the home of Mrs. Mary
Brown.
Capt. Bari Field went to Boothbay last week in the lobster smack
Gull.
Capt. Manville Davis came home
over the week-end, William Orne
making the trip with him. They
returned Sunday to Thomaston.
Raymond Remick and Isaac
White, Jr., arrived here Sunday in
a seaplane. They flew from Port
land where Mr. Reinick has just
completed a course in aviation, as

Hastings’

News Stand

Service Centre
CAMDEN. ME.

flight instructor. Mr. White, a
resident of this town, is working in
Hartford, and was week-end guest
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ray
mond Remick of Cape Elizabeth.
"Wanna buy a goose?’’ Adolph
Mersfelder and Lewis Day came
upon a tame Canada goose wander
ing about Lobster Cove. In fact,
there are five on the island. These
birds have escaped from someones
back yard, or have left a sanctuary
where they have received protection.
The man on the flying trapeze
has nothing on Raymond Remick.
He flies through the air with the
greatest of ease—not unlike the
swallow. It is refreshing to meet
people in these uncertain days who
have confidence in what they are
doing, whether it be piloting a
seaplane, navigating a boat or man
aging a private business. Confi
dence in ourselves, and in others
is the foundation of success.

TENANT’S HARBOR

Mrs. Alice Murphy and sons
Emerson and Philip have arrived
from Ormond Beach, Fla., where
they were employed for the Winter.
The two young daughters of Rev.
and Mrs. Byrd Springer are ill
with German measles.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Grant
(Emma Giles) of Massachusetts
who are visiting his mother in
Waldoboro recently called on
friends in this community. Mrs.
Grant is a native of this place.
Puritan Rebekah Lodge worked
the degree in Rockland last Thurs
day. Mrs Eva Page Hawkins of
this Lodge is district deputy presi
dent.

Friday, May 30

“The Smiling Cow ’ of Boothbay
Harbor and’ New York, established
15 years ago by Mrs. Margaret

Harold Corthell. prominent Cam
den business man, is active in all
civic projects.

Company No. 1 and 2, full time day
and night at Seabright Woven Felts
and the Knox Woolen Mill has or
ders stacked ahead.
Nancy Ellen Frocks, in the Brew
ster Building, is making kiddies’
Summer dresses and they tell me,
they are working on their fall line
at the present time.
This ail sums up to the most re
cent venture, that of the luxuri-

Beauty Salon

CAMDEN, ME.

TEL. 24)75.

Camden

GIFTS

Sunoco Service

Library

Macaroni and white
practically devoid of
while potatoes are an
source of vitamins B. C

rice are
vitamins,
excellent
and G.

Make that day a happy oi
You may have many friends a

Potter’s Studio

And You Are Ii
Camp—What I

KODAKS
Developing, Printing
CHESTNUT ST., CAMDEN, ME

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

FOR MOTHER’S DAY
GIVE—
Nylon and
Crepe de Chine
STOCKINGS

THE VILLAGE
SHOP
CAMDEN, MAINE
PAIR BOUDOIR LAMPS TO BE GIVEN AWAY

@ No bob!

No dip!

IT’S OPEN Hl
I

Ne woeJer it's tie RlBE
SENSATIONolthe gear!

Open For The Season

Home-Made Ice Cream
CAMDEN, ME.

No sway!

types.
Both Mis. Hawkie and Mr.
Fisher are overjoyed at the hos
pitality already evidenced, here in
Camden and extend an invitation
to all to brouse around their shop.
“Tire Smiling Cow" on and after
Decoration Day.

Eugene

Pine Tree Gift Shop

Periodicals

ous "Camden” Theatre which offi
cially opened May 3d. The elabo
rate brick Colonial structure dis
playing a huge, fluorescently lighted
marquee is most inviting and little
does one realize its true beauty,
until admittance is made into the
foyer and auditorium itself, with
its soft wall coloring and startling
stage beauty . “Hats off to ‘Cam
den’ Theatre.”
Tire merchants, one and all, are
looking forward to a very brilliant
season and are prepared to give
their best. They will be seeing you
Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
An Observer.

Hawkie and two daughters, Mrs.
Lew Deitz and Mrs. John Blakemore, will open its Camden branch
on Decoration Day, at its new lo
cation on Main street, overlooking
the falls. This shop will be un
der the efficient management of
Henry Fisher of Boothbay who
has been with Mrs. Hawkie fox- the
past three years.
After closing their shops in De
cember, they have been search
ing the Atlantic Coast, from
Maine to Florida for original hand
work of various kinds and have
found, much to their delight that
American handwork has improved
and enlarged, due of course,
to
the
dependence
on our
own products. Many very beau
tiful and unique crafts were
seen and purchases ,made from
them, to be displayed in their
Boothbay and Camden shops. A
very exclusive line of Gieeting and
Christmas cards of excellent taste
will be displayed, also hand made
sterling jewelry and1 gifts of all

At this time when our coui
facing a National emergent
importance and necessity lr
creased educational and
tional training is being sti
Anticipating this need. James,
Entee, national director o'
Civilian Conservation Corps
prescribed a program to be pu
effect ln conjunction with the
ous States, through funds allot
the States by the Federal Gc
ment.
More than half of the pli
program of vocational trainin
be afforded CCC enrollees
their camps, by Instructors anc
equipment (financed with
funds. The balance of the pri
will 'be provided at schools
easy reach of the enrollees, j
the courses being offered arr
tor vehicle and maintenance
working, metal working, elect
welding, aircraft building
metal and machine shop,
In accordance with the
pronouncement of IMr McEntt
Oen. James A. Woodruff, comi
Ing officer of the First Corp.'
US A., has Issued directions tl
CC.C. camps ln this area cc
a publicity campaign for th
pose of acquainting and inter
men 17 years of age and up
cially those who expect to gra
from High School this yeai
the possibilities and advanta^
fered by enrollment in CC C ■
In compliance with these
tiona, the Camden Hills Can
observe Open House Week M;

Greeting Cards

DETEI

CORNER ELM A WOOD STS.
MAIN ST.,

CAMDEN, ME.

TEL. 746.

People, Fine Stores, Fine Streets, and a beautiful
new Theatre.
All roads lead to Camden Thursday, Friday and
Saturday. While in town we extend to you an invi
tation to visit at Carleton French & Co.’s New Store.
On our second floor you will And a large variety of
Dishes, Glassware, Enamelware. A Set of Dishes
given away to one of the lucky ones who register.

.23

Salada Tea, red label.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. % Ib pkg
Salada Tea Bags, red label.. .. .. .. ... 18 bags

.39
.18

Salada Tea, brown label.. .. .. .. .. . .. i/2 Ib pkg

.35

Kellogg’s Corn Flakes.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ... Ige pkg

.10

Krispy Crackers.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 Ib pkg

.16

in the

• .•

brought completely new Riding Ease to

OUR GIFT SHOP
Offers you a varied line of Choice Gifts
for all occasions

F. E. MORROW
Jeweler and Optician
CAMDEN, ME.
Register for a Gift to be given away at "Camden" Theatre
Saturday evening

We list a few of our Nation Wide Specials—

White House Coffee, 1 Ib economy pkg.. .. .. .. .

Illustrated Talk on]

self how “Slow-Motion Springs" have

WHY NOT A CAMDEN WEEK END
We have Everything to offer—A Nice Town, Nice

•'AWAWWJWZ.-.M.V.VAVM'W

Drive the big 1941 Ford. See for your

CAMDEN. ME.

LENFEST AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE

New

ford ridc
Slow wary line shows how the sensational new
Ford “Slow-Motion Springa" smooth out
the Ride after car travels over road bump.

the low-price field!
You learn a lot about the Ford
RIDE when you examine the
“Ride-graphs” shown here. But
try the car—know why every
body’s talking about this great
new ride. Sensational new,
softer, s-l-o-w-e-r springs have
created a softer, smoother,
more restful ride than any pre
vious low-price car ever had.
i
You learn a lot about the
ROOMINESS of the 1941 Ford
when you use the “Measuring
Stick.” There’s 2 pubic feet

more room than in any other

INSPECTOR
Head of Homicide S]

low-price carl
You learn still more about

Temple H;

“VALUE” when you discover

the Ford gives you more than

MONDAY,

30 major features available in
no other low-price car!

Tty the* car, examine the
facts, and the truth of this
statement is clear: The 1941
Ford OUT-RIDES, OUTMEASURES, OUT-VALUES any other
car near the Ford price—bar
none!

AUSPICES

j -?

ntAMBI-

NOTE: FIRST IN PROVED ECONOMY!

TEL. 651

*

The big 1941 Ford was first in its class
in this year’s big, official Gilmore-Grand

I
<

Canyon Economy Run.

i

CAMDEN, ME.

31 MAIN STREET,

BEWISE...BUYNOWI
For tho best deal in

I
t

A G

town, soo your local
Ford dealorl

MARKET SPECIALS

Roast Beef, Boneless Steer Beef . .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib

.35

Pot Roast. Boneless Steer.. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib

.29

P. G. WILLEY & CO.

Shoulder Steak, Steer Beef.. .. .. .. . • ••••«• Ib

.41

Anthracite COAL Bituminous

CARLETON FRENCH & CO.
TEL. 461—462,

Dll.KIl V I

CAMDEN, ME.

THE I!

Builder’s Supplies

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.

TEL. 456

24 BAY VIEW ST.,

CAMDEN,

ROCKLAND, MAINE,^TELEPHONE *7»_________

Ci

WALDOBORO, MAINS

■m———root row MAui nasr roc i^r nTfr iwifOfp

TELEPHONE «1

__ __

ROUNI
Te

